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OVERSIGHT OK THE VOCATIONAL EDUCATIONr ACT, 1981

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARM.AND HUMANITIES;

COMMITTEE ON.LABOR AND, HUMAN RESOURCES,
Montpelier, Vt.

The s committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., at Vermont
College, MontpeIier, Vt., Senator Robert T. Stafford (chairman of
the subcom ittee) presiding.

,Fresent: Senator Stafford. 5

, OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR STAFFORD

Senator STAFFORD. We would ask the members of the first panel
if they would please take their seats.

I am going to call this meeting of the Subcommittee on uca-
tion, Arts and Humanities to order. One member of the pjtnel is
not here yet, but in the interest of time and in view of the t we
have fourpanels to get through by 1 o'clock, we are going fo start
now,
. I think the subcommittee, as represented by your Senator, is de-
lighted to be here in I dian summer. Whoever arranged this
weather and the folia w
days, has certainly imp ssed us, and we areddelighted with it.

hich could have lasted just a few more

We are required, due to the constraints of time, to ask witnesses,
and they have all been told this in advance, to confine their oral
statements to 5 minutes. The full statements that have been pre-
pated will be carried in the hearing record in full as if delivered.

Today the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities
begins a series of hearings to be held nationwide on vocational edu- ,

cation. While Congress need not actually renew the Vocational
Education Act until fiscal year 1984, it is appropriate to review the
operation of that law in advance of any possible legislative
revisions.

Our purposes in initiating these -hearings here in Vermont are
varied, but each reason is important. And, certainly, our purposes
represent more than just t 'firneed to conduct periodic oversight of
Federal programs.

Given the general concern about the state of our economy, the
productivity of the American Vvorker, the preparedness of our na-
tional defense industries, and the rate of youth employment, in-
creasing attention is being focused on improved vocational educa-
tion as a coemponent of America's revitalization.

(1)
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Vocational education has a long history of accomplishment.
Indeed, it is one of the oldest forms of Federal aid to education,
dating from the Smith-Hughes Att of 1917.

" In this, our first field hearing in Vermont, my first as chairman.
of the Education Subcommittee, I am aware not only of the impor-
tance of vocational education to Vermonters, but of Vermont's
active achievements in education generally. Therefore, I regard it
as a privilege to be able to defend in Congress Federal aid to
education. ,

And, while I support the President's goal of balancing the Feder-
al budget by fiscal 'ear 1984, I disagive with attemptS to accom-
plish this at the expense of unduly damaging, the education of our
young people. A well-trained, well-educated population is too im-
portant to the security and growth of our Nation to be forgotten by
the Federal Government.

In the current budgetary environment, fiscal constraints and the
administration's educational philosophy, have necessitated a re-
evaluation of all educational programs, including vocational educa-
tion. Disturbingly, the evolving discussions in Washington over vo-
cational education promise significant revisions which may not ad-
vance Federal participation in the education of our people for
employment.

Rather titan wait.for changes to be suggested by opponents a vo-
cational educ ion, we must face up to the facts and suggest con-
structive, as opposed to destructive, changes in the Federal Voca-
tional Edupáion Act.

We hav begun this effort in Vermont because, as a rural, North-
eastern State, Vermont is confronted with the problem of training
a work force that is talented enough to help retain existing busi-
nesses and industry and attract new growth to our economy.

While Vermont shares similar handicaps with other Northeast-
ern, Frost Belt .States, it enjoys a significant advantage. The work
ethic and ingenuity of its work force. Vocational education can be
one factor in helping Vermont to modernize that work force to
achieve its development goals..

Today we will hear from a variety of Vermonters. First, repre-
sentatives of business and industry will offer their assessment of
the labor corce and the level and preparation of young peole now
entering it. Afterward, a series of educators representing the spec-
trum of vocational education will offe; their views.

I have asked each witness, as I said, to keep in mind' the chal-
lenge confronting vocational education and to help our subcommit-
tee identify those areas where the Federal Government can make
positive and productive contributions to State and local programs,
and I have asked them to do it in the impossible task of 5 miniffel,

At the same time, I ask each of them to keep in mind these so-
bering facts.

In 1966, the Federal Government contributed 29 percent or
almost one-third of all the moneys spent on vocational education in
the United States. By 1973, the percentage dropped to 16 percent,
yet, the $565 million spent then would amount to over $1 billion
today. In 1979, the percentage of the Federal contr,ibution had
fallen to 8.5 percent, and today, the President is recommending

0 A,
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only $549 million in Federal assistance, significantly beldw the
fiscal year 1980 appropriation of $784 million. t

Givpn the reduced proportion of Federal assistance, and The pros-
pects for future education, we are faced with certain significant
choices. ,

First, should we retain the varietIr df purposes the Federal dollar -
is supposed to achieve? Or should the current law be revised to
specify a limited number of areas where the Federal %dollar can .
make the most needed and enduring contribution?

And, just as importantly, should the Vocational Education Act
become a block grant embodying few national goals? ----4,-

The answers to these questions.will not be easy, nevertheless, the
questions must be asked. I am confident that the subcommittee has
come to the right place to begin its investigation. .

The first panel consists of Mr. Elbert Moulton, executive' direc-
tor, Brattleboro Development Credit Corp., Mr. Thomas Graham,
vice president, Hayward Tyler PumP, Burlington, Vt., and Robert
LaBonte, director of industry-community relations, Fellows Corp.,
Springfield, Vt. s

We would like to begin a this point, and I am going in the order
the panelists are listed on e list. I think, Al, you have a date that j
reqdires you to leave fairly arly, so we will hear you first.

STATEMENTS OF ELBERT MOULTON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
BRArrLEBORO DEVELOPMENT CREDIT CORP., THOffrAS
GRAHAM, VICE PRESIDENT, HAYWARD TYLER PUMP,. BURLING-

. TON, VT.; AND ROBERT LaBONTE, DIRECTOR 'OF INDUSTRY-
COMMUNITY RELATIONS, FELLOWS CORP., SPRINGFIELD, VT.,
A PANEL

Mr. MOULTON. Thank you.
--Thank you very much, Senator, for the opportunity to be, here
this morning and give my personal thoughts on this question of vo-
cational education.

1It has been my good fortune to have spent most of the last 25
years of my life in promoting the economic development of Ver-
mont, both as a department head at the State level and a develop-
ment executive at the grassroots level.

One of the industry's priority concerns today is finding people to
meet their manpower needs, people with the right skills, and right
attitude, and people who have pride in their performance and
productivity.

In Vermont, our success in being able to create bptter jobs for
our people either through the expansion of existing industry or the
att ction or new industry, depends heavily on our ability to pro-
vide our people with the skills they need to meet the demands of
t" ol-row's industry. .

Our State'sindustrial base is in the midst of dramatic change. In
my town of Brattleboro, only 1 of 15 major industrial employers

,

that served that community after World War H is still operating,
and we expect to see even more rapid technological change in the
next 30 years.

I give you this background because I sincerely believe if our Ver-
mont people are to be beneficiaries of these changes, if the next

,
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generation of Vermonters are to get a bigger piece of the economic
pie than their mothers and fathers did, then the key to achieving
that opportunity will be the preparation they receive for entering
the world of work from our school system, from our homes and
from society.

And one of the major factors in that preparation will be our area
vocational schools. We fortunate that, thanks to the Federal
and State Governmen , we ve 16 area vocational schools in Ver-
mont, but a building is only a building, and the secret is how we
put these facilities,tAworkin t e next 10 years to help our people,

I believe the vocati al schooi ro ams have two primary nus-
sions, and I am going ti approach' it that way: As I look at the in-
vestment that has been ade in the facilities, the first mission is
for the high school student to help prepare him or her for the
world of work, and this was basically what, the vocational educa-
tion program was designed to do.

But, and I want to stress, perliaps I see it more clearly from the
economic develppment point of view, bat a most important second
responsibility ror our ocational school system takes.place at night
after the normal school day is ended.

It iS after school hoturs, afternoons, nights, or mornings that.we
must put these facilitks to work to help our adult population, espe-
cially the young adults who graduated from high school during
those turbulent, twisted days of the late 1960's and early 1970's, to
help them upgra,cle their skills to meet the technical demands of
industry tomorrow.

They are underemployed adults who have the intelligence to per-
form more skilled jobs, they.have the desire, but they cannot break
out of their quicksand because they cannot afford higher education,
and they do not have the entry level skills to get inside the fac-
tories to train for higher paying jobs.

I will talk more about this in a minute,but now let me get back
to the secondary school level and what the. average industrial em-
'ployers expect from high school graduates who are coming out of
our vocational programs.

First of all, the average employer does not expect the vocational
"school to produce a skilled employee ready to operate a machine on
the assembly jline. This is very important. Industrialists do not
expect our high schools to train workers for them, but they do
expect, or perhaps it is better to say, they hope the school system
can produce young people that are ready to be trained.

What do I mean by "ready to be trained"?
I mean young people who come out of schools with the basics of a

sound education, with some understandineof the world of work
who realize the responsibilities of the work force, and who have
been introduced to some of the basics of today's technical world

Let me give you some ipecifics: The toudest complaint I hear
from industrial persoqnej managers and from shop foremen is, "All
I ask of the school system is that we get young peopje with the
basic knowledge of how to read, write, do basic math, and spell."

It comes right down to three R's. We have machine tool jobs
going begging in some small towns because young people cannot
pass the basic math test required to qualify for the training It is a
tragic dilemma.

t 7
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And going along with these basics is the understanding of
coming to work on time, of teamwork in the workplace is as impor-
tant as teamwork on the football field, of understanding our free
enterprise system, and the need for the employers to make a profit
to stay in bu'siness.

I cannot place enough stress on these fundamentals, and espe-
cially the basics of spelling, reading, and arithmetic.

One of my four children decided during his high school days of -
the early 1970's not to go to college, but to take the vocational edu-
cation courses. And he was proud, and we were proud of him when
his class in the building trades finished a new house, and he had
acquired the basic carpentry skills.

But I never felt more sorry for One of my children, or had a
stronger feeling that I had let him ,down, when one day I came
home and found him at the kitchen table, trying to write a letter
to his girlfriend, and it was taking him hours, because, he had to
keep referring to the dictionary to leaim how-to spell the words.

4. If we have any hope that our young people coming out of high
schools iic the, next 10 years will be ready to grasp the opportuni-
ties available in tomorrow's more technicaLworld, they have to be
well prepared in the basics of communications, of mathematics,
and of citizenship responsibility to do the job.right. I

I do not mean to say that giving young people some "hands on"
experience at performing job tasks on equipment *similar to what
they will find when they apply for a job at an industry in their
community is not important. I know it is, but in order 9f priority
from employers I know the educational basics still coine first

I also realize that situations can be different in differen't c6mmu-
nities, but there is one other point that I also want to stress. Gov-
ernments financing vocational schools must insist that there be
better communications. between educators training the students
and_busirtesa people who will eventually be hiring them.

The cOmmunication between the two groups is not good, and
blame business people as Much as the educators. Administrators of
these vocational education programs must be certain that commu
nity advisory committees work. And they must insist that these ad-
visory committees are well balanced between small business people
and the large employers, so that all sides are heard from.

Let me close by expressing some thoughts that I feel very strong-
ly about concerning the responsibilities of using the investments
we have made in these vocational centers to retrain, upgrade; and
give new skills to adults at night or other times when the second-
ary schools are not using the facilities.

You have asked me to iaentify the most effective contribution
that the Federal Government could make to local vocational
programs.

I tell you, Senator, that the most effective tool our State of Ver-
mont has today in eConomic development is a State-funded training
program conducted through our vocatiolial schcols that allows ex-
isting industry to j,pgrade the skill level of their emplo ees, and
allows the Stat o train people with the skills needecbçnew
industry".

I believe the n lected group in our economic society today is not
the unemployed,tve do have programs to help them, but The forkot-

-
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ten group is the underemployed, the young marrieds, where both
husband and wi/e work, buth sometimes moonlight on o jokis.be:
cause they do not want welfare, do not want handouts, b t to
pay thejr own way.

They have the basic ability to learn more technical skills and
thel.efore accept a higher paying job, but they are so busy meeting
their Say-to-day responsibilities that they cannot take time off to
learn. .

Durinsg the last 2 years we have given them a chance to profe
they want to learn and it is working. We have started night school
classes in, many of our communities to teach people the entry. level
skills they need to accept jobs in our majur machine tool industries.

To take this course, you must bp pTepared to go to night classes
for 4 nights a'week for 19 weeks. There is 14Q pay. You keep work-
ing on your old job while you are learning the skins to qualify you
for a better job in the future. There is no promise that you will be
hired. But we do promise the job§ are available to the people who
show their desire, through attendance in classes, performance in
training, and their overall attitude towEircr the programs.

It would do your heart good to see what, has happened eyenings
at our vtzcational centers. More than 500 people applieg Tor the
first class of 40 in machine skills training, and as we upgrade the
underemployed to new jobs, it means more jobs available to the'un-
emPloyed. The pro):,lem is that we have more, people wanting this
training than we have programs to train them. We need ,financial
help to administer the program, and. also to provide the modern
machinery neede& to help our People le,arn the skills that the
growth type, industrial jobs of the future will require.

I urgla you to give this consideration as you rewrite the vocation-
al education plans for the future. The Federal Government has
made a major investment in our vocational education schools. It is
too much of an investment to let them be idle for two-thirds of the
day, when there are so rriany people out there who need help.

This is a two-pronged programthe first is aimed to help the
high school student prepare for the world of work in his or her
future,,and the second is to make available opportunities for adults
to upgrade their skills which will help them upgrade they pay
checks and better meet their family responsibilities.

Let me close with this thought. The United States has always
been a country of rising expectations. We expect our children to
have a better shot than we did, and our fathers felt the same way a
generation ago.

In theyurid States of northern New England a generation ago it
was necessary for young men and women to leave the small towns
and head forsthe bright lights of the cities to find these better op-
portunities. Bra now the lights of the cities are not as bright. In-
dustry has found that small towns of rural America are good placjfi
to do business, if you can find trainable people who can learn skilfe
needed in the high-tech industries bf today. We have the people.
Our responsibility is to make sure they get the training.

Thank you. ,

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very. much, Mr. Moulton, for a
ery good statement to this subcommittee. We appreciate it arid
the time and thought you''put in in preparing those views-

1
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The next panelist will be Mr. Thomas Graham, vice president,
Hayward Tyler Pump Co., Burlington, Vt. We are grateful for you
being here, Mr. Graham.

Mr. GRAHAM. Thank you, Senator Stafford.
First, I must qualify my appearance here to some extent, saying

that as a result of my background with Hayward Tyler, and recent
actiyities on the various advisory councils on vocational education,
my primary interests have been with vocational education as re-
lated to the machining industry. In this area I think I can say with
some authority that the--vocational centers are not adequately
meeting the needs of,industry.

Some of the reasons for the above situation are:
First, vocational programs as a general rule do not attract very

many of the good average, to better level students;
Second, guidance people tend to either directly or fnore subtly

steer such students away from vocational programs;
Third, there is a general lack of knowledge and understanding as

to the many and varied career paths that are available within in-
dustry, particularly the machine trades and ofher technological
fields, such as electronics and the application of microprocessor and
computer based devices; and

Fourth, lack of emphasis and requisites for inchtding a solid
basic education in math subjects and science courses, such ,as phys-
ics and chemistry.

Perhaps-I will have the opportunity to elaborate on some of the
above comments, but for now there are a number of other areas
which I would like to cover.

I have briefly reviewed the,.issue brief No. IB8100.7, accompanying
the mailing regarding this hearing. Tihere are i couple of things
whiCh attracted my attention on "whin I would like to comment.

First, there seems to be a large number 'of hearings, advisory
councils, review boards, et cetera, which do not seem to accomplish
v'esry much.

Second, I would disagree with the reduction in funding for voca
tional education, since in a world growing more complex and tech
nically oriented, I would think it obvious that students must
become acquainted w ith the important technologies at the earliest
possible stages.
..Third, I notice there is some suggestion that vocational education
might even be considered as undesirable. In view ofmy above
statement, Is naturally totally disagree with this. I cannot see how
any thinking person could make such a recommendation, or even
consider it.

Fourth, there seems to be a considerable emphasis on vocational4

education being the vehicle to take rare of various speeial groups'
needs. I think this is overeMphasized, and tends to degrade the
Ikhole program.

Underlying the philosophy which has led me to comment as
above, perhaps resulting from my long term interest in vocatiqnal
education, is the feeling thaf the Nation's competitive strength...tin
in its advanced education system and barge population of basically
literate people. Of course, that is a self-evident observation, what is
perhaps not so obvious is to realize that if one looks at the various
developing countries around the world and their large supplies of

1.2
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relativ,ely poorly edticated, but readily -available labor, one should
conclude that we must use this advantage in the best 1:tossible %yak"
and emphasiie education, skill, and the application of technology
in the less laloor-intensive fields. There is no way that we are going

* - to compete in manufactujing using the same old methods and ma-
chinery that we have employed for years.

There has been much talk of the coming of robots. There is a' lot
of discussion as to how many peopleAwe might, displa"ce in indus-
try. It is far from decided, but I th7EPthat given that the labor
force was well educated, there will be mat:1y opportunities for the
people so displaced to get into-other areas in a growing economy. If
they are not well educated,then we will have a problem.

We nlust educate all our people to be able to take advantage of
technology. Training in various-of the more traditional skills, such
as needed by the service industries, will continue to be needed, but
I think we need to recognize what should be the changing face of
American industry-and its requireMents.

Perhaps taking a Cue from various consumer industries and ad-
"vertising types, we should do a little repackaging. After all, the
term "vocational education" has been with us for quite a while,
and we must agree does not really stir up much enthusiasm in
either students or teachers:

I would think something along, the lines of "technology special-
ization" would be rather more appropriate, with perhaps a subdivi-
sion referred to as "skills training for some of the more tradition-.
al areas, and. "application Of technology being the title given to
the morecomplbx areas of stUdy.

I. am chairman of the Vermont Precision Skills Institute. It is an
organization created, to foster participation of the private sector in
&Paining. I totally agree with Al Moulton t t there is not close
enough coordination between the two groups Governmentlindus-
tryand one of-the main objectives of Ver Precision Skills In-
stitute is to try and improve that situation.

In this capaci irman of this organization, I have been con-
fronting industry's *tame to invest cash now in training which
may not p y off for several years. This is another example of short-
term go acrificing thosq needed in the long tun. Perhaps the
Federal G erwrient might 4osomething in this area through tax
incentive or credits organized to help promote more on-the-job
training and postsecondary training.

I note that Senator Stafford's covering letter received with the
data for this hearing asked me what are the most effective contri-
butions the Federal Government could make. That is a difficult
question. Obviously, roore money would be useful. None of the pro-
grams currently existing are exactly suffering from an o rabun-
dance of funds. I think that what is more important would be a
more effective steering and influence in program structur and
make up. -

The Senator also aeks how the students "fit into our employment
plans"? I must say that right now.they do not, to any major extent,
the general quality is not good enough. While there are several ex-
ceptions to this, and we happen to employ a number of them, I
think this is true as an overall' statement. The programs are not
attracting good enough students and are not giving the good ones
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an adequate background in general studies, This is particutarly
true in my areas of interestdaut probably less so in some of the less
complex skill aims.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Graham, for your

very helpful statement.
The last speaker on this panel will be Robert LaBonte, director

of industry-community relations, Fellows Corp. in Springfield
Mr. La-Bontk
Mr. LABONTE. Senator Stafford, it is terrible to he third on this

panel and have to, repeat what Tom and Al have said in a different
way, and I agree with Tom, we have not gotten together on this.

Senator STAFFORD. We will consider it to be the emphasis of a
good series of points.'

Mr.4LABoriTE. I am pleased to have an opportunity to state my
views, and hopefully, a representative view of Ndustry ,for the
needs for vocational education in the 1980's.

In 1963 VEA made some major changes in the philosophy of and
- objectives of vocational education. Amendments in 1968 and in

1976 were certainly, constructive. The construction and equipping
of vocational centers was a major step in the direction of providing
adequate facilities for such training.

In the estimation of this witness, the major change in the direc-
tion.,0 vocational education was provided for in the 1963 act. It was
at this point that educators; industry, and Government recognized
a need to remove the constraints placed on a student who elected a
career in the traditional trade oriented prograMs which limited an
individual in his or her ability te change direction in career goals
It did this by allowing a broader educational foundatihn for voca-
tional programs.

Although this flexibility was available, I believe that It was not
and has not yet been fully implemented. I believe too many young
peopje continue to be "lock-stepped" into programs with little con-
sideration being given to the postsecondary education needs, con-
tinuing education needs, and changing opportunities or interest of

t. vocationally orienttrd students.
Although the upgrading of facilities, use of advisory councils and

planning requirements that were implemented in the last 20 years
has continued to provide for an education to enter a trade or serv-
ice, I personally doubt that much attention has been given to the
changing technology, except yhere it affected immediate job place-ment.,,.

_ The above is not intended to be a condemnation of what has hap-
pened. In fact, because of a stronger vocational emphasis, we in in-

, dustry have experienced some very good inputs from our vocational
educators.

My cwlcern, however, is direction for vocational education in thl
1980'sahd beyond. I aril concerned that career planning for individ-
uals n the future will be more in the nature of dealing with
chailge and preparation for change.

Traditionally, one could prepare himself for a job career and
expect their basic education to support that career. In the 1980's
and beyond, I see most vocational careers being suliject to multiple
options. In our industry alone, for example, the machine tool indust

14
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try, I expect to see the entering trainee change jobs at ast five or
six times during his or her career. I see "hands on" job hanging
into the direction of robots, or other automated han ng proce-
dures I see skill being replaced by microprocessors an their im-
plied ability to translate data input into a finished product. I see
diagnostics being built into machine tools, diagnostics which tell a
man to simply replace a printed Circuit, or to make a minor adjust-
ment, or to completely program a tool for an end product.

One mig4 ask, will we still need the tradesman to build the
original machine, to make its parts, to assemble and troubleshoot
the finished product? I certainly believe we will, but that individu-
al will experience change in the 1980's from using his skills to that
Of programing the robots, using automated new machine tools,
using sensor-type gaging and measuring equipment, and so forth,
to build the end product.

At present, I believe it safe to say that industry is presently
spending more money on education of its employees than ever in
its history The thrust is in the direction of continuing education.
In order to provide a continuing education, I believe we must start
with a gdod foundation. ,

My recommendations for vocational education (maybe it should
have a new namein the future) are as follows: . .

One, there is and will continue to be a need for training. I be-
lieve our direction has a good start, but I believe our schools will
need support in acquiring and maintaining today's tools. I believe
training needs to change- from vocational to a broader base aca-
demically. ;

Two, I believe much more emphasis must be placed on educators
to stay current with manufacturing technology and an

i change in that technology.
.

Three, I believe a new emphasis must be placed on scif<a, in-
4,a& istotors and guidance counselors to recognize vocational edu ton

as-The area of opportunity for a larger segment of the studen pop-
ulation- It cannot be an alternative to a strong academic education,
it must be part of the strong academic curriculum.

A prime concern is that administrators and guidance counselors
must receive a strong industrial orientation and experiences in
order that they can appreciate the opportunities available to young
men and women in the ever changing industries if they are to do
an adequate job in structuring curriculum and guiding young men
and w men.

Too kany administrators and guidance counselors are too profes-
Sionally riented to recognize that the same growth opportunities
can be av4Lable to vocationally oriented students if a base can be ,
provided for c ..inuing education. ,

Four, I would encourage the rfestructuring of advisory councils to
include the professionals, both academicadministrators and coun-
selorsand industrial management, for example, engineers and
other professional staff,

Five, I would insist that vocational students prepare themselves,
not only to meet the entrance requirements of a trade, but to be
prepared for continuing gducation which will be a foundation for
job change and for promOtional opportunity. .

--,'

--
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Six, there is no doubt 'in my mind .but that Federal funding will
remain the "carrot" for State aria local funding for vocational edu-
cation. I propose that such funding allow for experimentation,
under the guidelines of locar advisory groups, and that such local
advisory groups be made up from representatives capable of antici-
pating change.

My conclusion is that although :ibis paper is oriented around ex-
perience in the machine tool industry, for example, machinist and
related train*, I do not believe it to be limited to such. I believe
that similar vocational careers, such as the printing trades, auto-
motive, the building trades, nursing and health care, fool trades,
and business and office practices, and so on are affected.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFoRn. Thank you very much, Mr. LaBonte.
The Chairman has heard it said that robots in industry do dis-

place jobs at the point where the robot is used, but that they also
create jobs in the sense that jobs are needed to keep the robots in
repair and running. Is there any. truth in that observation?

LABONTE. I think there are extremes. if you will remember
when the original computer came on line, aiid we in industry
adopted the application of the computer, we had promises of reduc-
ing our work force in areas such as production control, time study,
payroll, and we sure got the information a lot faster, but we were
qmploying about twice as many people in different sciences.
r I do not see the robot as replacing people, as such. I see it 'creat-
ing more jobs.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Is there any disagreement on the panel?
Mr. GfAHAM. No, I would just like to reinforce that somebody's

got to make the robot. It is a very healthy business, in itself.
Senator STAFFORD. Right..
Let me ask the panel what interaction is there between employ-

ers and the vocational community to develop mutual goals and pro-
grams to achieve those goals?

Any of you care to comment on that?
Mr. GRAHAM. I could commerh on the Burlington area. There is

quite a strong local advisory group of which I was part f last year.
It has been going on effectively for some number àars, and I
think that there is a good tradeoff of information.

I would have to question whether anything much occurs with it
sdmetimes, though. I think there are restraints on the educating
people perhaps that do not let them do what they had always "
wanted, but this structure is there, and there is goodwill on both
sides to cooperate, and the attempts are being made:

Mr. MOULTON. Senator, I have been to some areas of Vermont
where the emPloyers admitted they had neVer been to the school,
and I can see it happening in Brattleboro where those areas of the
vocational system are really serving the needs of business. The
businesses are those aieas where they have the strongest advisory
councils and the best communication,. but I think that must be .
strengthened, and it must be a responsibility of the State to insist
that those things work. People must Work if we are to get our
money out of this system.

-A
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Mr. LABONTE. I see a very strong need, as I indicated, for more
input which I think will create a better education of administrators
and counselors to participate in this kind of council. What the need
of industry is, I think too often those people have looked at voca-
tional education, and it is a general overall statement, it certainly
is not true everywhere;but the majority of them look at vocational
education as an alternative of the academic education, and I
cannot buy that. .

Mr. MOULTON. It cannot be a visit every 5 years. It has to be the
business of the school boards, and all those people must work to-
gether on that.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, gentlemen. ,

Let me ask you this. Do you believe the State vocational educa-
tion advisory council promotes communication between business
people and educators? .

Mr. GRAHAM. Having served on that recently, I think I can say
something. I do not know that that is intended to be its chief pw -
pose, and it does help, but it is not ongoing. A visit does not happen
regularly enough to be really effective, and the only visit may be
one school a year, and then it cannot be effective on just that one
shot a year sort of basis.

The.,,educators that I did talk to when I participated, we had
some very interesting conversations, and I think some good came
out of it, but it is just not on a regular enough basis, and I must
say I met a lot of good people in the vocational field, and I sort of
condemned them a bit, but there are a lot of people out there. .--trying to do a good job.

Mr. LABONTE. I believe that the council is on the traditional goal
of vocational education, rather than as an educational endeavor to
point out what is coming dov41 the pike 4, 5, 10 years from now,
and getting prepared to plan for that, and implement.

t Senator STAFFonn.-Thank you.
Al, do you agree with that?
Mr. MOULTON. I agree with both points, but especially Bob's

' point, I think, is well said.
Senator STAFFORD. We seldom have a panel in Washington in

snch agreement.
Mr. MOULTON. Maybe not everyone in the room agrees with it.

enator STAFFORD. The last question I would ask the panel to ad-
dress is this. Many vocational educators have told me that they
need new equipment to bring their training programs up to date
With modern needs. The question is, Are businesses and industry
willing to assist in equipment sharing and loans of equipment to
overcome this need?

Mr. LABONTE. I think many industries are doing this today. If I
may take a-pot shot at our vocational educators, not per se, but the'
people that provide the funds for them, in the 1970's, with the
building and equipping of new schools, a lot of modern equipment
came on stream. Unfortunately, much of that was never even
funded so much as to maintain it, nevertheless update-it.

I think, as I indicated, that we will still need a "carrot" from the
Government in the form ofsome form of subsidy to vocational
education. I cannot speak for industry in total, but my experience

1 7
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has indicated that a great deal of induary, if for no other reason of
survival, is presently funding an awful lot of that. ,

Mr. Mow:mtg. I think that is true. I think there has got to be a
better marriage, and we have got toNke cannot buy memory type-
writers as they are going out of phase, and expect our people to
keep pace with'the computer world. I think that we have to look
ahead alid see where we are going, but there has got to be a better
marriage, and this has got to start with the communication that
Bob talked about. I think industry is willing to pay its part of the
way, and it can be a good private/public match if we communicate
togeth er.

Mr. GRAHAM. I havethis may be sacrilegio s, but I have been
heard to say that I do not agree with your tial statement that
the biggest handicap is lack of Modern equi ent. I think the big-
gest handicap is the lack of modern approach which does not neces-
sarily mean the same thing. The modern equipment would not
hurt, and I think in many areas they just lack money to maintain
what they have got, let alone buy new stuff.

I do not think you will fmd many companies willing to give a
good, productive, modern piece of machinery, but the cheapest
modern CNC machine you can buy is a Bridgeport Milling Ma-
chine, for probably $40,000, and I do not think anybody is going Co
give that up too readily; and it also emphasizes Imier'expensive it
might be for the school to purchase it.

Technology is moving too fast. You may have a machine arolind
that is 5Nyears old, but you would not want to give them that. That
would just show them something that is not the way it is anymore

Mr. LABONTE. We buy from probably the second oldest coopera-
tive course in the country, and what we look for is State training
from the vocational school, and particular in industry, giving a cer'-
tificatei--giving young people an opportunity for hands on the most
modern equipment we can afford. . .

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
I would like to point out to Mr. Graham that in my first phrase

in that last question Fwas quoting the statements of some vocation-
al educators. It was not my personal viewpoint

Mr. GRAHAM. I realize that.
Senator STAFFORD. All right, gentlemen.
I do thank you very much indeed for, being here on behalf of the

subcommittee. I know that my partner on the subcommittee, the
ranking minority, Claiborne Pell, will be reading your testimony,
although he cannot be here with us today. For him and the whole
subcommittee, I am very grateful for you for taking the time and
trouble to help us with the beginning of our study of vocational
education and what, with your help and the ot.her panelists here in
the room, we can do to improve the program for the sake of this.'
Nation in the future.

Thank you very much.
The nexteanel will be' a panel representing State governmeni.

The committ would invite Lloyd Kelley, Arthur Ericson, and Dr
James Todd to come forward and assume the witness table.

Since it is unusual, the Chair will note that we finished the first
panel 15 minutes ahead of the time allotted. That has never hap-
pened to us in Washington at any hearing I have ever presided on

91-561 0-82--2
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This panel, again, the Chair would like to recognize in the order
in which they appear on our panel list, which would mean, first,
Mr Lloyd A. Kelley, Jr., commissioner, Vermont Department of
Education.

Mr. Kelley?

STATEMENTS OF LLOYD A. KELLEY, JR., COMMISSIONER OF
EDUCATION, VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; ARTHUR
W. ERICSON, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCA-
TION, VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION; AND JAMES P.
TODD, PRESIDENT, VERMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE, RAN-
DOLPH 'CENTER, VT., A PANEL

Mr. KELLEY. Good morning, Senator StafforN
Senator STAFFORD. good morning.
Mr. KELLEY: I was most pleased to be asked to testify today in

). support of reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act, for I
am firmly committed to the premise that vocational education is
not only an important part of our educational system, but a critical
part It is iny sincere hope that these hearings will demonstrate to
the Congress the need for continued and expanded vocational edu-
cation programs which will effectively serve our various popula-
tions, which will contribute to a healthy economy, and which will./
take into consideration the changes and advances in technology
which are likely to occur in the future. Vocational education can
no longer afford the luxury of being only reactive, it must become
proactive, as well, if it is to survive.

I will address, this morning, the issue of vocational education for
adults, and will be followed by Arliur Ericson, director of the de-
partment of education's division ok. vsitional-techriical education,
who will talk about secondary levAsvocational education, and then
by Jim Todd, president of Vermont Technidal College, wh9 will
speak to the issue of postsecondary vocational education.

Any discussion of adult vocational education must begin with a
definition of terms. For our purposes today, we aKe talking about

both training and retraining, about skills acquisition, and about
,skills updating We are noting the importance of improved employ-ability.as well as the-significance ot training adults for specific em-
ployment per se. By employability we mean the obtainment of
transferrable skills, as well as enhanced self-esteen and increased
understanding of how to get and keep a job, resume preparation,
job interviewing techniques, interpersonal relations, et cetera.

To be useful our discussion must also include some comments .

about the current situati n in the area of adult vocational educa-
tion, and some remarks r arding possible future directions.

First of all, the currentf problem which those of us in small rural
States face revoked aro nd the adult set-aside formula. There is
certainly much to be said for the Federal Government insuring a
certain level of service to targeted groups. However, States like
Vermont which can demonstrate already higher than normal serv-
ice to special populations should be given flexibility in structuring
State and local programs which will be more responsive to actual
need Legislation should be designed to allow and encourage the
States to devise and support new approaches to the delivery of

/
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adult vocational education, and permitting this kind of flexibility is
one way of achieving innovation. ,

We are working, in Vermont, toward a regional delivery system
which would providefor adults, access to both a care of basic and
vocational skills counes which are needed across a v4e1e array of
trades and industries. As well, specific skills couri& takirig the
form of structured training clusters would be provided in response
to identified regional 'need. As we move toward an open entry-exit
system for adults, more opportunity would present itself to permit
enrollment in day courses by older students, and in evening
courses by secondary school students, thus creating the healthy sit-
uation of age integrated learning.

'Another approach to adult vocational education could be to de-
velop and package vocational materials, train instructional person-
nel in their use, and have these individuals then move out into the
community to deliver programs which might otherwise be inacces-
sible to certain potential users. Again, flexibility in program design
would allow us to reach those who are now not being served.

As an aside, in Vermont we have used an outreach approach in
teaching basic skills in literacy to many of our Vermonters. It is
my feeling that the basic skills essential to the various vocations
and trades can be taught in similar kinds of ways, and we have
this year, for the first time, built a linkage between our adult basic
literacy program and our adult vocational education program, and
are experimenting with doing these kinds of things, and we feel it
holds a great deal of promise.'

We must also look to the role that vocational education can play
in the private sector in response to the need for training that espe-
cially smaller companies, up to 50. employees, require for their per-
sonnel. the availability of such training can often make the differ-
ence between whether a company decides to locate within a State
or not, and Providing it can mean a significant improvement in the
State's econoffii. In a small, poor, rural State, it is logical to look
for such training programs to be at least partially subsidized by the
Federal Government, and we are hopeful that such a direction will
be followed wit reauthorization of the Vocational Education Act.

Most of the jo s in Vermont are, indeed, provided by these small-
er companies, a d the smaller companies are less able to provide
for the updating of skills traiRing for their employees.

In summation, adult vocatkonal education must be linked to the
economic deNelopment efforts in a State, must interface with other
existing manpower programs to get maximum mileage for the
dollar, must be flexible enough so that they are responsive to local
need, and must be broad enotgh to encompass the changing state

'of the art.
Thank you very much, Sena r.
[The prepared statement o Mr. Kelley follows:]\..
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Statement Of

Lloyd A. Kelley: Jr.
Commissioner of Education

Vermont Department of Education

f

I was most pleased to be asked to testify today in support of reauthorizatiOn

of the Vocational Education Act,'for I am firmly committed to the premise that

vocational education is not only an important part of our educational system, but

a critical part. It is my sincere hope that these bearings will demon4trate to the

Congress the need for continued and expanded vocational education programs which

will effect'ively serve our vlrious populations, which will contribute to a healthy

economy, and which will take into consideration the changes apd advances in tech:

nology which are likely to occur in the future. Vocational.' education can no longer

afford the luxury of being only reactive, it must become proactive, as well, if it'

is to survive.

I will address, this morning, the issue of vocational education for adults,,

and will be followed by Arthur Ericson, DirectOr of the Department of Education's

Division of Vocatibal-Technical Educatign who will talk about econdary level voca--

tional education, and then by Jim Todd, President of Vermbnt Technical iollege who

will 'speak to the issue Of-postsecondary vocational education.

Perhaps the way to, begin this discussion is to try to identify what is meant

by the question "Does Vocational Education work?" It's not easy to pin down an

answer to that question, because there are many'iiays of looking at the:ssue.

Is employment of its graduates the*primary goal of Vocational Education, or is

"tTe goal moro-spectfically the attainment of tr-iining related employment?

What of )mproved employability ... is that a Justifiable objective for vocational

education, (employability meaning impro'ved Skills, improved awareness of career

options, increased self-esteem)?

Are Vocational Education programs working if they are meeting the needs of some

segments of the poPulation, but not of others?

Are they,vorking if they are meeting current labor market demands but are not

Planning for the employment needs of tomorrow?
01.001
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I would like to t;lk for a few minutes about an area of vocational education

that leaves some room for improvement, and one in which improvement is reqttired if

we are to be responsive to the tremendous changes in the workplace that are happening,

in this country right now and will be continuing in the foreseeable future. The

subject is, of course, vocational education for the adult population.

There are many baetiers that an adult must overcome if he orshe wishes tb

return to the educational system, including attitudes such as fear, embarrassment,

uncertainty and confusion. As well, there are tangible barriers, such as distance

from an educationaltatility, a job which conflicts with the hours ofan available

program, a child care or transportation problem, money. When you think about it,

for an adult to make the decision to return to school-,:an enormous amount of

motivation is required in order to overcome all these difficulties. Shouldliot the

educational system be doing everything in wts power to be making it worthwhile for

Such a decision to be made?

Why would an adult want to return to schools to a program in vocational educa-

tion, specifically'?

Perhaps fiis/her company has gene out of business and there is not a similar

industry in the area in which to obtain the same kind of job.

Perhaps advances in technology have left the_individual unequipped to progress

or even to keep up, and the loss of his/her job looms on the horizon.

Perhaps the pressures of inflation have made it necessary for a woman to re-

turn to the job market after a long absence.

,

Perhaps a person hates his/her work so much that the contemplation of remaining

in the field fOr another thirty years has led to severe depression.

1 could,go on endlessly, because for each person making the decision'to return

to education there is a different story. What it is.important to note is that

everyone's reason is important, and must be recognized as such as we plin for the

future.
.
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As we look at Vocational Education, we see only one aspect of an entire s)astem

which delivers training related services in thas country. It 'is critical that we

view each elerent of that system as an important part, to argue about whose job it

is tO do what is counter productive. It is.important to identify who does what best,

\'
certainly, but in a positive way, and one which will allow for communication among

provider agencies, for collaboration, and for coordinated delivery.

In Vermont, to facilitate this kind of collaboration and coordination, the

Governor has established a Manpower Training Chinet, comprised of the Secretary

of the Agency of Development and Community Affatrs, as ChAirpe7Zon, the Commissioner

of Employment and Training, the Commissioner of Labor and Industry, the Commissioner

of Education, the Director of the State Planning Office and the Commissioner of

Social Welfare. This Cabinet is responsible for carrying out the activities of the

State's Occupational Information Coor'dinating Connittee, as well as with carrying,.

out various other responillilities, including: ---..

1) Ensuring that current labor training and labor exchange services

t
provide adequate Incentive for appropriate economic expansion within

1.

the State;
. -

2) Ensuriu that employment4end training programs are providing a product

which is appropriate to the needs of Vermont employers;
4

3) Studyinrthe existing advisory council struc:ures Ad recommending a
.-%

system to coordinate and consolidate the advisory councils as to the

best use of resources in keeprng with requirements of legislation of

the affected programs;

4) Ensur.ing that current employment training services result in a coordi-

nated approach to training at the lowest possible cost; and

5) Developing a five-year plan in hhich the employment'and training goals

Of the member departments are conducted iiith emphasis on the allocation

f

a.

?

,
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1 'and expenditure Of funds in a coordinated and cost effective manner.

As a result of the establishmnt of the Cabinei, an effectiye network of

cannunication has been created on two levels within the State of Vermont. Chief

executive officers of member agencies meet regularly for phnning purposes, and

people in each agency who are responsible fqr initiating program activities through

funding or direct service are in increasingly cicise comunication on a regular basis.

Thus, .carrying out ,employment, training and educational servces,in a coordinated

way has been facilitated, ;rid the concerns of those agencies which fund programs,

those of agencies projecting employment andpopulation trends, and those of agencies

carrying out educationkl activi ties are being confronted..simu 1 taneously and col lab-

orati vely.

A healthy state economy requires such ipterigency cooperation, it also requires

th4 available res'ources be used in the most cost effective and equitable way. The

implicitions of integrated-planning on adultlocatipna1 education are such that a

system for providAg it must be carefully designed and implernerted, in order to

reach the greatest number of interested people, with the most.valuable kind of train-

ing, at the lowest possible cost.
A.*

We are proposing a delivery syslem for adult vocational educatwn in this State

ich calls for the establishTent of five regional networks, located int- demo-

graphically equitable .ay, and will provide vocational education on a twofold

basis. q

Within each region we i.srijl offer a core program of basic and vocational skills

that are needed across a whole array of trades and industries. We will call these

transferrable skfls - they inciude:

a) Verbal and written comunications skills (reading and ,riting) which

can help people read about.and describe the products they are making

and using;

1xecutive Order -53, January 13, 1981
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b) Graphic skills such as drafting which enhance product descriptions;

c) Quantitative skills (use of mathematical concepts, measurement,tetc.)
A,

which further allow precise description. L

The premise is that fully half of the skills required by industry are carrion

sWills (transferrable), and'these repreent vocational instruction in the core

,pcogram.

The other part of the training would take th4fcrm of structured traini

cluters of specific skills which most clearly reflect the manitwer needs of that

region in which the Center is located. Identification of needed training area

will be done in cooperation with the Agencies of Employment and Training, Labor

and Industry, Social Welfare: Development and Community Affairs end the State

Training Office. Once established, regional programs can.be.made 'available to

other.fgencies providing training, perheps'on a unit of service basis, thus elim-

inating the need for duplicativd progr:ams to be generated. This type of arrangement

would mahe the best possible use of limited financial resources.

We are proposing a sound program of ongoing vocational technical education

which relates its offerings to the economic development needs of the State a'iTP

nation. We believe that the state and federal gcriernments have an obligation to.

meet the vocational eduLation requirements of the adult popUlation by establishing

an open entryiexit system which will allow adults to meet their own individualized

training needs. We seek to ensure equitablb tr6tmeut for special populations, and
.

suggest that the health and welfare uf,our society are dependant qn whether citizens

possess the necessary tools for carrying out their lives productively., thus minim-

izing the drain on our welfare system. v

Howohould the federal government be involved )n the provision of vocational

education, and vihat steps car; be taken to improve delivery?

,k
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First, the fo ula for sptnding adult set aside money mustbe 'reconsidered in-.,

light of its impac on small rural states like Vermont. More flexibility must be
f'

lloWed so that.sta es which pin
deMonstrate that more than an adequate level of

s rvice is already b ing provided in a priority area can spend ivailable monies in

s more responsive' o local needs. In places which run most.IY statewide programs,

it\is unrealistic to equire linklge to the general level of economic activity by

reOon (rather than b state).

Some states 'a-,ve Xore resources thaniothers, and if elualized training ofipor-

.1.4,

tunities are to be providEd in this country, it is necessary for116 federal'

goVernment to recognize'this 'situation and find ways to remedy it. This is of

special note, given the Mobifity of the population, and the whole issue of inter-'

state commerce. .)

\
The federal government must also ensure that special popu ations are served,

and natiohal oversight must be exercised to determine complir,A A

Finally, the state o the art of vocational education planning is\changing so

r pidly that it is diffict It for_states to keep up without some federM coordination

nd assistance. The devel pment of technology is taking place'at such an extra-

rdinary pace that the pro rams operated today may be outdated in a few years, so

if we are to get the most ,om the dollar .e spend on vocational education, we must

be able to plan for chongin trends. The o erv)ew is clearest at the federal level

and the states can only lien fit from it:

Those of us who are in the business of providing training and education are

looking forward to the futur with a mixture of enthusiasm, concern and hdine. Only

if we coOperate, collaborate
and' communicate with each other can the best posSible

systeul of delivering services to our
citizens lde developed and can the current and

changin9 economic needs.of sta,g.and nation be met.

:*

4
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Commissioner.
The next witness, as I said, will be Mr. Arthur Ericson, Director

of Vocational-Technical Education, U.S. Department of Education.
Mr. ERICSON. Vermont Department of Education.
Senator STAFFORD. Soineone has my sheet erroneously marked.
Mr ERICSON. iThank you, Senator, for the chance to cOnvey the

Views of our staff #nd the division of vocational education 'on. theFederal Governments role in vocationgl education. As Mr. Kelley
has already indicated, I would also like to address that role from
the perspective of secondary education. My comments are reallycovering both wage earning as well as consumer and homemaking
education.

As a starting point, the Federal Government needs to formulate
a policy on human resource development. In doing so, it must re-
member to maintain the freedom of choice for each individual, and
pay attention to equality of opportunity. A plan to implement thepolicy would follow At a minimum, this requirement would bring
together all Federal agencies and departments that are involved in
employment, education, and training.

The development of human resources would cover such things as
productivity, preparation of skilled manp"ower for the military and
defense industries; retraining of manpower to meet technological
changes, and development of skills and knowledges for persons whomust address our energy shortages. The NBC-TV white paper,"America Works When America Works," addresses this problemand shows what some other countries are doing in this area. Werecommend that the subcommittee view this TV documentary.

The maintenance of a trained labor force has a direct relation-ship to the national economy. That, in turn, impacts on State and
local economies. Business and industry deyelopment in one Statehas interstate implications.

One example of that is the situation wliere steel comes fromSouthern or Midwestern States into springfield where machines
are made, end thek, in turn, shipped to Detroit to manufactureautom obiles.

In addition, industries and businesses are moving from State toState, and expanding into others. And, third, an aging work force
and facilities demand solutions before things get worse.

In the middle sixties, State and local governments in Yermont
decided that they had to address the need to train the labor force
through vocational education. At that time 60 percent of the sec-ondary school graduates were not going on to further education,
and, in fact, that situation still exists. Therefore, the decision ,wasmade to place the emphasis at the secondary level. Since that time,1964, 16 area vocational centers have been constructed, with the
State bearing most of the cost.

The need now is to provide maintenance and improvement of
programs Tte State legislature has adopted an amortization plan
for vocational equipment, and, therefore, the Federal role lies in
other areas. Local and State governments are finding that their tax
bases are strained. Beeause of this, the Federal Government needsto rethink its position concerning its involvement in funding main-tenance costs.

(11.4
.4(
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'I would point out that we need our foundation programs through
this maintenance in order to serve targeted populations as well as
the average citizen. From the State perspective, the Federal Gov-
ernment can be of assistance in supporting program improvernent
activities such as research, innovation, curriculum development,
staff development, and guidance. These are budget items that are
susceptible to cuts at the State and local levels. They are needed to
change and update programs and to keep them in tune with cur-
rent employer needs.

Another area for Federal leadership is protection of equity for
every person. In recent years it was Federal mandates and funds
that drew the attention of local and State personnel to the needs of
special populations. Included in this area of equity is the need of
small, rural States versus those with larger financial resources.
The Federal GovernMent can act as the equalizer during its alloca-
tion of funds.

The Federal Government can play the role of a catalyst to en-
courage States and local schooP districts to do such things as try
innovative methods ang address critical employment and training
needs. In this role it would be an information gatherer and dis-
seminator. Financial incentives would be an important part of this
activity.

The Federal Government should also address itself to bringing
together the diverse agencies who use Federal funds for employ-
ment, .education, and training. This is necessary to cut down on
overlap and duplication. This would use Federal resources more ef-

ficiently.
In terms of efficiency, the Federal Government needs to turn its

policies away from remedial manpower development for the hard
to train to preventive manpower development. Vocational educa-
tion is a part of the latter. It is muck better tot reach students
before they leaye school.

In the process of writing new legislation, the Congress should es-
tablish policies for direction and expected outcomes to be achieved
This must be done without being too prescriptive as to procedures-
processes to be followed. This will allow the States and local school
districts to set prOcesses that will work in their State, and address
their own unique needs. However, those two levels of government
must beheld accountable for producing the expected outcomes.

In summary, the.Federal role is to assist the States to maintain
program. quality, to provide expanded opportunities for access to
vocational education, to assure-equality of opportunity for those
persons who have been discriminated against because of handicap,
disadvantagement, sex, race, and geographic location; and to bring
about collaboration lietween vocational education and other agen-
cies and institutions that are invoilve(1 in employment-related edu-
cation and training.

I would like to include two position papers in the testimony.
They were prepared by the National Association of State Directors
of Vocationol Education. The first paper is about the purposes,
roles, and responsibilities in vocational education. The second
paper concerns itself with the reauthorization of the Vocational
Education Act. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Ericson and information referrea
to follow:] .
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Statement Of

Arthur W. Ericson
Director

Division of Vocational Education
Vermont Department of Education

Hr. Chairman and members of the SubconnIttee -

I am Arthur Ericson, Director; Division of Vocational Education, Vermont

Department of Education. I appreciate the opportunity to convey my views on

today's topic of the Federal Government's role in vocational education.

In addressing this topic I would like to do so from the perspective

of secondary vocational education. Hy comments cover both wage-earning

vomationel education ss well ss consumer and homemaking education.

As a starting'point, the Feder,a1 Government needs to formulate a

policy on human resource development. In doing so it must remember to
4

- maintain the freedom of choice for each individual, and pay attention to

equality of opportunity. A plan to implement the policy would follow. At

a minimum, this iequirement would bring together all Federal agenCies and

departments that are involved in employment, education and training.

The development of human resources would cover such things 4S pro-

.ductivity; preparation of skilled manpower for the military and defense
-4

industries; retraining of manpower to meet tichnological,changes; and de-

velopment of skills snd knowledges for persons who mmmt addreas our energy

shertages. The NBC-TV White Paper, "Anerica Works When America Works",

addresses this problem and shows whet some other countries are clop% in

this area. We recommend that the Subcommittee view this TV documentary.

The maintenance of a trained labor forCe has s direct relationship

to the national economy. That, in turn, impacts on.state and lodal

econotlies. Business and industry development in one state has interstate

implications. Examples: '

1. Steel comes from Southern or Midwestern states into Springfield

where machines are made and shipped to Detroit to manufacture

automobiles.

9 6
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2. Milk from Vermont cows is transported to Southern Hew England.

3. Small parts for computers are manufactured in Essex Junction

and shipped to another state to become an integral part of the

final computers.

In addition, industrles/businesses are
moving from state to state and

expanding into others. Thirdly, an aging work force and facilities (in some

industries) demand solutions before things get.worse.

In the middle sixties state and local governments in Vermont decided

that they had to address the need to train the labor force through vocational

education. At that time 60% of the second/7 school graduatei were not

going on to further educatiqn (that is still the case). Therefore, the

decision was made to place the emphasis at, tbe- secondary level. Since

that time, sixteen area vocational centers have been constructe'd, with the

Stdte.bearing most of the cost (see attached,map).

The need now le to provide maintenance and improvement of programs.

The State Legislature havadopted an
Amortization Pl44 for Vocational

Equipment. Therefore, the Federal role lies in other areas. Local and

staie governlments are finding that their tax bases are strained and,

therefore, the Federal Government needs to re-:think its position concerning

its involvement in funding maintenance costs (i.e., salaries, supplies,

operations). Foundation programs need to be maintained before there can

be anything for anyone.

Ve would be willing,to discuss removal of Federal funding from this

activity. However, before we could progress very far, it would have to be

understood that this would happen over a period of time--in order to reduce

the shock. A minimum of five years would be necessary to accomplish this.

nyl
)
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Fram."the State perspective, the Federal Governmeni can be of assistance

in supporting program improvement activities--such as research, innovation,

curriculum development, staff development and guidance. These are budget

itemas that are susceptible to cuts at the state and local levels. They are

needed to change and up-date programs to keep them in tune with current

employer needs.

Another area for Federal leadership is protection of equity for every

person. In receMt years it was Federal mandates and funds that drew the

attention of local and state personnel to the needs of special populations.

Included'in this area of equity, is the need of.sMall/rural states versus

those with larger financial resources. The Federal Government can act #s

the equalizer during its allocation of funds.

The Federal Government can play the role of a catalyst to encourage

states and local school districts to do such things as.try innovative

methods and address critical employment and training needs. In this role.

'ir would be an information gatherer and di5seminator. Financial incentives

would be an important part of this activiw

The Federal Government should addftss itself O'bringing together the

diverse agencies who use Federal funds for employment, education and A

training. This is necessary to cut down onJoverlap and duplication. This

would use Federal resources more efficiently.

In terms of efficiency, the Federal Government needs to turn its

policies away from remedial.manpower development for the hard to train to

preventive manpower development. Vocational education is a part of the

latter. It is much better to reach students before they leave school.



In the process of writing new legislation, the Congress should es-

tablish policies for direction and expected outcomes to be achieved. This

must be done without being too prescriptive as to procedures/processes to

be followed. This will allow the states and local school districts to

set processes that will work in their state and address their own unique

needs.412vever, those two levels of governzent must be held accpuntable

for producing the expected outcomes.

In,summary, the Federal role is to assist the states to maintain program

quality; to provide expanded opportunities for access to vocational education

(i.e., depressed and rural areas; start-up Costs for new prograps); to assure

, equality of opportunity for those persons w'ao have been discriminated against

because of handicap, 'aisadvantagement, sex, race and geographic location;

s and to bring about collaboration between voctional education and other

agencies and institutions that.'are involved.in employment-related education',

and training.

As'a part of the written teStimony I would like to include two positiOn

papers that were prepared by the National Association of State Directors of

Vocational Educatioh., The first paper, finalized in May, 1980, speaks to

AO
the purposes, roles and responsibilities of the three levels of government

fOr vocational education. The second paper, finalized in April, 1981,

addresses those areas that are key.to preparation of a new piece of Federal
:

legislation for vocational education.

/
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Vocational Education:,
Purposes, Roles, Responsibilities

The State Directors of Vocational Education have
developed the following statement descnbing what
they perceive to be the main rhirposes of vocational
education, the kinds of programs and the roles
through which it accomplishes these purposes, and
the appropriate federal, state, and local respon-
sibilities and relationships for assunag that an
adequate level and quality of vocational education
services exist. The Directors believe that such a
statement marbe useful to vocational educators and
persons concerned with vocational education at a

.time of considerable debate regarding what
vocational education is, what populations it should
serve, how It relates to other social programs, and
how it should be administered.

1.

. ,
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Vocational education operates as an integral
part of the total educational delivery system to
benefit both individuals and society Its main
purposes are tor

Provide indis iduals with the skills they
need to attain economic freedom
Enhance the productry ity of loud., state, and
national economies

Vocational education serves and is accountable
to a wide vanety of publics These publics
include students of all ages and previous
educational backgrounds, national, state, and
local governments, business and industryboth
large and small, labororganized or
unorganized, consumers, persons with special
educational needs, such as the disadvantaged,
the handicapped, persons with limited English
speaking abilityInd many others Unlike many
more specialized programs, vocational education
has no partalar constituency, it is a program
for all people

fry"

A

2.

Since the purposes of groups and individuals
served by vocational eduvation are diverse and
otten compete or conflict with one another,
vocational education responds by providing
many different kinds of programs in many
different settings Any one of these programs
has sorrie, but not all, of the following purposes

Support and strengthen the relationship of
education to work
Equip individuals with marketable skills
Foster full employment by providing a
trained work force to meet current and
future labor market needs
Supply a trained work force which will
attract and promote economic and industrial
development.
Furnish individuals with information about
the nature of woik and work opportunities
today and in the future.
Provide equitable opportunMes for all
persons to succeed in programs of education
for. work.
Ilelp People develop and apply decision
making skills, particularly regarding work
and careers.
Assist persons in mastenng the.basic
literacy skills required to meet job
specifications.
Develop people's organizational leadership .
skills
Promote and support the values of free
enterprise in a democratic society

36
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AOLES
Vocational education achieves its purposes

through three basic types of roles It has
pnncipal roles in which it assumes a major
responsibility, shared roleson which it acts in
concert with other groups in the community,
and support roles in whichat acts to remedy
deficiencies for which other groups have
pnncipal responsibility

Vocational education's principal roles are
Prepanng individuals for work, for entry
jobs, upgrading, retraining, and cross
training.
Providing onentation to work.
Ensunng equity for individuals and
population groups m preparation for work.

Shared roles, in which vocational education
acts in concert with other groups in the
commumty, involve

Job placement.
Economic development
Productivity and efficiency
Individual assessment
Human resource development

The major support roles for vocational
education are:

Helpmg to develop the basic or fundamental
educational skills required m the work
which the vocational student expects to
perform
Helping to develop survival and living skills
of students
Assisting in the area of national defense by
providing skilled workers

3.

Principal Roles

Vocational programs are conducted by
secondary and postsecondary educational
agencies to prepare youth'and adults Mr work,
paid or unpaid These programs have
traditionally emphasized preparatidn for
employment and for work in the home
Increasingly, they also include preparation for
entrepreneurship and for key volunteer work
needed by the community While vocational
programs are not designed to prepare people for
work an which a baccalaureate degree is
required for employment, they should not
hinder movement into such preparation or
employment.

When particular skills can be learned most
effectively on.the job, it is vocational education's
responsibility to arrange and coordinate such
on-the-job training and to relate it to in.school
learning Other job preparation is provided by
vocational education through formal clssroom
or laboratory inStruction Often, the most
effective preparation is a combination of
classroom and laboratory instrudion followed by
on-thelob training.

All people need onentation to work, and
vocational education has a major role in meeting
this universal need Orientation emphasizes
career development and provides knowledge of
labor markets, career patterns, working
conditionstond the advantages and conse-
quences of different work attitudes, habits, etc

Equity in wbrk is a pnmary concern of
vocational education. M spite of inequities in
the job Market, it is the responsibility of
vocational education, through recruitment and
instruction, to attempt to remove barners and
perceived barners to work which are based on
discrimination and stereotyping
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Shared Roles

Responsibility for lob placement is shared by
the employment service, business and industry,
community groups, and vocational education. It
is vocational education's responsibility to
provide stu nts with accurate information
while resp mg their pnvacy, to serve as an
advocate of students and former students, and to
use inform ion about job markets and
placement t improve rnstructional programs
Placement m become a pnncipal role for
vocational edu tion if other institutions do not
perform their ro sahsfactonly, because
placement is an sentiql outcome for which
vocational edu is held aCcountable

Res r ec mic development,
produc efficien is shared by
vocationa ucators, em oyers, employees,
community agencies, and ovemment By
working together, all of th e groups can
maintain or expand markets and employment
and improve the quality of work and working
life Voc'ational(ducation can assist new.
expanding, or relocating industries by providing
training programs which prepare unemployed
persons for new Jobs or which teach new skills
to employed workers Vocational education's

. particular responsibility is to ensure that the
necessary connectiuns exist between education
and training and the workplace, and to make
instruction accessible at the times and places it
is most needed

Individualized assessment, development of
employability plans, and other aspects of
school-based hutnan resourcedevelopment are
shafed among vocational educators, special
educators, guidance personnel, and
representatives of the home andlor the
community. Vocational education has a
particular responsibility for ensuring that these
activities enhance rather than restrict lob and
career opportunities

Support Role

It is the responsibility of general education to
provide basic educational skills needed by all
persons in their roles as citizens, parents, etc.
These basics or fundamentals, which are needed
in work, include skills in communicating,
calculating, and relating to others. For many
stildents, instruction'm bask educational skills
is most attractive when directly coordin;ted with
the vocational program in which the students
are enrolled.-Vocational education has a dual
responsibility. to communicate to other
educators the importance and practical
application of certain basic educational skills in
work, and to ensure that these skills are
provided as part of the vocational education
program to support the development of
occupationally specific skills.

Vocational education plays an important
support role within the total educational process
by helping to develop survival and living skills
that may go beyond the benefits that can be
measured in direct monetary terms, responding
to the particular learning styles of many
individual students, and contnbuting to
students general awareness of.their environment
and the changes that are taking place in it.

Vocational educatiorican also play an
important-support role in the area of national
defense Skilled workers prepared to respond to
long or short term defense needs can be a great
benefit to the national defense program
Vocational education can provide those skilled
workers. ',

4.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
Since a highly skilled and knowledgeable

work force is essential to the economic stability
and growth of local communities, the state, and
the nation, all levels of government must be
concerned with tlse condition of the vocational
education enterprise Vocational education is a
legitimate concern of MI levels of government
Although its delivery is essentially a state and
local responsibility, and should remain so, the
histonal development of vocational education
throughout the nation reflects a close
relationship between local education agencies,
each state's voc#tional education agency, atia the
federal government This working relationship
has contributed significantly tO the growth of a
comprehensive system of vocational eduCation in
every state and local community.. It must be
fostered

A major reason for the past success of the
local, state, federal relationship in vocational
education is that respective roles have been
reasonably well defined However, there is a
need for continued delineation of roles and
functions of the various levels What are the
appropnate roles of the various levels of
governmental Involvement in the adminiStration
and operation of vocational education?

1'7

u9 4

Local Responsibilities
The local education agencies are the key to the

provision of adequate and equitable vocational
education opportunities, suite It is at the local
level that vocational programs and services are
delivered. The num local responsibilities are to

Determine locallarea needs for vocational
education,
Develop short- and long.range plans in

, concert with state planning.
. Operate programs and deliver services.

Evaluate and provide information on
program scope and effectiveness.
Develop linkages throughout the
community, including labor, business,
industry, educatibn, government, and
community-based organizations.

Sole State Agency's
Responsibilities

The sole state agencythe agency designated
by each state tb administer vocational
educationhas the pnmary responsibility for
helping local education agencies to provide a
high quality of vocational education and
employment and training programs and for
assunng that there is equal access to these
programs. The state agency occupies a central
position between the federal and the local levels
In vocational education, only the state agency
deals directly wit federal agencies and lbcal
agencies. The fedifral and local agencies do not
and should not d al directly, with one another.

The following re the basic state functions.
provide overall leadership and coordination
for vocational education and employment
aod training programs.
Ensure accessibility to vocational education
and employment and training programs,
Prepare short- and long-rarrge state plans.
Coordinate with the state advisory council
and other local, stateg and federal agencies
and organizations.
Assist education agencies in program
planning, development, and evaluation
Collect, analyze, and disseminate
Information.

5.
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t-

Provide a state finance system.
Provide a state system Of accountability
Initiate program improvement actiVities to
include curriculum, personnel development.
research, and exemplary practices
Monitor programs to strengthen the de ivery,

. of vocational and employment and trai mg
programs in accordance with state and
federal legislation.

3t4

6.

Federal Responsibility

The federal govemment's responsibility is to ,

provide national leadership in a way that
respects and promotes the individeality of the
states, by working through each sole state
agency to help the state offer quality vocational
education and employment and trainirig
programs

Specific areas of federal concernonclude:
Equal Opportunity. The federal govemment
has a leadership responsibility to see that
equality of vocational education
opportunities exiSts 'among the states and
that opportunituitavitkin the states are in
accordance with ihe provisions of federal

Research and Demonstration. By exercising
stimulant:in ag,id avoiding control, the federal
govemment can help state and local
agencies to resphnd creatively to their
vocational education needs This stimulation
can be in the form of grants for innovation,
centralized collection and dissemination ot
infognation, and sharing of new directions
in vocational education.
Financing Vocational Edutation. The,federal
government has a financial responsibility to
help states provide an adequate level and
quality of vocational education services,
because such services are essential to the
pational iriterest Federal funding for
vocational education has enabled states to
offer and extend quality vocational
education programs. this local, state. mid

federal-sharing of fundini responsibilities
must be continued The federal govemment
must also assume an active role In the
coordination and utilization of all existing
employment and training programs through
the sole slate agency
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,
Federal' vocational education Pity is most

effeciive if it is designed to strengthen the ,
capatities of state and local agencies to respond
to individual state needs and responsibilities. lt
should foster, not mandate, recognizing that
local communities and states have different
needs and giving them sufficient flexibility to
meet those nes0s.

The appropriate relationship of federal
vocational education officials to their.state
counterparts is a partnership based on frequent
consultation and full respect for each other's
legitimate roles. Federal vocational education
policy should be designed to provide a level of
support that is consistent with the national
Interest, minimize the stultifying effects of
uniformity and excessive regulation, and
encourage experimentation and adaptation to
meet widely varying needs:

. .4
It
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3.

REAUTHORIZA110N:
Vocational Education Act

In consuipring the Purposes, Roles, and Re-
sponsibilities of Vocational Education as adopted
in 1980 by the National As.lociation of State
Directors of Vocational Education, the Assoda-
tion takes the following positions regarding the
reauthorization of the Vocational Eduation Act
of 1963 as amended. These positions were
developed in recognition of current national

larion ties such as industrial modernization,
economic development, revitalization of de-
pressed areas, full employment, pniductivity, a
strong national defense, and entrgy-related
issues.
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-I. GOVERNANCE
Vocational education isa legitimate concern of

all levelsotgovernraent. Since a highly skilled
and knowledgeable work.force Is essential to the
economic stability and growth of local comrnum
ties, the states, and the nation, all levels of goy
ernment rnust beconcemed with the condition of
the vocational education enterprise Although its
delivery s essentially a state and local responsi-
bility, and shoukl remain so, the historical
development of vocational education throughout
the nation reflects a close relationship between
local eduation agenoes and institutions, each
state's vocational education board, and the fed-
eral government This working relationship has
contributed significantly to the growth of a com-
prehensive system of vocational education in ev-
ery state and local community. It must be ,

fostered.

SOLE STATE BOARD

Position Statement: .

------VoCationlffeducation-ireenth-statemust-be

Coordinating with advisory committees on
vocational education and other local, state
and federal councils, agencies, and organi
zations concemed with vocational education
and employment and training programs.

Assisting education agenoes and institu-
tions in program planning, development,
and ev uation.
Collecting, analyzing, and disseminating
information.
Providing a system for financing vocational
education.

' Providing a system of accountability and
evaluation.
Providing for program improvement and
supp6rtive service activities,

Monitoring programs to strengthen the de-
livery of vocational education programs in
accordance with stateand federal legislation

ADVISORY COMMITTEES

administered by a sole State Boid for VOCabonal
Echication, assisted by a qualified and adequate
support staff as determined by the Board, and
directed by a state director for vocational

The sole State Board designated by each state to
administer vocational education shall have the
authority and responsibility for assisting educa
lion agenoes and institutions in providing quality
vocanonal education programs and for assunng
equal access to those programs

The sole State Board shall have the authonty
and responsibility for the following vocational
education functions-

Providing overall policy making, leadership,
and coordination for vocational education

Ensunng accessibility to vocational
eduiation and employment and training
programs'. -
Prepanng state plans and reports.

Position Statement:,

Vocational education strongly supports the
establishment and use of ads isory committees tu

4.

assist iii UflflUdUt .i..dtithidi eUuuuIui.
and equal access to vocational programs as de
termined through local and Stan Board policies
Advisory committees should include representa
byes from groops such as business, industry, ,
labor, and the general public. ,

COORDINATION

Position Statement:

The sole State Board shall have the authority for
coordinating all vocational education and em-
ploy ment-related education and training in order
to facilitate cboperation in the use of resources.
determination Of pnonties, assessment of needs,
and clanfication of roles

sio
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The purpose of federal funding in vocational
educabon is toassist States in providing compre-
hensive programs and Sets ices that enable people
to secure and-retain employment, to enhance
potential for individuals to increase earned
income, to assist states in developing and admin
btenng programs relating to problems of national
concern, and to assist states in Improving plan
ning for the use of all resources available for
vocational education.

Position Staterlent:

The federal government hasa financial respon-
sibility to assist states in providing an adequate
level of ty vocational education programs
and to achieve national pnonties

Posi Statement

Federal appropriations to each state and tern-
tory should be allocated by formula. The formula
should result in the amount required by each state
and temtory to meet federal pnonties and subse
quentrequazeinents

A jarocedure for the distribution of federal
funds within each state should be determined by
the sole State Board on the basis of identified
needs, reflecting purposes specified in federal

PositionStatement:

Ma mtena nce of effort on a state-wid e aggregate
basis is desirable. No provision for maintenance
of effort by programs and services at the local
level should be required in federal legislation.

Position Statement: - -
Grants tu states should allow flembility in meet-

ing national oancerns and individual:state needs.
For purposes of allocation to states, targeting may
be desirable to meet pnontiesot nationakoncern
Targeted hinds should be provided without a
matching requirement and without prescribed .

percentages. The determination of expenditure of
targeted funds should be made by the *ale State
Board through the State Plan for VocatiOn Educa-
tion in accordance withiFich state's nieds.

Position Statement:

The federal portion of the costs fcer state and
local administration shoeld not exceed SO% of the
total cost for this function. For prestribed man-
dates, 100% of the state and locatadmiiustrahve
costs should be borne with federal fields.

1

Position Statement: s

146deral legislation should permit theuse of fed-
$$ a 4444 I ar I 4.1 ea.

zation activities tare an integral part of the
vocational program.

5.
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III. PLANNING, EVALUATION,
DATA,AND REPORTS

The state planning process is the basis for
delivering vocational education. The process of
evaluation vanes among nabonal, state, and local
levels. Data needs for decision making differ at
each level for planning, evaluating, and report-
ing. Data systems should provide for improving
program quality and management deo,sions

Position Statement:

The sole State Board shall have the responsi-
bthty to develop a State Plan that reflects all
vocational educabonand employment-related
education and training. The State Plan must
reflect na,tional prionties and be based upon the
sore State Board's identificabon of goals and
objectives, implementation strategies, antici-
pated outcomes, and fund allocations ,to meet
these prionses. The Plan should identify the
special needs of the state and descnbe how the
state will provide for the programs and support
services required to meet such needs. The State
Board should usea-pUli niigcorn= e--h--I-epre-
senting those who areknowledgeable of the
needs and those who administer the vanous
programs and services. Release of federal funds
to each state shouldiaccur uncinreceipt.oLthe
State Plan. Under a multiyear P)jiii,pt:e hinds
should be allocated throughout nod
coverid by the Plan

N.
Position Statement:

State evaluationsystems should provide a
b,ssts fur formattcovot-SLitEtroaWpolity and
determine program quality and etfectiveness.
Lckal systems should establish an evaluation pro-
cess that is consistent with the state system and
provides specific informauon for individual pro:
gram improvement. The format for evaluation
should be of such design as to promote program
planning, assessment, and improuement.

- _
Position Statement:

Data systems at the national, state, and local
levels should support planning, monitonng, and
evaluation system requirements at the respective
level. There should be a common core of data
elements that is applicable to all systems con-
cerned with vocational education and employ.
menbrelated education and training. Information
collected for utilization at the federal level should
includeonly that data which are functionally
specific for national decision making Compatible
data formatching labor market demand with sup-
jMy are needed.

Position Statement:

The purpose of accouatability should be to pro-
vide a mechanism for reporting accomplishments
toward Statard objectives which include
national pnon es outlined In the State Plan, as
well is provid a basis for continued systematic
planning.

6.
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c IV. PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

The pomary purpose lfederal vocational
education leg}lation is enable the federal .
government, through e State Board, to Improve
and expand the access' tidy and quality of
employment-related education and training
programs and services at all levels, including
consumer and homemaking education, which
provide individuals with the skills and know-
k-dge that will contribute to the resolution of
national concerns

Position Stater; ent:

Vocanotral education must ensure the pro-
vision of equal opportuniqsfor all persons-to gain'
access to and succeed in programs of vocational
education and employmenkelated education
and training This thrust recognizes the con-
tinuing need to meet the unique needs of
specially identified populations.

Position Statement:

Feda
utilized for t e establishment of new vocational

'education programs, and/or to maintain, dpancl;
improve, and update existing proigams to effec-
twelymeet federal, state, and local pnonties

Position Statement:

Federal funds should be appropnated to sup-
port state activities related to national and state
pnontieS in the areas of research, exemplary
and innovatweprograms,cumculumand instruc-
tional ma tenals development, and personnel
development.

Federal funds a ppropnated for programs of
national significance and for state program im-
provement and supportive services should con-
tain provisions to allow disbursement through
contracts, grants, or cooperative arrangements

Position Statement:

A mechanism for curriculum coordinahon
should be continued and strengthened A
na tional center for research in vocational
education should serve As a central coordinating
point for thatmechanism to foster linkages,
imprqved communications, dissemination of
products, and the shann of resources

Position Statement:

A national center for research in vocational
education should be continued to conduct longi-
tudinal and short-term research and develop-
ment efforts related to vocational education and
employment-related education and training
issues, disseminate the rout ts of research and
development, develop information to facilitate
na tionatplanmng and policy formulation, act
as a clearinghouse for voca bona! educa non and
employment-related educahon and training
Issues; expand and conduct leadership and
personnelclevelopment programs for all s9 tes,

_. and provide services to State Boards, other
agencies, and ins titutions

A m,

7,
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,
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Ericson, and I

would comment that, in spite of our committee witness list attempt
to put you in Washington, in view of the turmoiLdown there, you
are probably Much better off up here. 1

Mr. ERICSON. I would say so.
Senator STAFFORD. The next and final witness on this panel

would be Dr. James Todd, president, Vermont Technical College,
the college whose employment record is the envy of most college
presidents, I think.
. Doctor Todd, thanks for being here today.

Dr. TODD. Thank you, Senator Stafford.
I am pleased to be here today to present my testimony on ithe

importance of Federal support to vocational education in Vermont
and to the United States. If we are to improve the productivity of
our industries, we must have the technical personnel to accomplish
that task. The technical personnel required include those with an
up-to-date technology background such as that provided thr ugh
vocational education programs.

I want to emphasize that the principle of upward mobility our
free society is- -one -of-the -strongest motivators we have toda The
Vocational Education Act has prokably provided more opportuni-
ties for people to lay, a foundation from which to move upward.
Those of us who Are in postsecondary education come face to face
with applicants who want to improve their competencies.

In the State of Vermont we have, I believe, been successful in
providing linkages with the secondary schools and vtcational-tech-
nical centers. People have to start their technical education from
some basic reference point in the secondary schools. From that
point, there are many paths which a person may follow in his or
her climb up the educational ladder.

With the inCreased complexity of our industries and the new
technologies required to obtain increased productivity, technical-vo-
cational education is of great importance. hi order to carry out the
President's program of economic recovery, productivity is para-
mount. The United States must be able to compete in the, world
market. .

Although the State of Vermont is now large in population, there
'are several high technology industries which require highly trained
techrfic4 employees. Without e support of Federal vocational
education funds, many of the e loyees in these lindustrieselec-
tronics and machine toolwould have been capable of filling
needed positions without the training provided with the aid of
these Federal funds. ,

Certainly, State education funds were also important to the over-
all success of the various training programs in Vermont;Thowever,
the magnitude of the effort requires additional funding. I believe
this additional funding is especially true for the high technology
equipment such as used today in computer aided design and manu-
facturing.

At the Vermont Technical College we fieve been providing a very
necessary linkage to the person who requires 'some additional pre-
requisite academic course work for admission. We call it the pre-
technology program, and have served over 500 students, both filen
,and women, in this program during the past 7 years.

t
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Lately-, with the fistai help' of the Vermont State Department of
Education, we have even offered some summer preparatory ses-
signs This is an individualized basic skills-type program for the
educationally disadvantaged person_ Againt_theinnovative use of
vocational-technical education funds has provided the impetus for
an individual to move upward in the industrial world through addi-
tional technical education.

In support of the hundreds of postsecondary institutions across
the country who offer a variety of technical-vocational programs,
thelor needs to be some reservoir of Federal funding to encourage
exce/lence The output of these programs, graduates, are the input,
employees, of our high technology industries.

As a member of the American Association of Community &
Junior Colleges [AACJC], the Vermont Technical College is proud
of the many contributions nationwide by its members in providing
quality vocational education at the postsecondary level. Certainly
the future of vocational and postsecondary education are closely in-
tertwined and interdependent.

A copy of the AACJC position p4aper is attached to provide infor-
mation for these interested in understanding-the-dynamic effectof
vocational education on the Nation's economic future, and hopeful-
ly to assist in the reauthorization,of the Vocational Education Act.,,

Thsmk you ve.ainuch.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, President Todd.
We will make the position paper a part of the hearing record.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Todd and information referred to

follow:]

.4
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STATEMENT OP JAMES P. TODD, PRESIDENT, VERIMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE, RANDOLPH
CEPPI'ER, VT.

Senator Stafford, SubcoMmittee members, panel ists, Ladies and

Gentlemen:,

I am pleased to be here.today to present my testimony on the
importance of feder,al support to vocational education in Vymont

and to thilUnited States. If we are to improve the productivity
of our inFustries, we must have the technical personnel to accomp-
Ifsh that task. The technical personnel required inclmde'those
with an up-to-date technology background such as that provided
through vocational education programs.

I want to emphasize that the plifnciple of upward mobility in

our free society is one of the strongest motivators we have today.
The Vocational Education Act has probably provided more,opportuni-
ties for people to lay a foundation from which to move upward.
Those of us who are in post-secondary education COffe face-to-face
with applicants who want to improve their competencies. In the

S ate of Vermont we have, I believe, been successful in providing

Ikages with the secondary schools and vocational/technicaf cen-
le-have- to-s-tar-tthe-i-rteohn-ka-1--edusa-t-i-on---f-tom some

t h

up

1c reference point in the secondary schools. From that point
re are many paths which a person may follow on his or her climb

the educational ladder.

With the increased complexity of our industries and the new

tec nologies required to obtain increased productivityt technical/

voe tional education is of great importance. In orde.c....Uo carry

out the President's program ofpconomic recovery, productieity is

paramount. The United States must be able to compete in the world

market.

Although the State of Vermont is not large In population, there
are several high technology industries which require highly trained

technical employees. Without the support of federal vocatiOnal
education funds, many of the employees in these industries --elec-
tronics and machine tool -- would.not have been capable of filling
needed positions without the training provided with the 'aid of these

federal funds. Certainly, state education funds were also important
to the overall success of the various training programs in Vermont;
however, the magnitude of the effort requires additional funding.

At the Vermont Technic5l College we have been proing a very.,

necessary liokage to erson who requires some additional prereq-

risite academia course work r admission. We call it the Pre-

Technology program, and have scged over five-hundred students, both

men and women, in this program during the past seven years. lately,

with the fxiscal help of the Vermont State Department of Education,
we have evki offered some suamer preparatory sessions. This is an

91-561 0-82-4
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individualized basic skills type pr gram for the educationally disad-
vantaged person. Again, the innovative use of vocationnl/technical
education funds has pr8'rded the imp tus for an individual to move
upward in the industrial world througl additional technical education.

In support of the hundreds of pos -secondary institutions across
the country who offer a variety of tech ical/vocational programs,
there needs to be some reservoir of fede al funding to encourage.ex-
cellence. The output of these programs graduates) are the input
(employees) of our high technology_ indust ies.

As a member of the American Associati n of Community and Junior
Colleges (AACJC), the Vermdnt Technical Co lege is proud of the many
contributions nationwide by its members in broviding quality vocation-
al education at the post-secondary level. Certainiy,the future of
*vocational and post-secondary education are closely intertwined and
interdependent. A copy of the AACJC positioq paper is attacheb to
provide information for those interested in anderktanding the dynamic
effect of vocational education on the nation's economic future, and

/ hopefully V:, assist in the reauthorization of the Vocational Education
Act*.

Thank you.

5 1
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AmmicaN AssocIATIo OF CO:01UNITY AND JUNIOR cOLLECts

* - A Position Paint* on the ..

RE MUTATION OF TIIE 40CaTIONAL EDUCATIO1 ACT
,

-

INTRODUCTION

Our nation needs to continue vigorous support for vocational education if economic
revitalization is to take place. Vocational 4ga...cat1on has demonstrated thecontri-
bution it can make to eaployment for individuals and to increased productivity for
industry.

The future of vocational education will depend on how well it satisfies the interests
and deoands of older adult students, Tha demographic data is clear. The achobl
age population (5-17) declined 11 percent ite the 1970s and another 10 percent de-
cline is forecasted for the 1980's. Recent kIrth rates, if continued indefinitel;r,
result in a decline of the U.S. population by about 17 percent per generation, gi.ven

an abaanc of net /migration. Unless the birth rate dramatically changes, high
sehool-age people, as a proportion of tha population, will continue to decline
dramatically during the foreseeable future. Satisfactory treatment of older st.dents
provides the ocily means for insuring the well-being, significance and glateth of
siocational education.

Another signif icant factor is -f----auent career cha8S ...uUsed by Lee 1,10
cents and the creation of new markets, products and services. Nowadays it is common r
fair individuals to develop, use and replace career skills in three or more occupations
before they eventually retire from full-time employment. Even then, a growing
...ember of oeople continue to work on a part-time basia, often in a different field,
which creates additional demands for training and eduntionoi opporrunlriea. Th.-

consequence of these two dramatic developments - smaller numbers of nehool-aged
people and frequent career changes - is a growing demand for vocational opportunities
from older adults and A diminishing demand from students in secondary schools. This
is both a threat to established vocational education programs and thinking, and a
marvelous opportunity for the creation of new, ore imaginative, and effective
vocational education programs.

CommuniCy colleges have been responding in ..r. enthusias lc, creative and col ..ietsctie
way for many years. They specialize in non-traditional students and emphasize pre
paration for employment. When asked why they enrolled community (ollegea. 90
percent of the students respond, "Ability to get a better Jol," gag the primary reason.
In 1977 a national study of institutional gee] perceptions revealed a tornariablc

,degree'of agreement among co-munity college trustees, administrator and faeult.).
"Vocational preparation" was ranked as the primary goal by trustees and faculty
members and as the second goal by, administrators. (Administrators ranked ',sooting
local needs" as the primary goal which war tanked second by Ltustcct and facultv
membera.)

A.ft

.
* - Distributed Nay 8, 1981. Ceatnents ore $41 1osc, Please address thee to:
Richard I. W it -,..n, Vis.L. Pre, .1..nt for Covcr Paha Jams, Arne, icon A...SOCIAL
COMMun it,' and Junior Collegea, Suite 410, One Dupont Circle, 11.11., Washington, D.C. 20036.
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52 percent of the full-time and 93 percent of the part-time students in community
colleges are concurrently employed. Xhe average age of community college tudents
is approaching 30. Women students have outnumbered me in community colleges ince
1977 and In 1980 women cosprised more than 53 percent of the enrollment. The
majority of handicapped students, the eajority of minority students, and the majority
of students from low income families enrolled in postsecondary institutions attend
community colleges. There are more than 1,000. comunity and technical colleges,
and, they are located in almost every state and major city. Comunity college en-
rollments continue to grow, increasing almost eight percent in the fall of 1980, and
erg approaching five million students enrolled In credit courses and an additional
four sailliOn in non-credit course*.

...

Within the postsetondary sector, community colleges enroll. alatst two-thirds of the
vocational students. Ibis 13 surprising since they constitute only 11.3 percent of
the postsecondary institutisr providing vocational education.* They offer more than
30 thousand occupational pr rims that have more than a tliousand differein cities.
Programs are available in virtually every career field'aarnew programs are continually
being created, aodified and discontinued in response to new technological develop-
ments and -career opportunities.

Onzmunity colleges have long advocated close working relationships with private and
public organizations in their communities. This has b especially evident in
vocational education. N4st coll.:amity colleges have gene advisory committees that
provid direction and counsel on employment, both present d future. These cos-
aittees are comprised of representatives of the major community organizations in
both the private and public ectors. It is the general advisory committee that tries
to forecast new career opportunities and employment denands.

WhenThcion is made to -dinTelOp n new vocationil-prosrars, an ad-iiso comittes is
eitablishad specifically for that program. Advisory committees for spec c programs
assiet in deciding which courses should be included, what skills and kno edge need
to be learned, and what Institutional aethods and settings would be most ppropriate.
liesbers of adviso committees for a ecific occuLations are froa firm loyign
p.opli in those occupat ons and appropriat employee union and profession societies.
In addition to assisting in curriculum development, they also assist by identifying
employment opportunities, participating in follow-up Studies to ascertain how well
the graduates of the programs ar perforeing on the job, and occasionally representing
the co.7.1eges. Thie kind of close collaboration is needed to maintain the awareness
and sensitivit9 of faculty and administrators and to insure contemporary, effective
programs.

4

91.1220SZS OP VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

AACJC bepeves there should be three major puirses of vocational education, purposes
that are not exclusive. On the contrary, they are quite interdependent. The pur-
poses art: to facilitate economic developeseat, to provide opportunities to learn
eeployability and specific occupational skills, add to provide access to vocational
elocution for all adults and students In secondary schools. The greatpst asset of
any nation is its humeri resources. Only to the extent its human resources are
developed, can a country realize its economic potential. This requires learning
opportunities for all,people throughout their lives, not just a chosen few during a
United period of their early live.

\
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.cssitonal exli.cataon sot -wake a major contr lout ion to economic development by
...employment. so,-: 'aoin6 product la/ay, and developing Inisan resources.

no secret that c.uaa-ale develop:sent depends on having (o,petent
a-, aowiedgeabie ,oeto Circe. This has been dcamonstrated many ttles at the local
A.-. state levels. For esample, the technical, colleges in South Carolina were este-
011, te attract bustle's° and industry to Ehat state. TRey have .ucceetled most

At the local bevel several Pennsylvania community solleges worked cidsely
oisswagon before it opened its f irst production foal it tea in this country to

prepre people for those new jobs. That's another success story.

An at: tele of faith in this country is that improved productivity is necessary to
reduce inflation and further economic development. Productivity can be improved
by ut.lizing new technologies that reducehiependence on individuals and by having
note competent individuals perform the work. Recent stati tuc`s suggest that little
has been -.appening with either of these factors. Vocatio education can teael
people more eff icient ways of accomplishing the same wo in less time and prepare
thea tu u' t5 124 tile latest tiehnological innovations.

Much of-our unemployment is a Cdnaequence of individuals lackingiskills and knowledge
requ.red by available jobs. Newspapers provide ample evidence Cf the large number of
jobs t :at are available, but most of these jobs are for people with specific skills
ni ..m.o.aledge,Ver"Pe usually attained through educational progratol. Full employ-

e% on anticipating employment demands and having people with theecight
s at the right plate at the right time.

This lead: us to the secon3 purpose. ?Cl4r03 and older adults need opportunities
to learn spec if tt occupat tonal skills and to obtain eMployability shills, e.g., sork
atiltcde and haoits, information on career opportunities, prepar ing for Job intzr-

---umewsu-st^d coopletion of_mpalications for employment. doth of these are essential
f 3r people to folly appreciate the job market, make reasonable decisions, and k-.P1-
tlisze on toe.n. For seee people their career choices will revbal deficiencie
their basac ekiles of reading, written expresalq,n, and mathematical application,

developmental progr 503 to elimth Ste the.e deficiencies are not the re-pols
colle ow .Erovide thee and thereby ma*,e

it posi.le tor individual-. to prepare themselves for eventual etriolpent in
toe occupational programs they seleet.

Ise t :int purpose Ls to insure access to vocational ectileat ion' programs ior all Ind t-
v.beits can lit isia#ority perform typical work assignments in 3 specit ic
c3._,- it sum. It was previously noted in the introductory section Of this paper that
c,-:.-11.t/ colleges already set an excellent example by enrolling more - or ity is-
teats, studests from low income families, and handicapped students than alp other
se tUr 5. postsecorelary education. Furtheroore, !sore than 53 percent of the community
c.i.eie -students are sonen. This has im,ightened thirlr acne it lefty to sexual div-
er vests n eAtd sea itereotyping ind encouraged them to make greater et fort:, to
e. nit -nose pr 3blems. (ommunit) college. .ave always prided rhem.elees on their

sty, calling themoelvea "opin door" colleges.. They attempt to be mare -

a :e. outcoa h center.. f espinA costs a: low al possible, and
a: sat t tiles coaren lent tor al 1 residents in their commun it ies.



OBJECTIVES OF AACJC

E9uitable treatment of CoeMunitv colleges ?residents and directors of occupational
programs'?e some community colleges strongly criticize the administration of vocational
education. They assert that they are not reciving a fair share of 'the federal re-
sources - that, despite the fact they are enrolling a growing proportion of the
students, they are still receiving a relatively small amount of the dollars. They
believe the only equitable division Is for the dollars to follow the students. They
also believe community colleges will continue to enroll a growing number of students
because the only potential population for real growth is older adults, a population
with which they are working mare effectively than any other sector of education.

Although there is no agreement on the proportion of dollars that should b awarded
to postsecondary institutions, not less than 40 percent is a conservative figure.
Enrollment data collected by the National Center for EducationaLltatistics for
1978-79 reveal that 40 percent of all students in vocational education programa
wore enrolled in postlesondary and adult programs. Restricting the analysis to only
those students enrolled- in occupationally specific programs, which excludes consumer,
homemaking ,end, induitrial 60 percent of the students are enrolled in
po stsscondiri and adult progra . Given the two factors aentioned earlier, demo-
graphic statistics and the necessity of older adults to change careers several times
during their working lives, the proportion of people enrolled in postsecondary and
adult programs *ill undoubtedly increase, and,conversely, enrollments in secondary
programs will decrease. Given these facts and trends, a reasonahle distribution
would be not less than 60 percent for,postseeondary and adult programs.

Remove Sole State Aeency Requirements Community colleges are opposed to federal
laws dictating the structure of state administration. ?resent law dictates structure
and the results, are quite uneven. In some states..apmmunity colleges feel as if they
are well treated whereas in others they feel as if they are badly mistreated. The
removal of the "sole state agency" requirement provides more flexibility and allows
them to work at the state level to resolve their problems by changing state admini-
strative structures, If necessary. This opportunity is denied by the current
Vocational Education Act.

Reduced pedetal Presctiptivenesa, The-Forrent Vocational Education Act, and the
regulations from it, ars .far.tob prescriptive. Community colleges attempt
to be sensitive respontive to community needs. This is especially crucial when
'cliScussions are underway with a major firm regarding the location of a new facility
er expansion of an existing enterprise. Representatives of both private and public
organizations must have proapt, firm answers to their questions about the development
and implementation of new occupatiopal programs. Lengthy reports, voluminous paper-
work, protracted review processes, and other requirements imposed by state and federal
agencies make it aifficult, sometimes impossible,'to give definitive answers in the
eve Liable time.

Reduced VEDS Reporting Requirements vEDs has been a major problem for community
colleges the past three years. It is a poorly designed system that includes many
data inconsistencies which make It impossible to draw any useful conclusions. The
costs are.extraordinarily hixh and the value has yet to be demonstrated. Insofar as
the federal government is concerned, information o 1 lec ed through the REGIS surveys
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should oe saf accent. States saould also be encouraged to collect data on vocational
education, Out LA a manner. format, and detail needed by each state.

.1creasld Fecer as Aopropriations :me demand for vocational eduCation opportunities
contalaes ra gra. ainong the admit population, the cost of effective programs is in-
creasing r.roelarally, and tne federal ppropriat ions have actually dimints)led an-
Sorar as ta.. power is Coneetrird. All of these factors make it obvious-that
greatly increases, appropriations are aeeded. It should also be pointed out that
billions or daiiar. are needed to orea, occupational laboratory equipment and materials
sip to the "state af the art" and to provide opportunities for faculty members to
briar, their own sgills and knowledge up to date.

Ince-tives ta Expand Opportunities for Vocational Education Community colleges are
eszaalisnang outreach centers, lengthening their aorking days, operating weekend
colleges, and utilizing the facilities of other school systems, private industry,
and ?soli.; agencies to offer educational. programs throughout their co=unities. Al-
znouga de+eloping nd administering these arrangements can be time consuming and
costly, it is much less expensive than forming new organizations or building new
'facilities. Since community colleges are already serving large numbers of people
:ram siotorically underserved populations, financial incentives to strengthen their
..ork and further their efforts would be an excellent investment.

:-cetai-,res to Callaborete with Private and Public Sector Employers Some eClucational
,tians ire still criticized, and justifiably so, for being rcroved from the
aaorld" and too academic, Some efforts to better integrate the worlds of cork

e. Iva are a,ceedlng. An example is cooperative education. Though it has
vt eiose as pogalar and widespread as it should be, community colleges have croated

.rar..tawas of cooreraaive educaiion which have made it much more popular and practical.
.at-er ne.sr, of ct,a ,rat In; .hould be lopismented, such as arranging core "clinical
ease:, c s' for t -dents in actual aork settings. Directors of ,nursing programs
ret.u.re t^e uar o' ,oseitals us Cl...rticaa settings for their nursing candidates. This

to s-auld b._ talbred in other occutational programs. Again, this is diffi-
o .lt assignment toot requires considerable timi and effort, but the positivt canoe-
iae,e a ate unl ayit ed. Ia Wait We to providing pract Seal, timely work experiences,
"ra.miaal eayer.eacea" aria e atud,nts to has, a realistic under,rmding of lb,
aprsing condat lans and tack: they alit be expected ta perform on the job. Clo,ea

bereean cducati. of. instatutl..)n, and employers will also lead to more
reat.,t La arc: t,ina t,i,po .ser t- tiara

.s.aa.anal educa:asna as not an expendature. :t is an investment. The economic

.e.,.,nena. of t'le,_ountr, r regoires .arational islucation oprorton.lt les for secondary
sada at s adal ts - 1 just one oppor twist a but cent inuing oppor t Anit.

t-r ig .)..t tasir :Ives is ti, ca,r car,. match technological and economic

at iscia eda 1t iota 11Tat e dynamic dn... a I)LiSt to an even larger and .wri con-
a a^ r 1 c6.,qes. Vocational ed-le-le ion is not upversally admired and

...al. It t rit it of being ineffective, falcon., quent a I

: 11. It mars val ntigroats dein nd on how well it serves adult learner,
t r o.t :het., I. tray 0'; ate. its slue and necessity for economii
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Senator STAFFORD. And now a few questions for the panel.
Mr. Kelley, in line with your recommendation that States which

demonstrate adequate service to special populations be given flexi-
bility, might I ask you .this. How should we measure and when do
we determine that adequate service is being provided?

Mr. KELLEY. I think what we are interested in is educational
equality and that all of the people in the State of Vermont should
have access to a program of training which is responsive to their
particular goals or objectives at that point in their careers.,

I think the extent to which we are meeting the needs of special
populations can be readily determined through finding out whether
or not that is, indeed, true. Are there people not being served with
a vocational training program which does help them along the way
to achieving their individual objectives? So I would tend to use that
type of measure.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
The Chair ought to note that whenever a witness wishes to

submit a written response if that is more preferable on some tech-
nical question, rather than responding orally to a surprise question
from the committee, that is fine.

Mr. KELLEY. I would like to respond, Senator, to a question which
you had asked previously relating to the State Advisory Council for
Vocational Education.

Sen'ator STAFFORD. All right.
Mr. KELLEY. From our perspective, at least here in Vermont, as

director of adult education and adult vocational education, a posi-
tion which I held previous to becoming Commissioner of the De-
Partment, I had the opportunity to work very closely with Ver-
mont's State, Advisory Council. It has been my observation that
they presented some very helpful, very thoughtful recommenda-
tions to the Department and to the State board in the form of their
annual report. They presented the conclusions which they had ar-
rived at as a result of very careful study of Vermont's vocational
educational educations program facilities and resources.

The budget which theyto edable them to carry out their stud-
ies did, indeed, permit them to investigate in great detail the issues
as they saw them in Vermont relating to vocational education. We
would support the continuation of State Advisory Councils for Vo-
cational Education, and any reauthorization of the act.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Commissioner.
Is there further comment on this question?
[No response.]
Senator STAFFORD. If not, we will move on to the next one.
To anybody on the panel who cares to respond, I Would ask this

question. As you know, it is likely that the administration will pro-
pose a block grant merging the current vocational and adult educa-
tion programs, as well as some of the job training programs now
authorized by CETA.

What would be the impact in Vermont of the merger of these
programs in a block grant? Would anybody care to respond to that?

Mr. ERICSON. That is a big one..
Mr. KELLEY. I will, but I would be glad to let one of the others

take first crack at it.

1
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In Vermont, I think we have a multifaced approach to manpower
delivery and vocational ed. The delivery systems as zou are all
aware, are highly categorical, either they serve special populations
or specialized economic development needs of the State.

'We have in Vermont, by executive order of the Governor, estab-
-1-lished a special manpower training cabinet. That manpower train-

ing cabinet is developing a 5-year plan for manpower training de-
livery in the State of Vermont. It is charged with assuring that
that delivery system be a coordinated program, that the linkages
be established between various providers, and the program pro-
vides for as cost effective a delivery system as possible. In a small
State we think that kind of an approach can and will indeed work.

The missing element, it appears to me, from my perspective, is
an ongoing, extensive, thorough program of vocational training for
adults to which the various manpower training programs can
relate, and which they can buy into on some sort of cost per unit of
service or unit of instruction basis and, indeed, that is our proposal,
and in terms of looking at the State as five major geographical re-
gions, that within those regions we can better meet the economic
development,, manpower training needs of the State.

So I think that the coordination and linkage has to occur at a
variety of levels, be it either the Federal level, the State level, or in
our case, the regional level, and we think here in Vermont we do
have in place a way to deal with the issue at the State level and
regional level.

Mr. ERICSON. I think from my perspective, working in the second-
ary level, we do, to a certain extent, have block grants within the
current legislation. It is broken into five subparts. However, my
recommendation would be to change that to a certain extent, and
probably put it into three parts.

The first part I would direct to operations for lack of a better
term; the second part I would direct to program improvement; and
the third part would be to targeted populations. I am talking basi-
cally about vocational ed at the present moment, Other Manpower
programs would have to fit that kind of mold, if that merging is
done.

There are some other restrictions in the current legislation
which make it very .difficult to administer. For example, the 80-20,
split between subparts 2 and 3 is very difficult. The 50-percent

smatch on set-asides is very difficult to come up with,-because of the
tax problems we are having. Those kinds of things I think ought to
be looked into during the Jeauthorization. Those kinds of thing
need to be changed. The act needs to provide more flexibility
the State and local school districts. It should be adjusted to the
needs of the State ahd local school districts..

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you, Mr. Ericson.
Doctor Todd, do you have any comment?
Dr. TODD. Just a brief comment. T think the block grantcould be

beneficial, particularly to the State of Vermont, because we have
had good communications here, and I think, rather than be re-
structured,categorically, we can decide what needs to be done here,
and what linkages take place, and I think it would be to our advan-
tap here to have that type of authorization.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
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The next question is how many students are currently in Var-
mont vocational programs, and how many of these are adult stu-
dents, as opposed to students in secondary schools?

in, I remind the panel that it you wish to respond in writingrat than here it is acceptable to the committee.
r ERICSON. I have sale information based on our 1981 Veds

data gathering.
Basically, we direct our planning to juniors and seniors in our

secondary programs. For fiscal year 1982 our count shows 6,696,
which is approximately 43 percent of our junior-senior population.

In addition to that, we also have some programs for the 9th and
10th graders, which add up to 780. That is Compared to fiscal year
1980; 1 lth and ,12th graders of about 7,000.. So there tends to be a
small drop in our enrollments.

Addressing the question on adults, the only data I have is 1978
and 1979. The number of adults that we served there was 5,614.
That includes the volunteer firemen which 'make up about 3,000 of I
that figure.

Mr. KELLEY. That rose to around 8,500 in the following year,
1979-80, and in 1981-82, it has dropped to around 6,500 due to
some cutback in State funding for adult vocational education.

Mr ERICSON On another factor, although it does not really ad-
dress the question, I think is very important. That is the placement
of our graduates Our followup information shows, over the years,
that within a year's followup of our graduates, normally we have a
rate of 90 percent who are employed. I think it is a very key figure
in this process.

Mr KELLEY. At She adult level, we do not have in place a good
management system. The figures which I gave you were for those
who receive vocational training in programs funded with either
Federal adult vocational funds and/or State vocational funds which
flowed through the Department of Education. Our area vocational
centers serve many more adults than that, but their funding source
might have been CETA, might have been the Vermont training
program, might have been apprenticeship training. We do not have
in place a system to gather all that information together. It'is one
of our top priorities for the year to do that.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Doctor Todd, let me direct a question to you. I realize it is sort of

a tall order, but could you briefly describe the operation of Ver-
mont Technical College, and also how you would assess the prepa-
ration of the students graduating from a secondary vocational
program compared to a postsecondary graduate?

Dr. TODD. Let me take those in order. First of all, the Vermont
Technical College is an accredited postsecondary institution, and is
somewhat unique in that it is the only public technical college in
the State.

We do recruit tudents from all oVer the State and, in fact, 85
percent of our enrollment is from Vermonters. So we do serve our
pop ulati on.

The administration requirements include basic skills testing, and
as I mentioned in my testimony earlier, those who are educational-
ly disadvantaged then are recommended for our pretechnology pro-
gram.



It is interesting to note that 4 out of the last 10 years our out-
standing graduate has been a student who has gone through that
third year, if you will, to not only prepare him or her better, but to
motivate that person. Some of those students have also been gradu-
ates from some of the vocational .centers. I do not have any statis-
tics with me, but I could provide you with that.

The thrust of the Vermont Technical College is in the agricultur-
al and engineering technology field, both of which are among the
top pAro industries of our State. I believe that the college fulfills a
very necessary need, in postsecondary vocational education. Howev-
er, as I pointed out earlier, we do have to keep up with the latest
technologiesand I think one of the items that could be useful in
keeping up to date is through equipment that you brought out, and
I brought out in my testimony. We do have help from industry, as
was pointed out by the previouS panel, but we also need other
funds in order to make the graduates most productive, and-to pro-
vide iridustry with totally prepared students, rather than just par-
tially prepared students.

What was the second part of your question?
Senator STAFFORD. The second part of the question was how

would you assess the preparation of a student graduating from a
secondary vocational program compared to a graduate from Ver-
mont Technical College, for example?

Dr. TODD. Well, there are two types of students, obviously. The
student from the secondary vocational school has some very defi-
nite skills in certain areas, but as was pointed out by our industry
panel, does not have the broad education, the foundation, if you
will, on which to move into other areas of vocational education
and, in fact, including the English skills, and general education
that is needed for those who are going to have some upward mobil-
ity through the industries of the State.

Senator STAFFORb. Thank you very much, Dr. Todd.
The next question is for any member of the panel who cares to

comment.
The President has proposed reorganizing the Department of Edu-

cation. Do you believe vocational education should be included with
all other education programs or shifted to the Department of Labor
as has been suggested by some?

Mr. ERICSON. I will take that one.
As far as I am concerned, vocational education is a part of the

educational system,- and as such, should stay with the Department
of Education.

Senator STAFFORD. Is there any disagreement in the panel on
that?

Mr. KELLEY. I would address your question two ways.
No. 1, I am opposed to doing away with the Department of Edu-

cation. I do not think that it has yet had time to proveitself. It was
created during the latter days of the Carter administration, and
never really got staffed up. The Reagan administration, the ap-
pointments to the remaining openings were delayed. It has never
really had a chance to show whether or not it can live up to the
hopes of many of us who supported it, and I hope it does, indeed,
have the opportunity to do that, and I would respond in the nekt
way, as Mr. Ericson has, that vocational ed is very much dependent
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on general education, and to keep the two together, I think, is es-
sential for an effective program development for those who are en-
tering various vocations and trades in our country.

Mr. ERICSON. I would just like to ad to that. I think many
people feel that vocational education is something separate. As Bob
laBonte mentioned, a person cannot succeed in the vocational pro-
gram without having adequate communications skills and math
skills.

We talked about the machine, tools industry. You just cannot
progress in that industry without the proper math skills. The place
a student in our State is supposed to get that skill is in the aca-
demic portion of his or her program. So to move them apart just
does not lake sense.

Mr KELLEY. I would also respond in another connection. We
have had a bit of trouble with the ciirrent legislation as far as the
distinction between adult, postsecondary, higher secondary, because
they are sort of artificial kinds of distinctions. It is hard to deter-
mine when education becomes postsecondary education, or when
education is secondary. So we have, indeed, established linkages be-
tween our area vocational units and our institutions of higher edu-
cation so that the vocational training cofnponent of associate
degree programs can be taken at the area vocational center and be
credited toward the higher eilucation degree program.

I also know that Dr. Todd has been moving out with an associate
degree program in the machine trades in Springfield. He might
want to comment a bit on that.

Dr TODD. Thank you. That is mainly just an outreach trying to
assist more people in our State to get postsecondary technical-voca-
tional education, but let me just say as far as the original question,
I do not think I want to make vocational education a second-class
citizen as you might by displacing it to another group, whatever
the entity is. I think we have to look at the total picture of educa-
tion.

Mr KELLEY I think, Jim, that program you are developing in the
Springfield area as an outreach also ties into their longstanding co-
operative education program that they have there which extended
over a period ofI do not know-1 or 2 years of postsecondary
training.

Dr TODD. And anyway, it ties into what Mr. LaBonte was saying
about continued education. I 'think again when we are talking
about upward mobility of people in Mdustry, we want to look at
them as having a continuing opportunity to improve themselves,
and in turn, improve the productivity of the industry. So we want
to be able to deliver programs to people as adults throughout their.
life.

Mr ERICSON. Another part of that whole idea of mobility is the
movement of those more capable up the career ladder. That, in
turn, provides employment opportunities at the beginning level for
our secondary students and those that are less able to move up
that l4der. So it actually has a double effect.

Sena r STAFFORD. Gentlemen, we thank you. We note that your
opinions seem to be generally unanimous here, and the Chair can
only speak for himself, not the committee, but the chair shares the
views that he just heard.

0u
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Mr. ERICSON. Thank you. .

Senator STAFFORD. Le me go to the next question.
May I ask the panel vhat is the probable impact of further re-

ductions in Federal fun ing on Vermont vocational education?
Mr. ERICSON. We are going through .that problem right now.

Again, speaking for secondary vocational education, we have some
very hard decisions to make even if there is level funding, which I
understand is the current situation in the Congress. With the
President's recommendations for a lower budget there will be seri-
ous cutbacks at the local level, basically. That is going to effect vo-
cational education. As I indicated ill my testimony, I keep hearing
that the tax base at the local level is strained. Therefore, I would
question whether the local district is going to be able to pick up
that difference. So I really do not know at this point what is going
to happen to the pro am. There are going to be some 'drastic
changes, and some pro ams probably will close down.

Mr. KELLEY. It look very much like the level of service will,
indeed, have to drop. If ou talk level funding, you are not keeping
up with inflationary costs It does not appear that the State is
going to be in a position to pick up significantly in the area of In-
creasing costs of current levels of programs, or if there is an actual
decline in the size of the Federal appropriation for vocational edu-
cation, will not be able to pick up on that again.

So it looks very much to me like some decline in the extent to
which we can deliver yocational education in this State of Ver-
mont. -

Dr. Tonn. It is too bad, because you did not ask the previous
panel, Senator, because I think they are going to find it very diffi-
cult to obtain the highly trained employees that they need for
these high technology industries, and without the support, we
would just have to serve less people. I think that is what it
amounts to.

Mr. KELLEY. I would add, there are significant differences in the
cost of delivering comparable services in various regions of our
country. I am hearing from some of the directors in our area voca-
tional centers here in the State that their fixed coat type expendi-
tures have risen disproportionately to their instructional cost
areas. For example, the costs of energy have just gone up tremen-
dously, and particularly so in this particular region of the country

I would hope that in reauthorization one might look to the issue
of distributing Federal funds in sucth a way as to equalize the op-
portunity for access to vocational training, and to take a bwk at
some of the varying types of costs In developing that service iffyar-
ou regions.

Senator STAFFORD. I might lay out before the panel the dollar fig-
ures here as they appear,to us at the moment. ,

In July the budget reconciliation resolution whicli was adopted
by the Congress carried the figure for vocational education of $735
million. That was the figure that this subcommittee requested, and
the Senate Appropriations Committee currently is considering a
figure of $689 million, which is a reduction of $46 million below the
authorization.

The President's budget recommendation which he has beforethe
Congress now is for $548 million, an additional reduction of $187

62



million. So to get the figures in perspective, should the President's
September budget become effective, it would represent almost a
$200 million drop in funding for vocational education programs,
and that I take it would have a substantially adverse impact on the
programs in Vermont.

Mr. ERICSON. That would be going from level):\inding as we cur-
rently get money in 1981. What might happen with the new appro-
priations? Wjth the President's recommendation of $623 million,
we would lose in the vicinity of $300,000.

Senator STAFFORD. Yes, thank you.
Our final question is to you, Mr. Ericson. Would you elaborate

your thoughts regarding whether the Federal Government should
support maintenance of reguldr programs dr not?

Mr. ERICSON. Yes. The reason for that position is that we need to
maintain our programs. We need to maintahi our equipment. We
need to provide professional development, those types of things, so
that staff are qualified to teach the programs we have. We need
that, as I have indicated earlier, to serve the targeted population
(that is handicapRed), as well as the average and gifted student.

So I really feel that the Federal Government has got a stake in
the process.

Senator STAFFORD. Any other comments from the panel?
Mr. KELLEY. That also gets to the issue of equalization of oppor-

tunity. I believe that without sone level of Federal support for
basic' programs ihe State is very limited in their ability to provide
a highly specialized, highly technical type of education. .

So it would seem to me in the national interest, that some level
of Federal support continue for basic education.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank, you very much, Mr. Kelley, Mr. Eric-
son, Doctor Todd. We really appreciate your taking the time and
trouble to help us in this fairly difficult task of trying to rewrite
the vocational education program, and at this point the Chair will
declare a 10 minute recess before we undertake panel three.

[Short recess.]
Senator STAFFORD. The Chair would ask the subconirnittee to

come to order.
The next panel will be a panel of vocational 'center directors. Mr.

Louis Salebra from Rutland, my .hometown, Mr. Edward Allen
from Middlebury, and Mr. Edward Perkins from Brattleboro.

We mill take you, if that is agreeable, in the order you are listed
on the witness list, and that means, Mr. Sakibra, you are on.

We would remind the -*witnesses that first we would ask'you to
stay to the 5 minutes as nearly as you can. If you have longer
st$ene1Tts, they will appear ih the record in full, and if the Chair
sks you questions which you prefer to answer in writing following

your statements, we will do it that. way.
,With that preliminary, Louis, you are on.
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STATEMENTS OZ LOUIS J. SALEBRA, DIRECTOR, RUitAND AREA
VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL CENTER, RUTLAND, VT.; EDWARD L.

,ALLEN, DIRECTOR, ADDISON COUNTY VOCATIONAL CENTER,
MIDDLEBURY, VT.; EDWARD C. PERKINS, VOCATIONAL DIREC-
TOR, BRATTLEBORO AREA VOCATIONAL CENTER; KEVIN KEN-
NEDY, VERMONT ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR VOCATIONAL-TECH-
NICAL. EDUCATION; BETSY KIELMAN, GUIDANCE COUNSELOR,
ESSEX JUNCTION, VT.; JIM FRASIER, VERMONT VOCATIONAL
ASSOCIATION; AND SUSAN E. HASAZI, ED. D., ASSISTANT PRO-
FESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF VERMONT, DEPARTMENT OF SUCIAL
EDUCATION, SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIAL SERVICES; MEMBER,
VERMONT VOCATIONAL ADVISORY COUNCIL; MEMBER EXECU-
TIVE BOARD, VERM-ONT COALITION OF THE HANDICAPPED;
MEMBER EXECUTIVE BOARD, COUNXX, FOR EXCEPTIONAL
CHILDREN, A PANEL

1

Mr. SALEBRA. Thank you, Senator, and I want to thank the sub-
committee for the opportunity that you would listen to the local di-
rectors.

The point thai ,I would particularly like to make is that we are
the lowly local directors. However, this is where the aetion is and I
think some comments that we will make will be worthy of some
consideration at the Federal level.

We are concerned with making vocational education work. We
are the delivery system so to speak. We have heard some testimony
this morning which centers around mainly linkages, agencies,
people seeking our services. Last year I had za different agencies,
individual business or industry, seeking a specific program.

One of the things about reauthorization bill is the timing is right
to take a look at where we have been and where we want to go. I ?,

think that the act of 1963 succeeded in providing the spark for con-
struction across the country and easy access to entry level job
training programs.

Once the centeTs were built, we were saying how can we perpetu-
ate the centers and how can we use them to get success out of
them. Across the country different centers have done different
things.

I think our focus on the future should be how are we going to
keep those centers open? I think we should take a good look at get-
ting some goternance in place and funding in place. Governance
and funding are key to the local centers. I think we should also
take a_good look at the philosophy and, when we talk about voca-
tional education, it is very difficult in view of the testimony you
heard this morning to separate vocational education and employ-
ment and training. Since it is difficult to separate them, maybe
some of the Federal effort should be to do something to consolidate
it. - .

We,should n'ot have to talk to 29-to 50 different agencies a year
to come up with programs, many short term programs in the local
level. People are not aware of some of the things that may happen.

I will give you an example. We run a program, in conjunction
with Job Corps, EPA, CETA, to train wastewater operators and it
is "a short funded program. Rutland public school system is going to
be responsible for unemployment payments once that program

p iu 1
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ends. There are barriers that are put in our operational programs
that people seeking the service are not aware of. On a local level,
we certainly are aware of this. So we have to take a look at how
can we remove some barriers from operations.

Specifically, I would like to expand upon something that was pre-
viously mentioned this morning. La us take a look at some of the
things that are happening in the local budgets in terms of the eco-
nomic picture, not so much inflation, but take a look at what has
happened in terms of energy.

At the Rutland Center. in 1975 for fuel and electricity, $25,000
was expended, or 3.8 percent of our operating budget. In 1981-82,
we expect to spend $131,000 on the same energy, or 15.6 percent of
our budget. Translate' this to what happens to the value of the
dollar that we get from Washington as compared to the dollar that
goes down to Florida or Georgia. I think the Federal dollar should
be used to equalize not only access, but equalize operational cost. I
think there should be a serious, look at what it costs the Northeast,
and other particular regions to operate. That is a specific overhead
operating cost that we cannot run away from. I think it is serious
enough that we should look at it. -

I also think that you should be aware of bow the governance op-
erates within school districts because I am not sure where prior-
ities stand. I am not sure where priorities stand With the State
Board of Education in terms of vocational education because it is
something that is hanging out there but not an extreme priority.

If all the gentlemen that we have heard this morning place job
training and vocational education as a priority with economic de-
velopment, then there should be some priority in the delivery
system from top management down to the bottom, and what we
now have, we have, fragmentatibn. We have got vocational educa-
tion and adult vocational educatiOn in two separate areas. We have
got labor and industry, apprenticeship training, CETA, economic
development tr ining programs looking to us as service providers,
but very fragated at the top. It gets very confusing to local di-
rectors' building pigçams.

In the Rutland area and we like to think of ourselves as exem-
plary, where we only have 600 students that come to the senter
during the day and another 60 handicapped. We service about 3,000
adults yearly at the Rutland Center with very expanded adult pop-
ulation programs. We run programs with business and industry,
some that the State never even hears abo'ut _because they are run
privately with ourselves and industry involved. There is a good
feeling of co-Operation at the Rutland area center. We have even de-
veloped associate degree programs.

It took me 7 years to get somebody to listen to me as to how we .,

can develop bost secondary programs at the local level. Finally, in
January of this year, we started two associate degree programs in
vocational areas of drafting and data processing. We hope to
expanclit in five more areas in another year. There are a lot of
things that we are doing and it takes people to make things work.
It is people talking to people and people willing to do things. Some
of the constraints are the local school boards who do not perceive
their role in employment training. You ask a particular school
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Senate Subcommittee:

I am:Louis Salebra, Dtrector of Vocational Education for Rutland County

in the State of Vermont. On behalf of the Rutland community, I thank the

Subcommittee for the opportunity to express concerns on the reauthorization

of the Vocational'Education Act.

For more than forty years, the Rutland City Public School District
4

through its Vocational Education Division has been the center for skill

training activities in Rutland County. Rural, in makeup, the Count;

population of 57,000 beosts a diverse labor force of 26,400 persons.

Secondary business and industrial eiucation programs in 1941 were

joined by Uar production training programs in 1942. Since that time, the

Rutland City School District has supported several varieties of training

prograds for business and industry. School facilities have been readily

available without 'charge for occupational training programs since 1940. A

good relationship between the various training agencies and the Rutland

Public 8chool System has been fostered and perpetuated.

Evidence to support th'i idportance of the Vocational Center to Rutland

County is its utilization. om 800 A.M. to 300 p.m., some 600 secondary

students (250 from Rutland City an ron outside Rutl(hd City). atteud the

Center. An additions]. 60 handicapped students attend specialized programh.

A Waste Water TFeatment Plant Operator Training program jointly operated by

Environmental Protection Agency, Job Corps and the Rutland Center 14ds 2o

mote youth to our dav program.

Industrial training programs for specialized inservice or upgrading of

empnyees takes place during the 4:00 P.M. to 700,P.M. period. From i:00 P.M.

to 10.00 P.M., regular adult vOcational and avocatienal training programs

occur. Postsatndary Associate Degree Programs a4 also available in
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Vocational areas as well as certificated,programs for specific skills. Total

enrollment in all programs approaches 3,000 yearly.

Public health statistics reveal further importance of the Vocational

Center to the region by the lack of mobility in the population. Rutland

County has had a mobility rate of 15% for the last ten years.

With hl the activity previously noted, we continue to have a large

segment of the population unserved.due to several reasons. Reasons include.

1. Youth who have completed a secondary program without skills for

1 :e job.market.

2. Drop outs who fail to return to complete or participate in a

vocational traininOrogram even though Vermont Law provides for

access and educational Costs.

3. Youth and.adults who having completed a secondary program have a

desire to enter a particular trade but find rules and regulations

to keep,them out of existing training programs.

4, The dependency on a variety of government programs that provide

a minimum of traiAng and subsistance allowances.

The Bmith-Hugbes Act of 1917 launched,the Federal Government into a

partnership with Vocational Education. Since that time, the George-Barden

Act, the Vocational Act of 1963 and its subsequent amendments have appro-

priated billions of dollars into Vocational EducatioN

The resulting impact since 1963 has been the indreased accessibility

to Vocational programs for millions of youth heretofore unserved especially

in the suburban and rural areas. Opportunities for Job training increased

".
substantiall40P,04y as a result of a tremendous construction effort to build and

equip the vocational"centers across the nation.

Major concerns facing the future of vocational education..and job training,

,including its survival, can be condensed into governance and funding.. My active

participation in countless job training workshops, seminar', conferences,
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boards, advisory committees, etc. leaves no doubt in my mind as to agreement

on "what the role of,a vocatIonal center is to its coMmunity". 'Since we

know what we are supposed to do, the question is 'why don't we do it?"'

Answers in moat cases, "goveinance and funding":

Critics of Vocational Education have a common bond in the complaint

department. The); generally consis,t of other training agencies seeking

:

facilitieeto operate programa or agencies in direct competition with their
.

own training programs and facilities.

Out experience in Vermont, as in several other,states, places direct

., governance of the Area Vocatiooal Center under the jurisdiction of the school

0 /district hosting the center. This.works fine when you .consider Vocational

Education is $ kart of the comprehensive educationarprogram in the community.

Once cod$tructed, operational and staffed, the lOcal !chobl boardpriorities

returnseb.manageme.nt of a K-12 slChool diStr,ict. Hoc: matiplucal schopl board '

r.

members perceivetliamselves as policy maker9 in jet) erainipg as well as

.... N.
VocatiOnal.Educitionl, What ..4Sther'sctel board's role in aebisting in

providing a weld -triined 4'abor pookl? Is this a,priorityin K-12 school boasd

management? Is c,hAs a priorily,p the State School Board of Education? The
. ',...

scope of critical issues fsc/t?g,boards of education leaves little

1 ...c.,:;: '

Vocational Educa,lon and job traifiing of being a priocItli.

A k
If Vocational Education li to be the eatalysl for cooperative linkle

. . .
.

" r
' to provide job training, then a governance mecignisb,must be provided to

,

. se

. ,..-, : .e. - . ". .

..temove the barriers. Let us look at Ghat is alread$, working well and:bt:rld
,.., , ,

upon it. A sole state boa;d4At Vocatkonal Education and job training shoulcl

- -

be 4he otesignated recipim'of.ftideral funds and be responsible for its -

a'eministration, opetation and,supervision. This same board should a14b be

ts -

recipient of state and other agenciep traininsO(ederal and state) funds to

coordinate Ap Vocatjonal Oucation and job training within-the state. Linkages
4

must be solidified at the state level before an.), attempt is made arthe local

level.

*r"
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To complete the governance issue, regional Vocational Education and job

training boards should." be established. Regional bOards would insure training

priorities and cooperative linkages. With a simplified structure of governance.

rules and regulations could be greatly simplif ied or deregulated

A change in governance can not be accomplished without a change In

funding. Since federal support of a vocational center'soperating budget ma

be four or fir percent of the total budget under the present formula. it

Teens unlikely the leverage is Present to effect cilange.

ConSideral"Ton io consolidate the vocational act funding Into Part B

local program support may impact on governance change. The resulting effect

may double ortriple the amount of federal stIpport at the local level.

A major= concern of the future is the using costs for energy in certain

regions of the.United States. My view of federal legislation is to equalize

Vocational Educati.on and job training opportunities across the Country.

With that in mind. consider the cost of he/tang a vocational center in Vermont

for a school year in bqtraet to heating a vocational center in the southern
.

belt. Consider Fthe costs of electrical energy in a, region that does not have

the generating capacity to that of regions that have an abundant. of generating

capacity. In 1975. energy costs for heating fZtel arid electricity were ;25.,000

qr 1.8/ of our operating costs, Ire 1981-82, we expect to spend $131.000 on

0* same energy or 15.6 a of our operating budget. I strongly urge the Senate
,

in their tieliberation to consider energy costs in determining the allocations

to the states.'

All of the action in termajaf Vocational Education, lob training and

ltd.or forCe improvement_takes,place arthe local level, therefore, I urge

the bulk of federal assistance be specific to the local level.

'77\
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Seijator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Ne t, Mr. Allen of Middlebury.

+(Mr. ALLEN. Thank you, Senator Stafford. I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to present my perceptions as to how vocational education
and training can best be delivered in the State of Vermont. My re-
marks are focused on the areas which I feel need increased empha-
sis and improvement froth all levels of government to provide
better services to the citizens of Veimont and to its business and
industrial community.

There are many persons who need and desire vocational educa-
tion and training. Secondary students, adult postsec dary stu-
dents, apprentices, target populations of Federal legi ion, and
those needing specific short-term training, as identified y business
and industry, are examples of the variety of populations with needs
to be met. At the same time, we have as many separate agencies
engaged in providing services as we have specific populations. This
leads to duplication of services and inefficient use of training
resources. .

I feel that there should be a single State board established to be
responsible for planning, coordination, budgeting, and evaluation
for all employment-related education and training.

An effective coordination of services from the State level should
be coMplemented with similar efficiency at the regional level. A re-
gional agency should serve as the primary source of irocational edu-
cation and training. As needed services are defined, this agency
should have the responsibility to arrange for those services in the
most efficient manner for that area. With the network of area vo-
cational centers in Vermont, the framework for regional coordina-
tion is already in place. The centers are part of the local education
systems which rest on a solid foundation of community service and
support. The local directors of the centers can provide the neces-
sary leadership to make the regional coordination concept work. I
would hope to see the area vocational center be the agency to co-
ordinate the plan, budget, and evaluate the services for vocatidnal
education and training for the region which it serves.

Another concern I have is a serious gap i.,t,he continuum of vo-
cational education in Vermont. It exists at tiM technician level and
will continue to become more evident as more high technology in-
dustries locate in our State. My concept of technician training is
that which falls between job entry rendiness and an associate
degree. It is at this level that those wishing to advance in an occu-1
pation can prepare themselves with additional skills which Will be
of direCt benefit to their employers as well as to themselves. Cur-
rently, students attend Vermont Technical College or go out of
State for 'this training. The 16 vocational centers, each of which
serves a specific area of the State, have not been tapped to provide
technician leser training. Facilities and equipm t are in place and
available for use. Their utilization, for techn4etn training would ef-
fectively complete the continuum of vocational training.

I would hope that somehow the incentive could be provided to
local boards which control the area centers to establish postsecon-
dary technician level training, culminating in either a certificate
or an associate degree.

.-
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The level of Federal support 'avairable for use at the local level in
Vermont grows smaller every year as local and State expenditures
rise The vocational administrators' primary concern has to be to
keep regular programs funded. They are the bottom line in our
reason for existence. We have to establish basic priorities as fi:
nances become ever more scarce.

Funding priority should be on delivery of services at the local
level. Block grants to a single State board without Federal strings
would allow the board to most efficiently meet the vocational edu-
cation and training needs of Vermont.

Thank you.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Allen.
Mr. Perkins from Brattleboro, we would be glad to hear from

You.
Mr. PERKINS. Thank you, Senator Stafford. It is my distinct

pleasure to present some testimony today.that may help you with
the important decisions later on.

Educators, lawmakers and others close to vocational education
recognize that the 1976 vocational education regulations are too re-
strictive. Administrators and teachers at all lavels have found
themselves involved in extensive planning, reporting, compliance
reviews, evaluating and other activities that drastically reduce the
time and money that should go directly for vocational education
services. One-of the main goals of proposed reauthorization legisla-
tion muk be to deregulate the Federal act and allow States discre-
tion in allocating Federal grants.

The total cost of operating regular vocational programs at the
Brattleboro Area Vocational Center during fiscal year 1981 was,
$464,400. Federal receipts for regular vo-ed programs during 1981
amounted -to $19,227 or 4.1 percent of total costs; 23.6 percent of
cerkts came from State revenue, and the remaining 72.3 percent was
local effort. lit -

With such a small percentage of support coming from the Feder-
al Government, it would spern appropriate to reduce or possibly
eliminate Federal mandates in favor of State and local control.. 6

It would certainly benefit the local communities, at.least in Ver-
mont, if we had the use of set-aside and sithpart funds to use to
support regular vocational programs.

The amount of time that is required in planning and evaluating
programs by our State consultants seriously reduces the amount of
time that their services are available for program development,.
curricurum work, and other services that we generally think of as
the primary role of the consultant. A disproportionate amount of
time and effort is being- absorbed with compliance reviews and
evaluations. We are not only, confronted with the vocational compo-
nent of evaluation, but we are all confronted with the regular sec-
ondary school and college evaluations and any other local evalua-
tion restraints that are placed on us at the local level.

Since the 1976 amendments, there has been too much confusion
at the local level trying to identify special students, particularly
the disadvantaded. At the vocational center in Brattleboro, these
students have always taken advantage of vocational education pro-.
grams and received.the services necessary to provide a successful
experience. Just recently, the local school.board in Brattleboro re-

k't
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-.. fused to approve a request for a federally funded vocatiogal posi-
\on. This position was to assist disadvantaged vo-ed youth I think

this action helps point out that people at the grassroots level in
Vermont ;cannot see the neepi for many of the set-aside projects
that have evolved since the fassage of the 197-6 VEA.

I feel that the Federal Governmeiii can best serve the States by
reducing their role as a regulatory agency and expending their role'
as a regulatory agency and expending their role of technical assist-
ance. This same role of technical assistance should be assumed by
State agencies.

In conclusion, I support the proposal of basic grants for vocation-
al education funds to States. Each State must impose adequate con-
trols on the local school districts to insure proper use of these
funds. This would insure that there is an opportunity to expand
and improve vocational education in light of work requirements
and assessed needs of the population to be served. The renewed em-
phasis on adult education needs will require a closer working rela-
tionship between secondary education and industry as well as adult
education institutions. Removing Federal mandates will place a
great burden on7 State boards and local boards of education, for
these agencies must insure that all populations are being served If
the goals of vocational education are going to continue to be
achieved, then a higher level- of local effort must continue.

[The following information was supplied for the recordl
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TEGENER OFFERSta fo.
ADVANCED DRAFTING

r:
oj

Advanced draftmg is a program designed for awe students who are
interested I n drafting, designing or engineering as a cereer It will

prepare student to enter en occupation or continue training in technical
school orcollege.,
Requirements A good sense of sptce perception, form percep-
uon, and coordinated eye-finger-hand movements are essential as well
ascourseWork in math. science and English
Employment Outlook Job opportunities will increase As
photocopying replaces copyisti and tracers, many posit ions will require
training beyond high school

AGRICULTURAL BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

tudents learn the busmess aspects of farming including production.
management. mechanics and conservation Graduates may be
employed as herdsmen, equipment operators, equipment repairmen,
orchard workers greenlruse workers, and in a variety of positions con
nected with sales of farm produce. suppl ies and equipme nt
Requirements Requirements vary but those common to most
workers Include courses al English. social studies, science, math and
business .
Employment Outlook Although farm employment will
decline.obs inagn-business and mdustry will increase.

AUTOMOTIVE MECHANICS

This course provides students wah practical experience and t raining
in automotive service work including a broad understa nding of the sae n
tific principles of the mechanical, electrical, and hydraulic systems
found in the modern automobile
Requirements Preparation should, include courses in science,
math and English After high school on the-pob training Wan appren-
ticeship program is generally Deeded in order to become and expert
mechanic
Employment Outlook A second car in the family as well as
complex power equipment on the Sew cars will account for a continuing
expansion o f lobs

BUILDING TRADES

Instruct ion centers around the building of a house which provides
training in ca rpent ry. masonry. and electrical work Students also lea rn
how to use a variety of wood working machines Graduates may be
employed as beginning carpenters or they may continue their training in
an apprenticeship or Mon-the-Job tra ining
Requirements Accuracy and pride In workma nstup a re essential,

.43 is good coordinatico andmanual dexterity Courses in math. English.
and drafting are helpful
Employment Outlook It is expected that there will be a
growing need for Skilled cra f tsmen in allot the building trades
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BUSINESS AND OFFICE OCCUPATIONS

Causes are designed to prepare graduates for employment as dermal
workers, bookkeepers, secretanes, and in a varietyofilmilar postions.
RequirernentS Every worker in this field needs to have a good
comma nd of the English language, proficiency in spelling, and the
ability to deassigned work neatly and accurately. The degree of corn
petency. skill and specializatico required depends upset the position and
theriployer.
Enipbyment OuUcok Thousands of new positions will open
annually due to the growing eccoorny

INTRODUCTORY DATA PROCESSING

This course explores the concepts commonly used In the field of,
business data processing. A broad background is provided in the prin-
disks of data procesing. computer hardware, and media In addition,
the students will become aware of typical jobs in the field of data
processing, and the com pute r's effect on todsys society
Requirements: One year of typing
Employment outlook Employment opportunitierare goon and
predicted to remain so throughout the next decade.

COOPERATIVE VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The purpose of the program is to provide training for students whose
vocational interests are in areas other than those provided for in our

Ishops and labs This program also seryes the second-year vosational
course student whose job training needs can best be inet through
coopers t ve placement in the community.
Requirements Students must beat least 16 and possess personal
characte ristics which will en!ble them to obtain and continue in an
erpployment situation
Employment Outlook it, :Rich student should check the par
ocular occupation chose itfier with his counselor or with the
Cooperative Program Coordinator.

ELECTRICITY-ELECTRONICS

Students gain a sound basic understanding of electricity and elec.
cronies. They may gain employment as radio and TV repairmen,
telephone and power line workers, electrician helper, electronics
assembl er. or in other similar positions Some students prefer toobtain
further training through an apprenticeship or by attending technical
school or college.
Requirements Color codintmakes good color vision essential
Courses in math. science. and dra fti ng are helpful
Employment Outlook The number of construction elec-
tricians. radio and l'V servicemen, and electroqics techniciani Will
increase rapidly during thenext decade
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UEtiLTH OCCUPATIONS

This program is clesigned to prepare studqifs to saint the
professionally trained health worker In providing good patient Care.
Graduates may obtainemploymensashospitaland nursing hate nur-
ses aide. orderly. dietary aide, ward clerk. housekeeping aide, and
recreational or occupational aide.
Requirements . 04 needs to possess a desire to be of service to
others, and the physkal anp emotional stability to care for patients
Imnortarit personal traits include, an even temperament. patience,
understa nding, tact,deptadalnlity honesty, maturity and sound
Judgement

Employ m ent Outlook . Students of thistourse have had positive
results adinsemployment in local health care facilities The outlook
for the future continues to be excellent.

FURESTRY:CONSERVATION AND .
OUTDOOR 'RECREATION

This course includes the operation and maintenance of forest, conser-
i;ation and reereaomal equipment such as chain saws, crawlers, trac-
tors and small enginet Woodlot and outside landlaboratcryexperiences
are an integral, part of the program Graduates may be employed as
logger, sawmill worker, surveyor's assistant, ski area worker, tree ser-
vice worker. or in otherii mi lar positions, ,
Requirements Most positions &meal to those who like to work

outdoors- Many posuceks require mechanical apiitude and good arm.
amnion.
Employment Outlook Because of the increasing emphasis on
cceservation.employment opportunities will be expanding

GRAPHICICOI/IMUNICATIONS

Students learn the fundamentals of hand and machine compc4ition,
offset work, inducing handfed and automatic platen, plus auxiliaily
Operationsiassociated with a comprehensive printing operation.
Graduates may gain ernployment as apprentice printer, offset press
operator. varitypeoperator. win similar position.
Requirements h?any positions require competence in spelling.
grammar, and math courses In English and typewriting are helpful and
an anis t le sense is an asset.
Employment Outlook There will be a moderate invease in new
positions but replacements will pronde openings for thousands each

YekT. HORTICULTURE

The operation and maintenance of the Center Greenhouse and the
operation and maintenonce,of landscaping andhorticultural equipment'
and related classroom instruction enable students to gain the skills
necestary to obtain employment as nursery worker, greenhouse atten
dant, groundskeerSerof florist.

Requirements Courses In algebra, chemistry, biology. English
and agriculture are helpful An interest in gardening ik essential
Employmelt Outlook An increasing population, and affluent
SOCIety: movement to the suburbs, and civic enthusiasm for parks and
playgrounds and major reasons for an increasing demand for hor-
ticulturists '

N
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MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

Students gain instruction and practical work in carpvtry, painting.
electrimil work, plumbing,machine operation, sheet metal, masonry,
welding:floor cart and small engine repair Graduates are employed as
maintenance speciahatsandascustodians.
Requirements meshinicat Aptitude and manual dextentyare
desireable Courses in math and mechanical drawing are helpful
Employment Outloolc The anticipated use of more machinery
and equipment will mull. in continued growth of employment in this
area.

QUANTITY FOODS OCCUPATIONS

Students learn die basic skills and knowledge nentled by workers in
kod preparation and 'ft:vice occupations The quantity foOd kitchen lInd
the dining room provides laboratory areas where students gain practica I
experience In allaspects of quantity foods preparation and saks.
Reqvirements Students must have a keen interest in rood
PeeParatIon anil cooking Aknowiege of business skills and proficiency in
math are alio valuable.
Employment Outlook The employment outlook is bright, par-
ticularly for wagtail fied cooks and chefs

HOME ECONOMICS OCCUPXTIONS

This course Is designed to prepare students for.employment In
occupations working with children A portion of the instruction will be
built around the operation of a nursery school Graduates may obtain
work as child care aide. teacher aide, and home service aide
Requirem ents In positions where child care Is involved, a
genuine ilk ing for children, patience, sense of humor, flexibility, and
fairness are essential In other positions. an even tempennent.
honesty and dependability are qualities to be desired.
Employment outlook The employment trend is expected to be
good throughout the next decade

it FIRE SERVICE - LAW ENFORCEMENT

floth of these semester courses are designed to preparti students for
service as firemen or as law enforcement and security personnel.
Students will learn the entry level skills that are required to gain
employment within these areas of public oervice.

Requirements Excellent health, strength, and agility are essen-
tial Honesty, good Judgement, and a sense el responsibility are
important as well as a willingness to continue career-long education
within the ppecific field

EmployMent outlook Although competitivt the outlook is
bright as communities experience the continued expansion of fire
departments and law enforcement agencies.

00
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BRATTLEBORO AREA VOCATIONAL CENTER

To provide entry level skills in seventeen occupational areas for
Students who wish to enter emplcernent after graduation, basic
skills for students who plan to enter related post-high schdol
vocational training programs, and opportunities for vocational
exploration for college-bound students.
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Perkins.
I till:ink all of you gentlemen. We do have some questions I want

directed to the panel on behalf of the committee.
We have noted your recommendations that a single State board

be constituted to coordinate vocational education and job training
programs.

Do you believe the Federal Government should mandate this ad-
ministrative setu`p as a precondition for receipt of Federal funds9 If
not, ho.w would this be achieved?

Mr. ALLEN. I think we heard testimony earlier that an attempt is
being made at the impetus of the Governor to set something simi-
lar to this tfp. If that did not work, I would like to see Federal in-
centies to have that established.

Senator STAFFORD. You said a Federal incentive rather than a
Federal mandate. Sonietimes money amounts to the same thing

Mr. ALLEN. Yes.
Mr. SALEBRA. I agree, Senator, and I think there should be a

major thrust because of the importance of it. In other words, the
testimony we have given here is ttiat it is very iniportant: that this
be melded. It is also important that all of the p.aining agencies can
come into some area of being_melded together, too.

Senator STAFFORD. Just for my information, are we talking about
a separate board of education aside from the board of education
which we now have in the State?

Mr. SALEBRA. Yes.
.Senator STAFFORD. As a totally separate entity with respect to vo-

cational education?
Mr. SALEBRA. And job training. We are talking about all train-

ing.
Senator STAFFORD. I see.
Mr. SALEM& In other words, it is difficult to talk about one

,:building and several agencies using one business. It is much sim-
pler if it was controlled and the funding, the mandates and every-
thing else you had to do came out of one source. It is.vety difficult
on a level for a local school board. Take it one step further. What
we are looking at in Vermont is not only a separate board, we
would also look for a separate regional board where priorities are
on vocational education and employment training.
- Mr. PERKINS. One of the dangers, of course, when you deregulate
is tbe.miguse of Federal money or State money that is designed to
support vocational education. And I think all of us at the local
level over the years may have seen -some examples of misuse of
funds and, as Lou poilV out, local school boards have so many
other priorities, that so etimes vocational education gets 'shoved
on the back burner.

Senator STAFFORD. That is one of the dangers of block grants. It
is true, and your suggestions, it occurs to me, might,mean a prolif:
eration of boards at the State level with additional boards under
the Governor which would increase the size of the State govern-
ment.

My next question is how should the Federal Government best or-
ganize the administration of its own program for job training and
vocational education? Do you have any suggpstions here.

0
,
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Mr SALEBRA. You asked a previous paner what they thought
about education funds and Department of Labor funds if they are
combined. I am not so sure the individual States would worry
about where the money is coming from as long as it was coming.
Money talks and that is why I say I am glad wkhave got 2 years to
put the thing in place. It might well be that we Zio a good thorough
investigation to see how this would be done and what the seuices
would be I am not so sure we would need all the bureaucracy
along with all those agencies where, if it was in a block grant, we .

may get more money at the local level. How can more be brought
down to the local level to get better use out of the dollar that we
are already spending because that is where the results ,are taking
place IF my memory serves me correctly, I think fiscal year 1981 or
fiscal year 1980 is the last annual State report on voc ed. that I
have available. About $1.4 million came into the State of Vermont
for vocational education, something like $450,000 supported part IS
grants That is the action at the local level for programs and, some-
where or other, that has got to be turned around. We have got to
take a good look at those subparts.

Senator STAFFORD. Any further comments from the panel on
this? [No response.]

If not, wet will get to what we were just talking about.
The next question is, President Reagan has announced plans to

reorganize the Department of Education. I should say there are
four options apparently One of the options that has been suggested
it placement of vocational education in the Department of Labor.
You have partially answered that question. Is there any further
comment on it?

Mr ALLEN. I have some reservations on that for the same rea-
sons and answers you got before, particularly relating to the sec-
ondary student I do not think you can divorcp vocational education
for the secondary student away front the regular high school pro-
gram as it is structured in the State of Vermont. I do not think you
can do that.

Senator STAFFORD. Any further comment? Are you in agreement
with that?

Mr SALEBRA. I would have reservations on. the Department of
Labor talking to some local school boards as opposed to the Depart-
ment of Education because, again, I donot think the local school
boards have any idea of their role with an association with the De--
partment of Labor.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
The current Federal Vocational Act provides some flexibility in

the State programs and some specificity in the set asides for special
programs, yet the Federal percentage of vocational spending keeps
decreasing.

Do each of you feel the Federal Government is trying to do too
much with too few dollars?,Should the Federal Government put
money out with minimalguidance in the form of a block grant or
should it concentrate on using its scarce resources to support a few
specific programs?

Although there has been some implications of your answer to
this already, let me ask the question again.

C)
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Mr. PERKINS. I think my testimony made it pretty clear how I
feel about that. I think the less restrictions, the more- flexibility
that we have here in Vermont, the more we can do. L have perfect
confidence in the leadership that Arthur Ericson and his people
are providing, and I would like to see more flexibility. .

Senator ?STAFFORD. Any disagreement with that?
Mr. SALEBRA. I do not have much disagreement, maybe a couple

points I would like to bring out.
Senator STAFFORD. Certainly.
Mr. SALEBRA. Under the civil laws we have in public education,

we have no right to deny any student any educational program he
desires. To further mandate handicap laws beyond that, we are
having some overlapping. We are also gutting some funding there

Being in the classroom before special education laws came into
effect, we were serving the same student without a particular label.
We may have more programs. I think the starting of the programs,
the handicap laws, were good, and we got programs started. I do
not think we are going to let them disappear. We are doing some
things now we were not doing 10 years ago or 20 years ago. I still
think the services will be provided. But again the reporting sys-
tems and the mountain of work that we are doing outside of the
classroom takes away from the person we are supposed to be serv-- ing. Every regulation seems to diminish the amount of time we are
giving service to people who need it. We are putting some barriers
in there. I would also like to seek some of the barriers removed.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
We are virtually asking the question again when we say what

would happen to special need groups, such as the disadvantaged
and the handicapped in the absence of the set-asides?

Mr. PERKINS. I would just comment on that. Again I think we
have done a good job in Vermont prior to the set-asides serving the
disadvantaged and the handicapped. I am not sure that is true qa-
tionwide, and I think that is where the dilemma will come when
you have to make the decision in Washington. But Vermont being
a small State, fairly close-knit vocational education group, perhaps
we may be the exception rather than the rule, but I think it would
fare well here in our State.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
If there is no disagreement with that answer, we will go to the

last question for this panel. ,

Why should the Federal Government help maintain regular pro-
grams? Is that not a State and local responsibility?

Mr, SALEBRA. I think it was pointed outh Senator, that the
amount of support we are getting is around anywhere from 3 to 5
percent, varying, depending on what center and economic condi-
tions are of the region.

I would go back to my previous testimony. I still think we should
take 11 very serious look at equalizing how much you get for your
dollar from the area, and that would,be again talking about access
and keeping the center open more than particular program spport.
Any dollar we can get for program support helps. We are running
programs. I might add that in the Rutland region there is no .
charge for use of facilities if it is a training program or for business

r) 9
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and industry, and hosir long we ean continue to do that wit4out
some kind of support, the local budget becomes qnbearable.

We would like to ,continue saying that anything that" has Olio
with employment and.training that the facility was,built for that
and there should be np addttienal charge:It is being used, and we
can look at that becatase we are getting some support. 'When t)e,
support iicut off, I.pmAure my board. would say, "How ean we con-
tinue to allow the usdiliSf the building without.arge.':*If we are
really a community resource, it should be used..7 ".. 1 ,

Senator. &AFFORD. Gentlemen, ,-1:)u have been very hefpful to the
bubo:31:0mi ee and for the members of The sithcontrnittee who
cannot b here, especially Claihorne PA, the ranking minority
member, and myself. I Want to express our appreciationto you fer
helping .us with what is obviously going to be a rathernifficult job.
Thank you very much. , ,,

The Chair would ask the final panel if they would please come
forward to the witness table. Betsy Kielmanr president, VermOne -

`. Persoonel and Guidance Msociation, Dr. James Frasier, Vermont
Vocational ASsociation and Stisan Hasazi of the'University of Ver-

, mont department, of special 'education. I have failed to say that' ,
-,.t Mr. K vin Kennedy, chairman of the State voc-tech adiysory coun-

-a;ris art of this panetAIso.
We , we might as Will -geq.right to busiriess,and we are going to

go in' the..pr,der in whian you A're lisfeld iii' the' witilass list we have ,
..here, so that .wOuld mean,Mr. kennedy, the hairman of the State

. ... -
voc-tec,h advisomcouncil, you are on first. -..

Mr. KENNEDY. Thank y.o.,t4 Senat-or: Thg voSicipnents that I will
mak.t76cornments of 'the atIvisory cou,ncil as a whole and not nec-. ,
essiocril^mine.speqifically, although I db endorse the irast majOrity
of the Comments. ,,..- . .

., As you know, Senalor, one aspect bf edupaiton whibh Luis experf-
eficed,significattt growth here in the past year is iocational educa-- J`
ti 'This growth was the result of grassroots biliaftisao re:Cogni-

1 ti hat good education must include acquisition of salable'skills.
1VI f this awareness developed during Vie fifties. and, Aixties.

. when a surge in t opMsticated technology resulted in: power-driven
equipment rbplacing muscles as a force in the workplace. Thisi'viateness n 1963 prompted 'Federal legislation directect Primarily -

r AtOward .this technological economy... iThe next major voitatiOnal enactment took place in 1968 and ex-.
, pended the Concept of A:Icational.education to deal with both -eco-

nomic, and social issues, and created the environment for the' mas:,
sive.expansion of:vocational eAllacation in the seventies. In 1976, alb'
additional Measures enacted Were, for the most part, regulatry'
constraints governing vocational oper' 'ons more stringently.,

.M wg' prepare, for the',Frew Pe5le al vocational legislation, We
"'lust' be Conscious of the fact/that v dational education .and its er"

, fectiveness' will play a large'part in the issues of reindustrializa-
tam, ,econonlic revitalizalicfi,.repd...the reestablishment of America

S.4'.. in the woOdenarkets. ... . ' ''' ,. ;'.., e s
.

Vocational reauthoriiation rnust focus on 'cieveloping-human re-- . .

sources as a cabital asset inienir Nation. It must provideiieadership
as well as incentives for the States to make America econontietilly.. . - ..

, healthy.00ce again. . " ,
:- .. .

, ' V.
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With this concept as. its base,. thq Vermont Advisory Council for
Vocational-Technical Education sudgests,e following in regard to
reauthorization of vocational education legislation.

Each time the Vocational Editication'Act has been reauthorized
in 1968 'and again in 1976thd result has been more regulations
requiring more detailed reporting. The annual State plan. and the
accountability report, the two most. comprehensive.reporting docu-
ments, therefore, have become little more than compliance docu-
ments for Vermont. They may or mayMknot reflect needs unique. to
Vermont; they may or may not offer solutions to Meeting those
nejeds, they may or may not report data in a manner conductive to
planning- for those and for future needs. To develop these docti-
ments takes an estimated 60 to 70 percent of the time of the direc-
tor and the assistant director of vocational educatión in Verniont

Realistically, new Federal vocational education legislation 'should
reflect a direct proportion between the tTme devoted `required to
preparing reports and the level of funds received. Or, in other
wordg, no longer should funds equaling a mere 12 percent of total
vocational 6xpenditures control the lion's share of reporting;time
and 60 percent of, the top State administrator's time. New leiVa-
tion should direct each State to identify 'its own vocational edUca-
tion needs and stipulate its own means to resolve those needs!
Secqnd; each State should show how it will address national prior-

- itig. Following this model,4he State plan would be developed
.lising local plans as a base, Federal involvement would be an agree-
. ment with the State to carry out the State plan.

A second point would be that vocational education in Vermont
would be strengthened if a majority of the categorical segasides
'were r'emoved and funds were awarded as a block grant to the
State. The only-Federal requirement far the use of the funds would

,be a stipulation that moneys be 'spent to implement the gate plan.
*Set-asides have not fully realized the goals for whicfi they were

. established. This is due to inadequate Fedetal funding and to re-
quirements that slice the pie so thinly that 'no group fully benefits`
Fot example, for. a eState like Vermont to spend tilne. developing
Trograms for minorities which are less than 1 percenra the,p4u:.
lation is ludicroul.

Another case in point. Prior to the 1967 reauthorization, Ver-
mont was well ahead of many States in "mainstreaming" in voca-
tional education. Following reauthorization, which targeted catet
goric'al moneys for this purpose, Vermont had to redirect its efforts
to Proving that it was doing this in order to comply with the legis-
lation. This mandate, combined with the limited funds availa?le,
only compounded the administrative redtape. Because .there lots a
requ,irerhent to show that 'supplemental services were provided, or
that there were excess costs, set-asidhs forced agencies, in some
cases, to use a pullout model. All in 11, the 'cumulative effect of

- restrictive set-asides required mininium pd*rcentage expenditures,
and gxcegs cost requirements cause a dispropOrtionate amount of
time to be spent on administration to assure compliance. This time
could more effectiyely. be spent 4, programs or service delivery.

. My third point addresses the Chief ingtedient to insure 'the 'effec-
tiveness of-vota ional edtpation programs. Those programs charac-
terized by dir t, personal involvement in individuals from bug.

'
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ness, industry, labor, agriculture, and the general public are signifi-
cantly more effective than those without this kind of involvement.
Citizen involvement is the very best kind-of support for vocational
education The direct contribution of individuals who share their
knowledge through the planning, development, and _implementa-
tion of any particular program enhances the quality of that pro-
gram It, also builds solid local support for vocational education, es-. pecially important at budget time.

Local and State advisory councils are and must continue to be
comprised of individuals knowledgeable about and consumers of vo-
cational education These people have not only the right but also
the responsibility to pavticipate in the governance ot, to advik on
and to recommend improvements for the planning and delivery of
vocational education. Advisory councils also must function in an
autonomous role in reviewing programs and making recommenda-
tions on policy, administration, and delivery of vocational educa-

-qion and training services. With the current trend to reduce regula-
tions, there is a real danger that the information now available to
Congress will be reduced as well.

Those State %advisory councils which are autonomous have re-
4ponded to this need with valid information since they yere formed
under the Vocational Act of 1967. They should continue .to be an
independent sourckof unbiased reliable data.

Finally, an'impoftnt issue, not just in Vermont but elsewhere,
as well, is that of linkage. The concept of linkage was intended to
improve and increase access to all vocational education rand train-
ing opportunities. The problems associated with interagency efforts
are various, but there are two that are common to most.

First, competing agencies vie for limited funds, with the result
that the student gets shortcbanged. Second, quality vocational edu-
cation connotes a comprehelisive learning experience, much more
than Simply7 skills training. Too often, philosophical differences
form barriers to what should be included in a vocational. program.
Once again, the student is the loser. While vocational education
must, respond not only to the needs of the learner but, ag well, to
the needs of the employer, it cannot be .all things to all people.
Witli a .delivery system already in place, and with its existing
human and 'physical resources available, vocational education
should, however,i. assume an active leadership role in bringing
lipout effective lifikages. There is a lot of lip service given to link-
ages with other d,elivers[ sysTenfkbut the practical fact is that such
cooperative efforts are limited and do not operate effectively.

.

Reauthorization legislation should address equal commitment by
the several linking agencies, and it should also provide incentives
which will encourage their active involvement. Vocational educa-
tion should take a leadership stance in forging these linkages.ISenator STAFFOR . Thank you very much, Mr. Kennedy.

Next is Betky K. lman, president, Vermont Personnel and Guid-
ance Association, and we welcome your comments.

Ms KIELMAN Thank you. I come before this Subcommittee on,
Ed.ucation as a Vermont guidance counselor. It is I who sit before
you rather tl.& one of my other 350 some odd colleagues because
of my role of VPIG under the dmbrella of Ajnerican Personnel and
Guidance Association. Yet, I am no more 4owledgeable or trained
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in the area of vocational educatton than my counterparts. I 'speak
to you through the eyes of a generalist counselor who provides a
myriad of counseling sessions with students in a given dayt Part of
who I am is also the student I brought with me and I think it is*
appropriate to introduce her. She does not have a name card,
J9Ann O'Brien, who is a second year student in the dental assist-
ing program. While she will not give a formal testimony, she is
available for questions with actual experience.

Senator STAFFORD. The Chair is going to ask her for any com-
ments she wants to make when the panelists are through.

Ms. KI:MAN. Let me introduce myself. I arn Betsy Kielman. I
work hi. Essex Junction High School,.a big school of 1,300 students,
We have a vocational program under the same roof. There are fiVe
other counselors and we have a load of about 300 students. typical-*
ly, I might work, with a student who is having an academic prob-
lem. With further questioning, this aCademic problem frequently
turns into a personal problem at home; abuse, divorce, or lack of
communication between parents and child. After another session or
two, the student may ekpress some low self-confidence about theirs
whole future and what they can do. It might be agshance to jump
in with some vocational guidance or it may not until the personal

41 problem has achieved some sort of balance. Months max pass'.
, Junior year or the end of sophomore year rolls around and the

person wanders back ,,into the guidance.and begins to loOk into a
vocational guidance program. If enrolled, I'would see that step as a
job skills preparation, not necessarily piaci g a student iti an occu-
pational slot for life.

I believe that in my 10 years of counselirj, that at age 16°, we are
closing the doors to assign someone in such a role. I personally will
keep challenging students to look down othè avenues rather than
be complacent. The keystone here is realist ally and repeatedly
making the student feel good about him or he_ If and then work-
ing on the decisionmalung skills.

. Junior year might frequently biing our ,student back into the
office anxious that he or she has not chosen the college path and,
therefore, is nervous about parental judgments. We might work on
that for ,a time.

Senior year is coined the."roller coaster ride." 1t- is set up to be
that culminating ultimate year of 12 years, our highlighted student
comes into the guidance office with a long face and that bewildered
expression around his or her unexplainable moodiness. I predict
that, with moneys tightening in Washington, D.C., more families
will be pressed and stressed, and more students will flock to the
guidance office to try and deal with the stress.

I go into such elaborate detail to create a sense of the guidance
counselor's reality. We are not experts in the Vocational Education
'Act or all the voluminous information surrounding' the World of
work, but we do have that critical dpportunity with students to
effect change. Without an emphasis on vocational guidance, voca-
tional education would be operating in a vacuum. In what in-

111 stances do counselors feel vocational educati&ft is truly a worth-
while-airenue for students? I think that while guidance counselors
are called upon by teenagers to help them cope and plan, they do
need education and enlightenment in this broad area of vocational
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education As counselors, we do make, some honest efforts to per-
sonalize the process of preparing for the world of work.

I personally run an after-school awareness program and there
are many such endeavors around the State, but funds have been
lacking to either provide more quality vocatiohal guidance training
for counselors to have full use- of a vocational education. spaialty.

What then do I and my colleagues need- to effectively guide stu-
dents vocationally? I want to talk plainly about three ways that

4would work in the grassroots level for me.
1 I think moneys are needed to establish a statewide inschool

computer network with the wealth of career and vocational infor-
mation at a ready fingertip. This year, Vermont Occupational In-
formation Center Committee has chosen five ni lot schools across
the Statemine being one of themto have a computer terminal
that students and counselors can use. Soon we will have such a ter-
minpl and can locate for ourselves accurate information, or can
take students through a decisiohmaking process'of what options
there are in terms of occupations. There is no way in this rapidly
changing technological society that we can do informative counsel-
ing without computer aids. this pilot programs needs the funds to
expand and make certain each school has this computer service.

2 I believe . that ipschdol training should and can be done
statewide This involves a specialized vocational education coordi-
nator Who. can .,plffectiNITely run workshops that are dynamic, rele-
vant, and speaeto counselor and parental bias regarding vccation-
al education, to .put together conferences that excite and motivate
counselors to return to their schools with a commitment to actively
prohe the vocational areas possible in a student's.life.

3. I feel that attitudes are formed early on. Therefore, school
, counselor education programs at- the universitY1 level should be

highlighting the broad term of vocatiqnal education and encourag-e.
ing prospective counselors to have an interrishlp experience, in a
setting that specificallyAllows for vocational guidance experiences.

In summarizing; I would say that schooVcounselors are 'increas-
ingly p/aced in varying, role'S' with` students. It is unavoiaable. The t
position is both a responsibiliO, and a challenge. We need support
through the following areas with regard to vOcational guidance.

1 Good inservice programs organized by a qualified vocational
education specialist;

2 Counselor education programs that emphasize the broad defi-
nitidn of vocational guidance and give prospectite counselors an in-
ternship in this field; and

3 Lending financing support to place a computer terminal in
each Vennont high school. .

.Senator Stafford, you have truly helped reinforce .and boost the
morale of public School counselors with your legislative actions. I
thank you on behalf of all 350 of us, and I hope and trust that you
Will give vocational guipnce its due respect.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kielmaz\ f011ows:]

t.
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1111 \ fRMONI PERStr\*.Ft AN.D G1IDANCI0ASSOCIATIO%

IESIMILCY FOR TEE }Ri ThE tAXATIONAL FDOC.Allai ACT

October 14, 1981

. .1

cre Lehre this Sub-contrattee on Etiication as a Veraont Guidance Carselor.
1. 1 whu .,;..and before yot. rather than cne of ray other 350 sane-odd colleagues

the state as I xi President of Vermont Persorrkel'bnci Guidance Association
r irbrella of 'American Persornel and Guidance Association. Yet, I an

r. -rre krz.ledgeable or trained in the area of Vocational Education than ray
cunierparts. I speak co you through the eyes of a "generalist ccuriselor' 1.1so

irc,vides rvriad of cotriseling sessions with students in a given day. Part of
'those int.racti.xis involve discussions about. careers - 'Vhat's Out There?" and

"%tzw Do I Get There?"

',et le introduce myself. My name is Betsy Kielran. I work in Essex Junction,
Vernixlc at a large high .chool. of 1300 students. There is a vocational education
center c.nder rae.sane r)of. Five other clknselors work with me rnenagutg an average
ca,e load .1 :Crle 300 -tudents. Typically, I will work with a sti.dent who is haying
an a,..d.ctra.. ..,roblun. With further questioning, this academic problem frequently
turns intO a persoral pn-,blem of the hale - divorce, ,thuse. or lack of con-

ioa parents and the child. glIq'r another session or rwo, this stuIent
may ,apress 10% self-confidence about him/herself and the future Perhaps this
ccnment :ray open the door to career and vocational conseluug - - or'such a
rcrnersa' sen rray be prerature until this person gains a sense of balance over the
iirrnediate Personal problem. Things might settle down and tenths pass. This ;
illastrious student, looking at the future, wanders Pack into guidance and Laos

a vocational education program. If enrolled, I see this step as a Job skills
experience rather than a preparation for a specific 2.ob for life. I believe,
in my 10 years ,aunselang, that at 16 we are closing down doors to assigi sareone
t, an x.cupational slot. I personally, keep challenging students to look dawn
ocher avemes rat* than' be complacent. The keystone is realistically and
:/tre :ecily making the student fcel gond about hininers4lf. Junnior year freqsently
br student back intu the guidance office - anxiotil that re/she hath' t
che,,,en thc "college patr and nervous about parental judgments Senior year is
coined the "roller ctaaster ride." 5et up to bm the culminating ultinlate year

year,:,, our highilightesi stuknt copes into the.g4dance office with a long
face and that bjaldeied expression around as/rier unecplpfnabre ro&dineIs. .1
predict that, with ironies tightening in Washingtcn. D. core' families will be
pressed and strebsed and more students will flock to the 'guidance office to try
and deal with the kress..

I go into bUCH elaborate detail to create a sense of the guldance countelors
reality. ,We are oat experts in the Vocaticnal Educfation Act or all the volutinous,
infoniat icn surrouning the world of work - but we kb hakre that critical opportunity
with sceidents to effect change. Without an arphasis cn vocational guidance, -

vocational educaelon wcazi be operating in a vacuum. The underpinning to this
. a ,a
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entire Issue i)t. socatioral guidance is ecunialor attiEude. Th bottom line Ls,
rhat inst.ances tdo the c,)trise lors f e-el 'Mt v. caaom,1 ed.ication is a truly

r th,411 i 1 e avenue for a stadeit?" I t-uuld guess that raev guidance counselors
have a very narrow definition of Vocatiral Ecucation, r,ting the definitiontrtr Sectin 135, Part C Definitions of Recorrner.daticns for anguage thanzes

th& Pe-authorizat ler of Voc.tionaTITicat ion, it rewfs"

'The term vocational guidance neans ft s,t .ervices And programs
eoordinated by c,tified or licensed profess.maI couriselors
which f ,cus on the unique guidanc.,, placement and follow-up
re(...de of ir.divi.Juals enrolled in vocational programs, and on the

Lent at ton of otm whc c.,u1...1 benefit frovn the nursuit of skills
in fields -inch do not revite a baccalaureate degree for entry."

.ike the breadth of this definition Part I cf the dei.nition is generally
counsefbrs, while Part I:. may not irrediately thoughk.ofas

Vuld-nee. Counselors are ,onstantly called upon by teen-ager. helu 'ben cone md plan, but they need edi.cation and en.ighteriment inbrfad ,a red of .--xatiepai educati in.

-As cazIseLor.., .A. -ake sire hgnest efforts to -wrsonalize the process 0: pre-.r.arug for' fhe wirld of exgrk, i.e after ,Ichocl career at.areness gr eIns
t the tends have been lacking to either prVvide more nuality vocational gurd-

nee trafning for counselors or to have ehe ifull use cf a vccatIonal echacation
special ist. -

What dot I and Tr/ colleague, n\ti'd to effectively guide student; vocavorally?want ti talk olainly about 3 waysi that guiaance counselors Lan be.st facilitatergcational g6r.ce on a day-tt -day basis.

1 I think ramie,s are needed to establish a stare-wide in-school
cornuter netw-rk with ,he wealth or carver and v-cat anal
ine..nriatior at. a ready firgerti? This! year Vt. Occupational
Information Career Grarattee (VOICC) as a state branch of
National Occupational Coordinating Ccrinittee (MCC) has
chosen five pilot schoolts across the state (mine being one
of than) to haye a carputer tertunal that students and
conselors can use. Soon we will have such a terminal
and can locate for ourselves accurate infarnation, or can
take students through a decision-making process of shat
options there are in terms of occupations. ThAre is no
way in this rapidly changing technological society that
we can do informative counseling without occputer aids.
This pilot project needs the finds to s4and and make I
certatin each school has this casputer setttice.
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2. I believe that in-service training shculd be done state-wide,
Ibis ifmolves a specialized Vocational Education Coosdinator

who can effectiveie rim workshops that are dymxnic, reievant
and speak to counselor auld'parental bias regarding Voca-
tional Ecucation; to DUt together conferences that exciCe
and motivate counselors to return to their schools with a corn-
naunent to actively probe the vocatioral areas possible in a
student's life.

3 I feel that at"Acudes are forned earl.), on. Iherefdre, &tool
,Counselor Education orograus at the unaversity leirel should be
haghlighting the broad term of Vocational Elixation and encoarag-
lag prospective counselors'to hal.e an internship experience ir a
setting ttat specifically allows for vocational guidance experiences.

In strrgerizing, I would ,ay that s chool coilnselors are increasingly placed in '

..,Vety personal roles TAth students. The position is both a responsibility and a
'enallixze We need support dlrough the following avenues with regard to
vocationalguidance:

1 gpod in-seniice prograus organized by a qualified vocational
eeucation specialist,

2 ccur...alor educaicn p=grazs that ediphasize die broad deft:labor
of vocatiaial guidance and give prosrective,coinselors an intern-
ship in this field, and

3 lending financial support to place a cmIxater terranal in each
Veriont High School.

Senatar Stafford, you:have truly helped Juiforce and boost die morale of public
, school cxxmselorsivitb your legislative actions. I dunk you cn behalf of all
-4350 of us I hope and trw6st that you will give vocational guidance its dIA! respect.

91-60
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THE VERMONT PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

Senator Robert T. Stafford
Roan 5219
birksen Senate Office atilding.
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Genator Stafford:

This letter is a follow-up co raj testimony at the Senate Hearing
on the Vocational Education Act in Montpelier co October 14, 1981.
At that time, you requested information regarding how =des fran
the Vocational Guidance portico of Vocational Edtracion Raids were
allocated the last few years in Verront. The following is a break-
dcara:

FY'79 (1978-1979)

All the Vocational Guidance monies wait to find vocational
area coordinators.

Frao (1979-1980)
The State picked up the salaries for vocational area
coordinators. All the money wait co.ard workshops,
materials., and grants. Cascletco College supervised
this effort.

F1'81 (1980-1981)
62.5Z of the monies went for starter workshops and materials.
14.7% wait, to sumer orientation program for students ages

12-15 years vho scaanted co explore tednical training
centers.

22.8% to sec up 5 pilot schools rho mild house and giva, ,
feedback on a cocrwter tereinal that included voca-
tional and technical education infonration.

heirs' es'ol tliese-voCattaial guidarle rinnies'over'the laR 3
years (loved:it-with the-reccomaidations that you will find in
my testimony. By removing these_ntoies and thud these proroa,
vocational guidance stands the great risk of taking a 1960,
back seat through traditional counseloi attitudes. Without com-
puter aids, ignorance will be the norm in many Vermont high schools
concerning 1980 vocational outlook and prograps.

Thank you again for the opporonicy to speak last week.

Sincerly,
f. Kte,1-norl

Betsy
sseic 5;:rocKithinliel school

' 4
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Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Ms. Kielman. I appre-
ciate that, your testimony and your final statement: '

The next witness is Mr. James Frasier, 'Vermont Vocational As-
sociatiOn. .

Mr. FRASIER. Senator Stafford, there are about 900 botential ass4-
ciation members and there are about 150 of us that keep working
with your staff and contacting you periodically. I would like to
thank you for inviting us to testify today. We have asretentation
we would like to make. Our testimony is in the draft staie and you
will probably be hearing from us as it,develops.

The Vermont Vocational Association would like to recognize and
thank Senator Stafford for his support of the Department of Educa-
tion and of vocational-technical education. We urge your continued
support of the Department of Education ant the placgment of all
aspects of vocational-technical education within that 'Department.

The Vermont Vocational Association [VV.A] advocates that a
system of vtigathmal education programs continue to be available
to a wide rang_e_of students from the secondary level, through the
postsecondarKlevel, and ,to the 'adulil level. .

Vermont studies of ,secondary vocational education gradinites
have shown that 1 year after high school. graduation 9 of every 10
youths who complete a vocational brogram and are available for
employment are working cull time. Half of these vocational pro-
gram cpmpleters are employed full time in an occuphtion directly
related to their vocational education traiining. Vermont vocational
progiums provide workers who contribule to the development and
the stability of Vermoqt's economy. Vermont vocational educators
are proud of their aCComplishments.

-

The VVA is extremely concerned &tout how the Vocational Edu-
cation Act will be' amended or written. According to the 1980
census, Vermont is trne of the most rural States in the country.
There ate only three other States pat report a lairer per capita
income than Vermont. Furthermore, one-fifth- of our school-aged

%children are from, families at or belr the poverty level. ..,

Fortunately for Vermont, the current Federal legislation has tat
getKfunds foi those in most need of vocational education experi-
ences and assistance to become emi5loyable. This targeting of fu
has resulted in the cooperative use of Federal State, and local

s
funds to effect the deliv4ry, of Vermont's vocatiial education, and
I atiached a table here hich is in the back to ow you bow those

..,

fun& actually come out. Every Federal- dollar spent in Vermont is
matched with $14 of State and local dollars. Although this repre-
sents only about 12 percent of the tatal spent on Vermont vocation-
al education, this Federal contribution of about $1.6 million has
been targeted folthose individuals and those"localities in most
need of vocational education services. ,

An extensive and detail-ad effort to identify tke needs of vocation-
al 'education has bOn 'developed by the American Vocational Asso-
ciation. The VVA is in basic agreement with the positions proposed,
on reauthorization by the American Voeationa Association. The
most effecti.ve contributions the Federal Government can make to
State a5d local vocational programs, as identified by the Vermont
Vocational Association, are expressed in the following seven prior- ,

ity areas of legislative Concern:-..

9 2
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The State board or the State agency concept. The Vermont Voca-
tional Association recommends that the sole State agency/board
retain its 'present function and identification within the act in
order to.continue the orderly administration of vocational educa-
tion among the Federal, State, and local levels of government.

The special populations, the Vermont Vocational Association
definition of special populations includes persons who suffer from
economic or educational disadvantage, individuals with handicaps,
and persons with limited English-speaking ability. Approximately
one-third of Vermont students enrolled, in our vocational programs
are from these special populationS. The VVA endorses a special
title within the act that would make funds ayailable to provide
services for these populations to enter into, to succeed in, and to
l*nefit more fully from vocational education.
; The VVA recommends that the present level of set-aside money
tor handicapped and disadvantaged populations be maintained.
That is, 10 percent for handicappdd and 20 percent for disadvan-
taged. Furthermore, we recommend that 60 percent of these set-
aside moneys be delegated to each of the disadvantaged and handi-
capped subparts respectively. The remaining 40 percent to be di-
vided among those special populations of each State based on the
individual State's needs.

The State advisory organizations, currently t'here are three sepa-
rate State level organiiations that function in an advisory capacity
to the executive branch of State government for vocational educa-
tion and training programs. They are. The State Advisory Council,
for Vocational Education, the 107 Planning Committee, and Man-
power Training Council.

The above three are mandated by the present 1976 amendments
to the act. With these three major State committees advising the
executive branch of State government about employment and
training programs, there is obviously potential for a duplication of
effort.

If the current provisions of the act addressing national, State,
and local adyisory councils are carried forward to tile reauthorized
act, the VVA recommends that a federally funded stqdy be, con-
ducted to assess the effectiveness of national, State, and local adyi-
sory cotrncils in meeting the purposes specified in the current pro-
visions of the acr.'

Governance of vocational education and training, understanding
that States hold the responsibility to conduct their educational pro-
grams as they see fit, the VVA recommends that Federal legisla-
tion provide incentives for development of exemplary vocational
governance systems.

The VVA recommends that the reauthorization legislation adopt
rules and regulations on the issue of governance of vocational edu-
cation and training. These rules and regulations should outline the
procedures through which States will provide for careful study of
present situations, detailed description' of exemplary governance
system, management goals, change activities with roles of responsi-
bility assigned and a review process through which positive change
will occur.

Sex equity, during 1979, women represented 44.1 percent of the
employees covered by the Vermont unemployment compensation

Abb.
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-
law. Unemployment in 1979 among women was estimated at 5.7
percent compared with 5.1 percent for the total Vermont labor
forte. In 1979, women represented 82.2 percent of VermOnt's cleri-
cal workers, but only 8.4 percent of all craft workers. And during
the same year, 64.4 percent of all service workers were women, but
only 29 percent managers and administrators. Specific information
regarding women'g wages in Vermont is hard to accumulate, but
median earnings for year-round full-time U.S. workers indicated
the median salary for women was 59.7 percent of that for men,

Increased enrollment in nontraditional programs for women ap-
pears to have gained considerable impetus with the passilge of the
1976 vocational education amendments. The Vermont Vocational
Association supports the initiative in title II of the 1976 amend-
ments and strongly recommends the continuation of these initia-
tives in the reauthorization of the act.

Vocational teacher inservice training, teachers in Vermont need
an incentive program to remain technologically current in their re-
sptctiv e fields. Rapidly changing technology is included in every
prkram area of vooational education. A major problem in teaching
for employment in business, industry., agriculture, and labor is that
our teachers soon find themselves out of touch with the latest inno-
vations and technological advances being used in Vermont's public
and private sectors of employment.

The Vermont Vocational ssociation recommends that a nation-
al priority be established within the act to upgrade our vocational
instructors by providing the incentives for keeping up to date in
their respective teachingareas.

Evaluation and Research of Vocational Education. Federal legis-
lation has played an important role in the development of State
and national research systems. The 1976 Federal mandates con-
cerning evaluation of programs were particularly helpful to State
and local agencies in determining the criteria and time lines for
evaluating vocational programs. Research and program evaluation
are the cornerstones for planning and development of appropqate
vocational programs needed for continued employment training of
Vermont's labor forces.

However, the roles of the State and local educational agencies
and the State Advisory Council in carrying out federally-mandated
evaluation activities are unclear and have produced a duplication
of Wort. The VVA recommends that the State Education Agency
hay e the sole responsibility for managing and conducting systemat
ic statewide evaluations of vocational education. Furthermore, the
VVA recommends that the State Advisory Council's role in evalua-
tion activities be to review the efficiency and effectiveness of the
processes employed by the State Education Agency4Board in evalu-
ating vocational education programs and to analyze the outcomes
of evaluation activities for the purpose of recommending State
directions.

In recognition of the importance of evaluation in local.,program
operation, the Vermont Vocational Association recommends that
future vocational legislation place an even greater emphasis on lo-
cally based program evaluation efforts. Provision which encourage
local education agencies to integrate evaluation into ongoing pro-
gram planning and operational processes would help insure that

Cs 4 ,
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high quality and responsive vocational education is occurring in
local communities throughout the Nation. Furthermore, it is rec-
ommended that moneys be targeted for State education agencies.
(a) to assist local schools or vocational centers in strengthening lo-
cally-based evaluation efforts, and (b) to assess the efficacy of local-
IY-based evaluation systeme. -

I thank you on behalf Of our membership for giving the opportu-
nity to talk to you and hope that this helps in your efforts to create
legislation or to amend the present amendments.

[The repared lstatement of Mr. Frasier follows
.
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STATEMENT OF 'ME VERMONT VOCATIONAL ALOCIATION, PRESENTED BY JIM FRASIER

She Vermont Vocational Associatign would like to

recognize and thank Senator Stafford for his support of

,the Department of Education and of Vocational-Technical

Education. We urge your continued support of the Department

of Education and the placement of all aspects of Vocational-

Technical Educutión within that Department.

The Vermont Vocational Association (VVA) advocates that

a-system of vocational educationprograms continue to be

available to a wfde range of students from the secondary

level, through the post-secondary level, and to the adult

level.

Vermont studies of secondary vocational education

graduates have shownthat one year after high schoof graduation

9 of every 10 youth who complete a vocatioilal program and are

available for employment are working full time. Half of these

vocational program completers are employed full time in an
,

occupation directly related to heir vocational education

training. Vermont vocational programs provide workers who

contribute to the development and the stability of Vermont's

economy. Vermont vocational educators are proud of their

accomplishments, k

The VVA is extremely-concerned about how the Idational

Education Act will be amended'or written. According to the

'1980 census, Vermont is one of the most rural states in the
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courary. Thereare only three otherfstates that,report a
. . ,. .

lower per capita income than Vennontt Furthermore, one fifth

of gur school-aged children are from families at or below the

/-
, poverty level. " )

Fortunately for Vermont, the current Federal legislation

has targeted funds for those in "most need" of vocational

education experiences and as,flstance to becoAe employable.
,

.-

This targeting of funds has resulted in the cooperative use.

of Federal, State/and local funds to effect the delivery of

. . Vennont's vocational education: (Table 1).. Every Feperal%

dollar spent in Vermont is matched with $11 of State and local

dollars. Although this represents only about US of the total

spent on Vermont vocational education, this Federal contribution

of about $1.6 million has been.targeted for those 'individuals

. and those localities inmost need of vocational education,

services. .(Table 2).

An extensive and detailed effort to identify the needs of
-

vocational education has peen developed by the American

Vocational Association. The VVA is in basic agreement with the

positions proposed on Reauthorization by the American.Vocational

Association. The most effective contributions the federal

goverment can make to State and local vocational programs, as

identified by the Vermont Vocational Association, are expressed

in the following seven priority areas of legislative concern:

CI "
... I

, .

,
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3.

State Board/Agency

The Vermont Vocational Association recommends that

the sole state agency/board retain its presentjunction and

identification within the Act in oider to continue,the

orderly administration/of vocational education among the

_Federal, State, and 1Lal levels of government .

Special Populations

The Vermont Vocational Association definition of

special populations includes persons who suffer from economic

or educational disadvantage, individuals with handicaps, and

persons with limited English speaking ability. Approximately

one-third of Vermont students enrolled in our vocational

pimgrams are from these special populations. the VVA endorses

A : %

a special title within'thi- 'that would make funds available

to,provide services for the1poPulations to enter ihto, to

succeed in, 1;nd to benefit more fully from vocational education.

The VVA recommends that the present level of set-asides

money for handicapped and disadvantaged populations be maintained.

That is, 10% for handicapped and 20% for diiadvantagtd.

Furthermore, we recommend that 60 percent of these set-aside

monies be delegated to each of the disadvantaged ana handicapped

subparts respectively. The remaining 40 pertent to be divided
,

among those special populations of each state based on the .-,

indimidual state's needs.
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4.

State Advisory Organizations

Currently there are three separate state level

organizations that function in an adv4sory capacity to the

executive branch of state go'vernment,for VOcational

Education and Training.Programs, they are:

4..State Advisory Council for Vocational Education

...11:17 Planning Committee

...Kanpower Training Council

The above three are mandated by the.present 1976

Amendments to the Act. With these threl major state

cannittees advising the executive,branch of state government

about anOloyment.and training programs, there is obviously

potential for a duplication of effort.

If the current provisions of the Act addressing national,

state, and local adyisor; councils are carried fo rd to the

reauthoriied Act, the VVA recommends that a federa ly funded

study be conducted to assess the effectiveness of national,

state and local advisory councils in meeting the purposes

specified in the.current provisions of the Act.

Governance of Vocational Education and Training

liniierstanding that states hold the responsibility to

conduct their educational programs as they see fit, the VVA

reconmends that Federal legislation provide incentives for

a

A
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development of exeMplary vocational governance systems.

Such governance systems, which are particularly

appropriate to local/state conditions, should take into

account citizens' constitutional rights, effects on the

employment areas served, and efficiency in program and

service delivery. In addition, such governance systems

Should consider: (a) articulation through succeeding levels

of occupational preparation, (b) effective prograth

evdluatidn and change management, (c) cost effectiveness,

(d) planning and reporting at all levels, (e) effect of the

interrelationships among agencies dealing with occupational

preparation, anä (f) effects of the present governance

syitem on vocational programs to include ancillary services:

The VVA recommends that the-Reauthorization legislation

adopt rules and regulations on the issue of/governance of

vocational education and training. These rules and regulations

should'outline the procedures througli which states will

Iirovide fcir careful study of present situations, detailed

description of an exemplary governance system, management

goalt, change activities with roles of responsibility assigned

and a review process through whiCh postive Change will occur.
.4

Sex Equity

During 1979, women repiesented 44.1 percent of the

I.

r
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6.

employees covered, by the Vermont UnemployAnt Compensation

Law. Uemployment in 1979 among Vermont women was estimated

at 5.7 percent comparad with 5.1 percent for the total

"1.

Vermont labor force. In 1979, women represented 82.2 percent
e

of Vermont's clerical workers: but only 8.4 percent of all e

craft workers; and, durfng the same year, 64.4 percent of

all service workers4ere women, but onlY 29.0 percent were

managers and administrators. Specific infoription regarding

wornen'i wages in Vermont is hard to accuntuIate, but median

earnings for year-round, full-time US workers indicated the .

riedian salary for:r1"-c;;\was 59.7 percent of that for men.

Increased enrollment in nontraditional programs for

women appearS to have gained considekbie impetus with the

passageOf the 1976 Vocational Education Amendments. The

Vermont Vocational Association supports the initiative in

Title II of the 1976 Amendments and strSngly recommends the

continuation of these initiatives in the reauthorization of

the,Act.

Vocational Teacher Inservice Training

Teachers,- in Vermont need an incentive program to main

technologically current in 9feir respective fields. Rapidly

changirig technology is included in every program area of

vocattonal education. A major problem /

1 0 1
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7.

in teaching for employment in business, industry,

agriculture, and labor is that our teachers soon fin;

themselves "out of touch" with the latest innovations and

technological advances being used in Vermont's public &nd

private sectors of employment.
104.

The Vermont Vocational- Association recomends that a

national priority be established within the Act to upgrade

our vocational instructors by providing the incentives for

keeping up-to-date in their respective teaching areas.

Evaluation and Research of Vocational Education

Federal legisation has played ortant role in the

development of state and national research systems. The

1916 Federal mandates concerning evaluation of programs were

particularly helpful to state and local agencies in de4matjaai...:

the critelia and time lines for evaluating vocational programs.

Researtrid program,evaluation are the cornerstones for

planning and development of appropriate vocational programs
. ,

needed for conti4ed employment training of Vinnont's labor

force.

However, the roles of the state and local educational
I

agencies and the State Advisory Council in carry4ng out I

federally mandated evaluation activities are unclear and have

produced a duplication of effort.. The.VVA recomnends that the

Now

a
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1

'State Education Agency have the sole responsibility for

managing and conducting systematic statewide evaluations

of 1:focational education. furthermore, the VVA recommends

that,the State Advisory Council's role in evaluation

activities be to review-the efficiency and effectiveness of

the processes employed by the state education agency/board

in evaluating vocatjonal education programs and to analyze

the outcomes of evaluation activities/for the purpose of
,

recommending stip directions.
4

In recognition of the importance of evaluation in loca

program operation, the Vpont Vocational Assodiation

7////

recommends that future vocational legislatipn place al even

. greater emphasis on locally-based program evaluation efforts.

Provisions which encourage local.education agencies to integrate

evaluation into ongoing program planning and operational

processes would help insure that tigh quality andgresponsive

vocational.education is occurring in local conMunities throughout

thenation.Furthermore, it is recommended that monies be
,--

targeted for state education agencies: (a)to assist local

schools or vocational centers in strengtheniq locally-based
4 .

evaluation efforts and (b) to assess the efficacy of locally-based

evaluation systems.

103
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TA6LE 1

9.

t

WHO PAYS FOR VERMONT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION?

Source 76-77 77-78 78-79 79-80

Federal llars $1,788,046 $1,546,077 $-1,420,377_11,591,501

State Dollars

.

$2,603,663 $2,993,159

. '

$3,596192 $4,701,027

Local Dollars $4,200,935 $4,727,706 $5,257,697 4:157,778

1
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10.

TABLE II

HOW FEDERAL DOLLARS ARE USED TO SUPPORT VERMONT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Federal Dollars
Spent 1979-80

7

'Mandated "Set-Asides"
in Federal Law:

1. Disadvantaged $290083
2. Handicapped 153,886
3. Post Secondary & Adult Ed. 185,484
4. Sex Equity 35,189

Subpart:II - Basic Grants

1. Money to local districts
to operate Vocational
programs - corrects the
inequities of support

2. :Local/State Administration
:(including evaluation which
is mandated by law)

Subpart DII - Progrm Improvement

State and Local Levels

1. Research/Development
2. Curriculum
3. Professional Development
4.- Guidance(Mandated 20% of

total of Subpart III)
5. State Administratidn -

including evaluation which
is mandated by law

Subpart IV - Special Projects for .

DisadvantAed Students

Subpart V Consumer/Homemaking

1. Program operation in
Depressed Areas

2. State Administration
3. Professional Development

and Teacher Education

$336,024

122,556

$ 60,144
4,906

136,575

50,000

22,438

$ 78,845

$ 84,967
9,686

36,734
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Sbnator STAFFORD. Thank you very much, Mr. Frazier. I am sure
it will.

The next pimelist we are happy to welcome before the committee
is Lir. Susan Hasazi. Wp have met before, doctor. We are very
happy you are here and we look forward to your testimony.

Dr. HAsAzi..Thank you. I am glad to be here.
Senator Stafford, I would like to take this opportunity to thank

you and your committee for your continued support for programs
which provide increased educational, vocational and personal op-
tions for handicapped individuals. My testimony reflects the con-
cerns of handicapped consumers, special and regular educators, as
wel) as teacher educators.

In preparing this statement, I have spoken with the executive
board of the Vermont Coalition of the Handicapped which repre-
sents 27 consumers groups whicli are here in Vermont, the Ver-
mont Council for Exceptional Children, and the Vermont Associ-
ation for Retarded Citizens. These gro4s, in turn, have worked
with their national affiliates, the National Council for Exceptional
Children and the Coalition of Citizens with Disabilities, to arrive at
the positions outlined in this statementl

Over the past two decades, there has been an increased concern
relative to the education and employment opportunities available
to icapped individuals. This concern on the part of consumers,

sionals, citizens, and policymakers is reflected in key pieces
of Federal legislation enacted since 1970. The Vocational Education
Amendments of 1976, as well as Public Law 94-142, the Education
for All Handicapped Children Act, and sections 503 andP4 of the
Rehabilitation Act of 1973 spea1 5. to appropriate training programs
that will lead to productive, meaningful and satisfying employ-
ment. However, in spite of these initiatives, there is evidence that
handicapped individuals are not receiving yet tthe education and
training necessary to acquire the skills, knowledge, and attitudes
which would increase the likelihood of obtaining employmenk

Ilesearch over the past decade has provided strong evidenn that
Anyone who can respond to stimulation can perform simple work
Theyste studies indicate that the vast majority of handicapped indi-
viduals can attain economic self-sufficiency given appropriate edu-
cation and training while only 5 to 15 percent would have more re-
strictive earning potentials. The President's Committee on Employ-
ment of the Handicapped has reported that the work record of
handicapped individuals compares favorably with the nonhandi-
capped in many ways. The fact that handicapped individuals can
succeed comparably to the nonhandisuped in every type of em-
ployment suggests that they should pArticipate on an individual
basis in all types of vocational programs. Unfortunately, a num er
of Problems presently exist in our vocational education delive
systems which often stand in the way of providing responsive voca,-
tional education for handicapped individuals. It appears that even
though we have made some gains, there continues to be underre-
presentation kria segregation of handicapped individuals in voca-
tional education at air levels. .

As the final regulations for Public Law 94-482 now stand, voca-
tional education is directed not to discriminate against handi-
capped individuals on the basis of handicapping condition

91-561 0-82---7
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Although the voclonal education4..?egulttions require that
handicapped individuals have equaraccess to vocational programs
and that reasonable accommodations must be made to meet their
needs, actual program performance indicates that there is a dispro-
portionate representation in the population being served at the
adult, postsecondary and secOndary levels. While school districts
are required tu make the same options available tcfhandicapped in-
dividuals that are also available to nonhandicapped persons, it is
sometimes questionable as to whether,- or not this is actually hap-
pen-ing in practice This can le evidented in the data based on the
BOAE annual State reports which indicate that 2 percent of the
total vocational enrollmenu$ made up of handicapped students.
Looking more closely at this 2 percent through the 1979 OCR na-
tional survey, one-third of the 2 percent haudcapped is in separate
vocational programs specifically developed for handicapped individ-
uals In addition, it appears.that there is a trend to isolate handi-
capped individualS, not only in separate programs, but also into
lower level occupational programs. One such example is that of all
the indiv iduals in the United States whu were receiving apprentice-
ship vocational education in 1979, only 381 were handicapped.

There are some possible solutions that we would like tu suggest,
First,-that perhaps there-should be g eater emphasis on the use of
Federal resources. -

Next, requireMents should be esta lished that handicapped ind i-
viduals should not be segregated unless it is clearly demonstrated
on an individual basis that the nature zind severity of the indiv id-
liars handicap, even with maximum support services, prohibits
participation.

Second, it appears there is a disproportLonate allocation of State,'
local funds regarding handicapped individuals in oc a t io na I educa-
tion.

The State is mandated to spend at least 10 percent of its Federal
allotment under the act for handicapped persons to the maximum
extent possible in regular education programs. These regulations
direct each State to pay up to 50 percent of the excess cost ,for such
programs and ben ices.with State and local funds matching the 50
percent. As in Public Law 94-142, Public Law 94-482 requires local
educational' agencies tu spend, at,tleast the same amount on handi-
capped as on the nonhandicapped, prior to figuring the excess
costs.

Federal funds represent about 10 perc e t of the total expendi-
tures fur uc atiunal education. However, st dies show significantly
greater reliance on Federal funds for pr viding ervices to the
handicapped. The median match ratio for ljandicaped indiv iduars
is $1 32 State 'local toll Federal, while the nedian jfriatch ratio for
nonhandicapped persos is $10 Statelocalit $1 Fe eral. This indi-
cates a 40-percent Federal reliance of all funds oing to handi-
capped versus a 9-1-cent Federal reliance of all, funds going to
nonhandicapped per ns. The issue is equa benefits in terms of
State and local dollars.

Some States contend that it is a hardship fr them and that they
cannot provide the necessary match for the handicapped popula-
tion.

1
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Some possible solutions include increasing The Federal set-aside
for handicapped in each State to 30 percent, eliminate the match-
ing requirements fur the excess cost of educating handicapped stu-
dents, reqUire that the added 20 percent handicap State set-aside
be spent only on appropriate support services to accommodate
handicapped individuals in regular vocational education programs
Only 10 percent of the Federal set-aside should be spenton sepa-
rate vocational education programs for handicapped persons

Third, there appears to be some confusion regarding the defini-
tibn of handicapped. individuals. Both Public Low 94-142 and
Public Law 94-482 concur with the definition of handicapped as de-
scribed in the Public Law 94-142 regulations.,

Previous interpretations of the regulations by USOE had direct-
ed States to count handicapped individuals'in vocational education
as those who were in .need of additional services. American Voca-
tional Association takes the position that only those handicapped.
students who cost more are to be counted in vocational education
Thus, the question arises as to who is handicapped in vocational
education.. .

All handicapped students in vocational education who have, ac-
cording to the State standards for Public Law 94-142, been evaluar-
ed, diagnosed, and identified as handicapped, should be counted as
recipients uf vocational education. This is consistent with the exist-
ing definitions and procedures regarding accountability for handi-
capped individuals in the vocational education data sYstam

Last, there is a need for increased training opportunities for vo-
cational educators regarding handicapped indivithials Publie Law
94-142 requires States to insure inservice trainiAg of general, in-
cluding Gocational: and special education and other personnel
Public Law 94-481 requires that the plan for personnel develop-
ment for vocational educators must be included in the State plan
However, many vocational educators feel ill prepared to effectively
teach handicapped individuals. This lacl s. of preparation also may,
cause negative attitudes' on the part of educators in terms of their
willingness to admit handicapped students to their classes

The criteria potential for awarding. Federal dollars for personnel
.development should be based on a State's demonstration that pro-
gram recipients Save an established affirmative action program to
recruit handicapped individuals, and that programs demonstrate
capacity to provide instruction related to the needs of handicapped
persons in vocational education.

Research and experience have demonstrated that effective voca-
tional education and training results in less dependence on public
assistance. Handicapped individuals provided with effective voca-
tional education and training can and do become productive,*ton-
tributing, independent citizens. We need to continue our initiative
to provide increased education and training opportunities for
handicapped individuals because it is at once human and cost effec-
tive.

.

In terms ofl our Vermont experience, treriator Stafford, I would
like to share somes data with you that I was fortunate enough to
get from our division yesterday which, i think, speaks to the
unique effort that Vermont is making and has made.

t
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In 1979, in our regular mainstream vocational programs there
were approximately 234 young people in 11th and 12tt grade re-
ceiving regular vocational instruction who were identified as handi-
capped.

. In 1981-, there were 473 young people in 11th and 12th grade re-
ceiving vocattOnal instruction in regular vocational programs
which represents about 7 percent of the vocational education popu-
lation, much more than th_e national average, as you know; So I
think Vermont has muchMillbe proud of, but we cannot stop here.
We also know, as a result of some recent studies by some people
whô are working at the University of Illinois, Schneider, Rusch,
Henderson, and Geske, that vocational education and training is
cost effective, very cost effective. In fact, this is the first cost-bene-
fit analysis study that has been reported in the literature and
working with severely handicapped individuals relative to vocation-
al training can be, expensive. This research has taken a look at
what it costs to keep people dependent versus providing them with
vocational training. What they have discovered is that a handi-
capped individual could be trained 10 times in their life in a rela-
tively expensive one-to-one mode before it would equal the cost of
keeping them dependent on public assistance.

So again vocational education and training, we want it for our
populatioti. As Arthur Ericson has mentioned, 90 percent of those
students who graduate in. Vermont from vocational programs are
employed. This is exactly what consumer advocates want for haridi-

. capped individuals and why we are so concerned about niaintaining
the set-asides. We know it works. We know it is beneficial for indi-
viduars and we believe it is beneficial for our community.

Senator &AFFORD. Thank you. We appreciate your testimony.
NOw, before we go to a few questions for the panelists, Miss_

O'Brien, do you have any comments you would like to make?
Miss O'BRIEN. I have one, that I think that vocational 'educa-

tionI have one coinment that I would like to make, that vocation-
al education, I think, is the best that has ever come. I think it is

.. the best idea and I hope that it continues.
Senator STAFFORD. Thank you.
Regarding the point you made, Susan, about the cost effective-
ss pf educating;handicapped children, I think that point needs to

i
invade over add over again because I do not think very many

people in the Nation or in Washington especially understand that
-fact.

I thank you for your statement and now let us go to a few ques-
tions I would simply remind the members of the panel that if,they
would prefeY to answer these questions in writing rather than here
today, it iTagreeable to the committeeand if ou should choose
that course, we wou:ld prefer your early answers n writing so they
can be made part of the hearing record.

Kevin Kennedy first. Let me put a cAuple of que ions to you.
Would you describe in greater detail the composition of the State

voc-tech advisory council, that is, how many members do you ha e
and who currently serveg on the council?

Mr. KENNEDY. Well, I would say there are 22 members appro 1-

mately at any one time on the council. The specifics of the makeu
I would like to send along to you. I do not have that with me today.

Senator STAFFORD. Fine. -
[The information referred to followsj

1 r
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sr October 22, 1981

Honorable Robert T. Stafford
U. S. Senate
Washdrigt,n, D.C. 2051C \1

Dear Senator Stafford:

IDIMIS (04401.14.444
141.14 34. 116141

pe4

At the legislatise .thich you conducted on October 12

at t%rnont College in %)stp,1..r. you asked alatat the currtnt

nerbership structure of the ,-visOry Council, and what the -

Co-nail might envision as a :ended structare. 4 appreciate

your invitation to present thode responses.in writing to dupple-

ment my oiiginal statement.

A membership list is enclosed. The Council currently has

tnirty-one merbers, of wnich twenty-one represent categories

,stipalated by federal law. A najority of these representatiied

are from various aspects of education (higher...education, snecihl

education, education atministration, guidance, tc.). Businesd

and industry have few representatives; in fact, under current

law, it is very difficult to achieve even minimum representation

from those groups. 4

In this state, the Council does woAclosely with the ',over r._

office in an effort to secure representation of consumer; of

vocationli educationerp.a.ers of vocational program completert-

04 tne Council. The remberrhip list hnclosed will show how catc,v,,

one all -eventeen are both ovdriubscribed to assure that businccr

and industry are. in fact, represented.

'

Reauthorization legidlation should address these issues of

membership end represe:tat.ion. Advisory Councils should be struc-

tura to assure that the consumer groupbusiness, industry, aordeult,

and other iuch potential employersshould constitute the majooitj

membership. Input from this group is of great value in devolepin,

programs relevant to their needs. Testimony from business and

industry representatives at the hearing reinforced the need for

this type of Council atructure.

flu
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The testimony also pointed out a real weakn s in Jur
educational system. Witnesses from business an industry ,

and from education revealed, explicitly-or implicitly, th%t
many educators who are not directly involvtd with vo..,:ioaal
education have not yet learned that vocational education is,
or should be, a viable'educational option for all studenis.
All too often guidance counselorsf.academic teachers, tnose
in higher education, even state department of edccweion staff
view college as the only acceptable route to job SUCC'eS3--
.particularly for the "good" studeat. This attitude :.tist be.
changed. In Vermont,*the Advisor/ Council has wona-- wery
hard to promote the concept that vocational educatio: should
be equally accessible to all students. Through its process
of on-site program reviews throc;nout the state, the Council
has involved a total of 166 persons, eighq-four were direct
r4resentatives of business, industry or agriculture occupa-
tions. Another sixteen were employment rAnagers or counselors
from the Vermont Job Servic... These people recommended
repeatedly, as documented i- the Council's Annual Reports,
that vocational education aLa academic education have equal
status and be equally aceessible'to all.

Finally,the point was aaae at the hearing that better
communications are need,ed between the vocational education "-
community and the business/MTiustry comra.nity, ,In Vermont,
through the program 'review process mentioned Wove and the
conce'rted effort to secure representative membership, the
Advisory Council has made very siznificant strides in actively
involving these groups in its total effort. One ofthe
primary reasons for the very existence of state advisory
_co,ncils vas to provide Con;ress with objective data about
vocational education. In tnts state, the Council has and will
continue t carry out thit:amdate Iv including in s efforts
a wide representMion from the public and particular tn..

consumer groups.

On behalf of the Verront Advisory Council for Voc .ional-
Technical Education, I ths:A jou for this opportunity o praent,
additional information, and'I un;e you and the members of your
committee to support reauthorization legislation which wikl_
include these considerations.

KE/p1 .

Enclosure
cc: Bruce Post

f

Respect:1111y,

Kevi Kennedy
Cnair-lan

i 1_
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rr Rvprt r ed,--..ation, area vocational'

schz,ols, . - postsecondary agencies

or ....,: progra7s of vocational or technical

traiatty,

RO.ZRT tZONKKA, itir,ezor

Art:. ScierliV

Vermont Te,:ini-, Collo,te
Randolph Center, Vermont 05061 7:o-o391

Ca:eory 7. Have knowledge, experience, or qualifications wilah
education but not involved in the administration of stat,
or local programs

CEORCE DUNSMORE, Commissionor
Department of A,riculture
State Street
Montpeli,r, VerLoat. 05602 828-24,3

Ca:e4ory 8: Are familiar wich .r.,:uf..s of vocational education

col-prehens:v.

Bat.e Vocatt..lal

Aver

%,rmon: 05o41 476-6237

c.ktorv 9: .,pr,,.nt 11011pro.: b:017S

IIC:!\CE SAP,
1-,rsoanel, Plar,n,n: o A:f.rmative Acion

C Coll,,o
232 S.:uth Willard Str,e:

t-riington, Vernon: o34O1

,

.,. ,:It vocational 1-111-1., and counseling services --

658-0800

t 0.CE DAM, Cnlot
.tt) A. .111.1C.Jr1

Of ,04%. rr...111:1L

V.O. »Ss
0 .,,2 229-0311

-

r av,a, V.

C.'.g.r> .t.)t-roLtIo:tai

\ 0 ,

o:

Oftice 1....,terbury Co-plex

Montpelier, Vermont 0i..:02

-2-

416.

411i.

241-2307
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VOCatiOn4i teaeter t. g In eeue:.:.oaal agency

PTRICIA BONOZZO'..i, Area Celaance Coordinator

0.bow Vocational Center t

Bradford ID,(Oran4e East)
Bradford, Vermont 05033

,Cat.gory 13: Superintendents or other administrators of local -

agencies --

OLIN E.-ROBBINS, "St.perimtendent

Lamoille North Super,:isory nion

RFD ifl

Johnson, Vermont 05650

C..i.gory 14: Currenely serving on looa: ,c7ao1 board --

1"TRICIA F0UL:7, Arairm..-

Soringfield Scroo.
Road

Springfield, Vermont 05133

635-2207

885-53--

C. 15: Rorresent State Manpower Sk:v.ce.

kINNEDY, Director
Champlain Valley Work 4 Truirinz Prnram
P.O. Box 185
Uinooski, Vermont 05404 655-2334

DAOTHY EVANS
lnderhill Center, Ver-tont O3..O 8)9-2225

Late;erv .6: Represent school systems wit'l lar,;o concentrations of persons

w..o h i ve specific academic, soc,ia:,' egonoLic, snd cultural

noLds . Id of persons who,hav. dimtedi,English-spe.Aing
ability --

,

W, SCOTT BLANCHARD. Seperinternd.nt',.
Essex North Supervisory tlian
6naan, Vermont 05903 266-3330

t

17. W.37.n .1th backgrounds and .v-.r.ences in employment and training
progiass, and who arc knowied %able with respect io ;h. 4.ecia1
experiences and problems of sex discriminition in Job training
and employment and of sex stereotyping in vocational edukation,
including wom,en who are members of minority groups and who have,

in addition to such backgrounds and experiences, special
knowledge of the problems of discrimination in job training and

employment against women who are members of such groups --

10. STEPHANIE SMITH
Biscuit Hill Farm
Woodstock, Vermont 05091 457-2138

-3-

4

1 1 4
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17: (conc.)

IPLLOAVL DIreetor
Sorv:. J

Chlt t. ndon South Sup: re .sory

P.O.,. Box 551

Shelnurle, Vrnopt 05482

JACQUELINE NOLAN, Executive Vice President
tab.ot Hoibery

Northfield, Vormont 05663

KAY PA;,88'zCN, Team 1.12ader

Te.IL r Corp

Barro S:r..t
"oo Vor7 ,1:

Senool District

985-2551

485-6066

229- .79

..a. r lb. E.ne :.p..ial kno.; ., ,.m.e, ororualiflo-..dms w-tn
;1 Jducatiom c. r or mentally handica;ped

r,

Y. IEVALD 'FULLER. C.1.,1 r'

yon,11 TechnIcol

1' r f:LItural Ent in.erini., o

lnxversIty of A.:tont
Wjrlington, Vermont 3540.

D7, SUSAN HASAZI

College of Education 4 Social Services
Spedial Education Area
Lniversity ofVermaru.

'r
Burlington, VErmont 05401 656-2n6

656-2001

I9: Represent the general public

4k- DAVID PIAKHAM
State rnorgy Office
valn S:r.
4ontpeli r, Vermont 05602

ChARLES CHOLS, Jr.
RD 41

. Xontpelier, Vermont 05602

DALE I Y8, Dirctor
North. ..t EmpiovTiic I Trafillni. 0: f ice

10l'e. .1 .t,rn Al.c lo

S:. J bury. %.r-ont 0:810

'

828-2393

223-3315

748-8935

:u: Are vo:atton.,I ,Jooa: tom --

STLPOIN BoLcm .D, FFA S tti4 L: h.pres.ntat.ve
i in Stroei
Burl ington , Vermont 05401 bo4-0018
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Mr. KENNEDY. But it is a cross"representation of private sector,
the general public, economic development, other employment and
training groups, agriculture, postsecondary education, and a wide
spectrum of.the Verniont population that is represented.

Senator STAFFORD. Do you think it fairly represents the various
segments of our State economically and skially?

Mr. KENNEDY. I think you can always 'work on that, and I think
there are a variety of issues that you have to deal with in Ole geo-
graphies of the situation and ,getting the right popUltions in the
right categoriBs and that kind of thing, but I do think it is a fair
representation.

Senator STAFFORD. VerY good.
Could nu outline for us the specific impact the council has on

vocational educational programs now offeted in Vermont?
Mr. KENNEDY. Well, I think one of the key impacts has to do

with the planning process anti tha,accountability process I have
sat on a number of councils, including the State employment and
training council, adult education, et cetera, .and I feel that the
State advisory council for vocational education plays the most spe-
,cific role in point by point reviewing the planning process and dis-
cussing the planning process with the director of vocational educa-
tion aria the assistant director, and has a great deal_of input in
that process, and also is represented on the 107 comffiittée as part
of the planning process. And I think the accountability process of
going through after the fiscal year is completed in which the plan
was implemented to go through again on a point-by-point basis of
the goals and objectives and specific activities to meet those goals
and say this is what you sa4I you were going to do. What have you
done? Be able to evaluate that as to how we felt, whether that was
appropriate or inappropriate, I think, is very important to the proc-
ess.

I think also the evaluation process that is taking place, I think
the importance of that is that it is an objective third party evalua-
tron where members of the council fromrprivate industry and the
general public have an opportunity to go into a vocational cen-
ters to tet a firsthand view of what is goin n at the center, to
talk to the instructorr to talk to the studnts. We uti1i0" local ex-

perts in fhe field that we are evaluatingany time to come in and
gPdak with us and also participate in that evaluation and I think
that is a very important part of the council's work.

Senator STAFFORD. Thank you very much.
Now, could I address a couple of questions to you, Betsy?
Ms. Kr MAN. You can.
Senator AFFORD. As you know,There is cur. tly a s -aside in

the Vocational Education Act for guidance. andtouns1ing pro-
grams. What has been the effect of this set-aside on counseling pro-
grams in Vermont?

Ms. KIELMAN. I aril not sure I know its direct benefit.. I have been
in the State 4 years so part of mysaying as an individual; per:-
haps I do not know if before it was there. :t

My comments did not speak to increasing that per se but saying
that if the block grant idea-4 get very leery and nervous about
that feeling, that councils are the vehicle ferr vocational education

1 1 f'
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)for all the special interest groups out therej did not really answer-
your question. .

Senator STAFFORD. Would you like to reflect on it for a little and
respond in writing? We would be agreeable to that if you prefer.

Ms KIELMAIs/. I certainly will.reflect and see what I can find out.
Senator STAFFORD. All right. I have one more question.
What type of vocational programs do you offer in your school in

Essex for handicapped students?
Ms. KIELMA/sli Well, there are a number ofactually, there are

two vocationakscenters, Burlington High School and Essex. There
has been the building trades, the building services program which
was for students who had some real educational, intellectual sorts
of handicaps and they could go into that at a little younger age,
age 10, and they could learn custodial skills, whatever.

I ttink one of the biggest factors for all the programs has been a
resoia, e room, a person in both the area centers to take that indi-
vidual, regardless of their deficits, and teach them, pull them out
of the vocational class for an hour or two and instruct them 1 to 1
in those vital skills,necessary for that occupational slot and to then
send them back, but, there is a great ckfl of communication be-

ween the teacher and the resource room person. That is new,
Essex just got someone last year but I see itagain, it is that 1-to-1
person4 cpntact thaef.eally counts:

Se nato\STAFFoRn. Thank you very much.
1 Jim Frasier, what is the role of vocational teachers on the State

voc-tech advisory council?
Mr FRASIER. Each year we have an oppOrtunity from within our

ranks to noniinate a voting member from the association as a rep-
resentative to the voc-tech advisory cot1ncil. We have a guidance
cOunselor who represents teachers on the voc:tech advisory council.

cWe are represented fhere.
Senator STAFFORD. In your testimony you recommended greater( effort to keep teachers informed of changing technology.
Do you know of any program already ekisting which promotes co- 4

operation between schools arid industries to keep up with changing
technology? . ,

Mr FRASIER: I do not krinw of any one particular OrogIn inside
the State. But, speaking as a teacher, I do know that Waders thxt
have a very active local advisory committee very otten.are kept. up
to date by way of constantly visiting business people and having
businesg people come into their classrooms. An example of that for
long standing has been, for exEutople, tile agricultural group where
there is a constant exchange, FFA, [Future FIrmers of America]

ebeing active at q levels.
In Rutlandjor example, there is a machine trades program. One

person, Steve Jeski, has a very Otive local advisory council that
comes into the classroom and evaluates students' progress, and he
constantly is in the business community. In fac4.they are trying to
steal him all the time. TlAey would like him' to train their people.
So there are those kinds of activities but I do not know of a specific
kind of program. I will try to find out and respond to that. i

SenatoreSTAFFoRn. Thank you very much. .

11 7 \.
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Dr. Hasazi, some witnesses have suggested here tod-ay tha.t^the
Congress eliminate the Federal set-asicles in the Vocational Educa-
tion Act.

In your.view, what would happen to special needs groups such as
the handicapped in the absence of the set-asides?

Dr. HASAZI. Well, Senator Stafford, although sdme of-my col-
leagues here today have said that in Vermont, since we have been
doing such a good job, that we will continue to do that. I am not
sure that that is the case all over the country, and I am also not
sure that even in Vermont that is the case bedause I think that al-
though our educators and directors and administrators are certain-
ly-people of good will and have demonstrated, in fact, that they do
care about handicapped individuals, there are so many competing

' interests that we all need to respond to.
I can point to one piece of data that I am sure of, and that is

-with the set-aside and with Public Law 94-142. I know that the
numbers of handicapped children and youth in our schools receiv-
ing vocational education have increased, and there is nothing like
data to hold bn to.

Mr. FRASIER. Can I add to that personally?
Senator STAFFORD. Certainly.
Mr. FRASIER. My experience in vocational education since 1969

here in Vermont has been working with disadvantaged youth. I
started in Brattleboro and I went to White River where I presently
am.

My major'concern in hearing peopla talk' about the set-asides
going away is that I initiated the program of the disadvantaged in
White River with Ed Allen, who was the director,Aat served there
Those are now in every center, except one, so disadvantaged stu-
dents can get help.

Thelfresource room idea of having teachers available for the
handicapped is brand new. I think if we were really honest, if we
said the set-askles were not there, we would not have resource
,rooms. In .talking to teachers, teachers need those individual re-
source rooms. If we do away with Itta set-asides and go to a block
grant, my real feeling is that in this State we would not continue
to resource rooms. All the research showed about the 1963 act that
did not have set-asides, studies initiated by Congress, and, eventu-
ally, with the Olympus Committee report, which was a national as-
sessment of the disadvantaged and handicapped, States did not
servethe handicapped and disadvantaged.

We would lose, in effect, our general support of prbgrams in this
State for a long time. So, if we do away with the set-asides, I am in
complete agreement with Dr. Hazasi here, I think loss of support
for the handicapped and disadvantaged is going to happen.

Senator STAFFORD. All right.
Mr. Kennedy.
Mr. KENNEDY. In the State Advisory Council testimony, we spoke

to the set-asides, and I think the key to that was the redtape in-
volved with administering those kinds of funds, and, not that there
was not strong concern on the part of the council to see that those
populations-were served.

The council sees its role possibly involved with the State play
ning process to assure that those population be served and to act in
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the planning capacity and evaluation capacity to verify that that is
being done, and that the key issue here is the redtape involved and
not serving those populations.

Senator STAFFORD. Well, thank you all on thp panel and you,
Miss O'Brien, too, for helping the committee this morning. We ap-
preciate it very much. I can assure you that the full subcommittee
and the full committee will pay considerable attention to.what you
have fold me here for them.

I think we haye got off to a good start by starting the hearings
here in Vermont, and I am very grateful to you and all of the other
panelists who joined us this morning.

If there is nothing further, the Subcommittee on Education, Arts
and Humanities is recessed, subject to call of tke Chair.

[Whereupon, the subcommittee recessed, subject to the call of the
Chair.]
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